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The ability to recover ancient DNA from skeletal material has completely transformed the             
field of evolutionary anthropology, making it possible to sequence the genomes of individuals             
who lived thousands of years ago. In addition to resolving the long-standing question of              
admixture between Neanderthals and modern humans and uncovering evidence of dramatic           
migration events throughout human history, ancient DNA has become an important resource            
for understanding many facets of natural selection, which is often challenging using            
present-day genetic variation alone. 
Chapter 1 examines the dynamics of negative selection acting against Neanderthal           
ancestry in modern humans and establishes its limits over long evolutionary timescales. It             
shows that the previously reported monotonic decline in Neanderthal ancestry over the last             
fifty-thousand years, thought to have been a result of negative selection, is a statistical artifact               
caused by incorrect assumptions about modern human demographic history, in particular the            
gene flow between Africa and West Eurasia. Re-estimation of the Neanderthal ancestry            
proportions over time using a more robust statistic no longer infers a significant decline of               
Neanderthal ancestry, which is shown to be consistent with simulations of negative selection             
across a wide range of selection parameters. 
Chapter 2 describes the first comprehensive analysis of the Y chromosomes of            
Neanderthals and Denisovans. Although Neanderthals and Denisovans form a sister group to            
modern humans at the autosomal level, Neanderthal Y chromosomes are more similar to             
modern human rather than Denisovan Y chromosomes. In fact, the Y chromosomes of late              
Neanderthals represent a lineage introgressed from an early modern human population. This            
introgression, which occurred hundreds of thousands of years ago, completely replaced the Y             
chromosomes of early Neanderthals, mirroring the observations made from mitochondrial          
DNA. Population genetic simulations of selection and introgression show that although a            
complete replacement of both mitochondrial DNA and Y chromosomes is unlikely under            
neutrality, higher deleterious burden of Neanderthals predicts a rapid replacement of both loci             
by their modern human counterparts. 
Finally, ​Chapter 3 presents an R package ​admixr ​, designed to facilitate programming            
of automated, fully reproducible population genetic analyses using ADMIXTOOLS, a suite of            
programs widely used in ancient DNA research. 
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In 1856, an unusual skeleton was discovered in the Neander valley in today’s Germany. This               
individual, later designated as the type specimen ​Feldhofer 1​, as well as many others found               
during the decades after, belonged to a hominin group called Neanderthals ​(1) ​. From a              
morphological perspective, these people carried characteristics undoubtedly similar to ours,          
yet they exhibited features as well as cultural practices distinct enough from modern humans              1
to fuel fierce debates for more than a hundred years that followed. Were Neanderthals a mere                
transition state on the way towards the modern human phenotype or did they represent an               
entirely new species of humans ​(2) ​? 
As evidence mounted over decades, it became increasingly clear that Neanderthals and            
modern humans represent independently evolved and contemporaneous lineages ​(3, 4) ​.          
Indeed, having occupied vast stretches of the Eurasian continent ​(5) after first emerging             
around 400 thousand years ago (kya) in Europe ​(6, 7) ​, Neanderthals disappeared from the              
fossil record at around 40 kya ​(8) ​, several thousand years after the arrival of the first modern                 
humans into Eurasia ​(9–13) ​. Thus, one of the most important topics in anthropology has              
become determining to which extent, if at all, Neanderthals interacted with modern humans             
during their millennia-long overlap in Eurasia. Have Neanderthals been completely replaced           
by modern humans without leaving a trace as modern humans migrated out of African to               
colonize the world ​(14) ​? Did the two groups of humans interbreed and have offspring? Could               
we detect any traces of Neanderthal genetic legacy in modern human genomes? 
Morphological analyses of some of the earliest modern human fossils found in Europe             
found evidence of Neanderthal-derived morphological traits, suggesting that some         
interbreeding took place ​(9, 15–21) ​, although the Neanderthal-modern human “hybrid” status           
of some of these individuals has been challenged ​(22–24) ​. Furthermore, other evidence            
indicated the possibility of not only genetic but also cultural exchanges between Neanderthals             
and modern humans ​(25) ​. Ultimately, however, to settle the question of whether Neanderthals             
contributed DNA to modern humans, and whether this genetic legacy still remains in people              
living today, required a genetic argument. 
 
The first study of ancient DNA was published in 1984 and showed that DNA not only                
survived in a museum specimen of an extinct quagga almost 150 years after its death but that                 
it could be successfully amplified by molecular cloning and sequenced ​(26) ​. A year later,              
DNA extraction from Egyptian mummies demonstrated that the same could apply to museum             
specimens several thousand years older ​(27) ​. However, the true revolution in the budding             
1 In this thesis, the phrase ​modern human is used as a shorter form of ​anatomically modern human​. In this                    
context, the word “modern” refers to a set of morphologic traits typical of present-day humans, a slightly                 
unfortunate historical artifact that has become common in anthropological literature. 
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field of ancient DNA came with the development of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR)              
(28) ​, which allowed the first DNA sequence of a Neanderthal to be determined ​(29) ​. 
This sequence, belonging to the ​Feldhofer 1 type specimen, represented 379 bp of the              
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) control region, and its phylogenetic comparison to modern           
human mtDNAs showed that the Neanderthal mtDNA diverged prior to the diversification of             
present-day mtDNA lineages ​(29) ​. Sequencing complete mtDNA genomes of many other           
Neanderthals over the following decade has always reached the same conclusion ​(5, 30–32)             
and, in the context of the wider anthropological debate, supported the hypothesis of the              
replacement of Neanderthals by modern humans without any mixing ​(29) ​. However, a            
theoretical analysis of the first Neanderthal mtDNA study ​(29) cautioned that although the             
mtDNA phylogenetic relationships rejected models of random mating between Neanderthals          
and modern humans, there were other scenarios of gene flow which had to be considered ​(33) ​.                
Among those, only the models of very large contributions of Neanderthal mtDNA to modern              
humans could be rejected given the limited statistical power from the available data and due               
to the narrow view of human evolutionary history provided by mtDNA alone ​(30, 33) ​. In               
order to fully resolve the issue of Neanderthal gene flow into modern humans, information              
from the nuclear genome, which represents a composite of thousands of genealogies of any              
individual’s ancestors, was needed. 
 
The first analysis of the draft nuclear genome of a Neanderthal was published in 2010 ​(34) ​.                
Finished less than ten years after the assembly of the first complete draft of the modern                
human genome ​(35) ​, it represented a remarkable technical accomplishment requiring a large            
coordinated effort ​(36, 37) ​. The comparison of the Neanderthal genome with the genomes of              
present-day humans showed that Neanderthals share more alleles with present-day          
non-Africans than with Africans, and that the majority of this signal must originate from              
Neanderthal gene flow into the ancestors of non-Africans ​(34) ​. Later technical developments            
have allowed the sequencing of high-quality genomes of three additional Neanderthals, which            
led to the estimates of the proportion of Neanderthal ancestry in present-day non-Africans at              
around 2%, and to the inferred split time between Neanderthals and the ancestors of modern               
humans between 520 and 630 kya ​(38–40) ​. 
The definitive genetic evidence for introgression from Neanderthals into modern          
humans resolved one of the most debated issues in evolutionary anthropology ​(34) ​. However,             
ancient DNA has continued to provide new insights into human evolutionary history. In 2010,              
DNA extracted from a distal manual phalanx unearthed in the Denisova cave in Siberia              
revealed an unknown type of the mitochondrial genome which diverged from a common             
ancestor with Neanderthal and modern human mtDNA sequences around 1 million years ago,             
raising the possibility that its carrier belonged to an entirely new hominin group ​(41) ​. Indeed,               
sequencing of the nuclear genome of this individual assigned her to a yet unknown hominin               
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population that was a sister group to Neanderthals ​(38, 42, 43) ​. Remarkably, this population,              
called the Denisovans, was found to have contributed up to 6% to the ancestry of people in                 
present-day Papua New Guinea and Bougainville Islanders ​(42, 43) ​. Later analysis of the             
geographical distribution of Denisovan ancestry in a larger sampling of Southeast Asian and             
Oceanian populations showed that the gene flow from Denisovans is likely to have occurred              
in Southeast Asia ​(44) ​. As Denisovans have so far only been found in Siberia and on the                 
Tibetan Plateau ​(45) ​, this implies that they must have occupied an extraordinarily large             
geographical region, from Siberia to tropical Asia ​(44) ​. 
 
Having established that modern humans interbred with archaic humans as they migrated out             
of Africa ​(34, 42, 46) ​, the focus of study of ancient human introgression shifted towards more                
nuanced questions. When and where did the interbreeding happen? How frequently did            
archaic and modern humans interact? Were there any functional consequences of introgressed            
archaic human DNA on modern human physiology? 
Because of the equal affinity of the Neanderthal genome to the genomes of several              
Europeans and East Asians, the first draft Neanderthal genome study concluded that the gene              
flow likely happened somewhere in the Middle East, after the out-of-Africa migration but             
before the divergence of present-day non-African populations ​(34) ​. This was corroborated by            
a later analysis of the distribution of lengths of Neanderthal haplotypes in present-day             
humans, which arrived at the time of introgression of about 55 thousand years ago ​(46) ​.               
Intriguingly, later analyses of the geographic distribution of the proportion of Neanderthal            
ancestry in present-day genomes from around the globe ​(43, 47, 48) revealed a more complex               
picture of the history of Neanderthal admixture. Most importantly, East Asian populations            
appeared to carry approximately 20% more Neanderthal ancestry than Europeans ​(39, 43,            
49–52) ​. 
Three major hypotheses have competed to explain the excess of Neanderthal ancestry            
in East Asians. The first suggested that the ancestors of East Asians interbred with              
Neanderthals a second time, after the separation from Europeans, which led to them carrying              
an additional fraction of Neanderthal ancestry ​(43) ​. Alternatively, following the introgression           
into the ancestors of all non-Africans, Neanderthal ancestry in Europeans could have been             
“diluted” by admixture with a population which carried little to no Neanderthal ancestry,             
possibly some African group ​(43, 53) ​. Finally, the larger amount of Neanderthal ancestry             
observed in East Asians was proposed to be a consequence of weaker selection against              
Neanderthal DNA in East Asians compared to Europeans due to the lower effective             
population size in the ancestors of East Asians ​(51) ​. Population genetic modeling of the              
interaction of selection efficacy and genetic drift has argued against the selection model, and              
suggested that a second “pulse” of Neanderthal introgression into the ancestors of East Asians              
or the “dilution” scenario are more plausible ​(50, 54, 55) ​. 
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To complicate matters even further, a recent study has shown that the excess of              
Neanderthal ancestry in East Asians today compared to Europeans might be, in fact, largely a               
statistical artifact ​(56) ​. Specifically, most Neanderthal ancestry detection methods rely on the            
assumption that certain African groups do not carry any Neanderthal DNA at all, utilizing              
them as a “baseline” for detecting Neanderthal segments in other populations ​(50, 51, 56, 57) ​.               
However, most African groups appear to carry some Neanderthal DNA resulting not from the              
Neanderthal introgression but from back migration from Eurasia into Africa ​(58, 59) ​. Because             
this backflow is currently thought to have originated from a West Eurasian source, potentially              
even ancestors of Europeans themselves, this causes a bias against detecting Neanderthal            
ancestry in present-day Europeans ​(56, 59) ​. Indeed, when using methods that do not make              
explicit assumptions about the complexities of modern human demographic history, the           
apparent excess of Neanderthal ancestry in East Asians largely disappears, reducing the need             
for a large role of dilution or multiple Neanderthal introgression events into the ancestors of               
present-day populations ​(56) ​. My own work, described in detail in ​Chapter 1​, has provided              
new evidence for gene flow from West Eurasia into Africa, highlighting the need for methods               
to estimate Neanderthal ancestry which are robust to these issues ​(59) ​. Overall, the question              
of exactly how many “pulses” of Neanderthal (or Denisovan) ancestry have occurred during             
the time of overlap of archaic and modern humans in Eurasia remains unclear, but the               
evidence for multiple introgression events is growing stronger ​(12, 52, 60, 61) ​. 
 
In addition to detailing many aspects of past archaic and modern human encounters from a               
demographic perspective, ancient DNA has provided many insights into the functional           
consequences of Neanderthal and Denisovan DNA on modern human biology ​(62–64) ​. This is             
partly thanks to large-scale databases of thousands of genomes of present-day humans from             
across the globe ​(47, 48) ​, which made it possible to precisely estimate archaic human allele               
frequencies and their spatial distribution along the genome for the purposes of studying             
natural selection ​(50–52, 65) ​. Among the many discoveries made from such “maps” of             
archaic human ancestry are genomic regions where archaic human DNA has been beneficial             
for modern humans, perhaps because it helped them adapt to new environments in Eurasia              
(62, 64, 66–69) ​. Another intriguing observation was that the majority of Neanderthal DNA             
has been under some form of negative selection in modern human genomes ​(50, 51) ​. First,               
two independent studies detected a striking depletion of Neanderthal DNA in a handful of              
extremely long segments in the genome ​(50, 51) ​. The same depleted regions were later found               
even in populations with an additional pulse of Denisovan introgression ​(52, 56, 65) and              
became known as “deserts” of archaic ancestry ​(51) ​. Because the large size of these regions is                
inconsistent with being a product of a simple neutral process, it has been hypothesized that               
they are the result of a particularly strong negative selection against some introgressed archaic              
human variants, possibly even drivers of “hybrid incompatibility” ​(50, 51) ​. Second, it has             
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been shown that there is a strong negative correlation between the probability of finding an               
archaic human allele at any locus in the genome and the level of functional importance of that                 
locus, with genic regions showing a particularly low proportion of of surviving archaic human              
ancestry ​(51, 65) ​. Overall, it is now clear that the fate of Neanderthal and Denisovan ancestry                
in modern humans has been affected by a complex interaction between various kinds of              
positive and negative selective forces. 
Thesis outline 
The aim of this thesis was to investigate the interplay between demographic factors and              
natural selection in ancient human introgression. In ​Chapter 1​, I examine the dynamics of              
negative selection against Neanderthal ancestry in modern humans and establish its limits            
over long evolutionary timescales, particularly in the context of the decline in Neanderthal             
ancestry previously reported in published early modern human ancient DNA time-series data            
(70) ​. In ​Chapter 2​, I describe the first comprehensive analysis of the Y chromosomes of               
Neanderthals and Denisovans, their phylogenetic relationships to each other and to the Y             
chromosomes of present-day humans. I show that the Neanderthal Y chromosomes represent            
an extinct lineage introgressed from a population related to early modern humans, and that it               
is likely that these introgressed Y chromosomes completely replaced the original Y            
chromosomes of early Neanderthals due to their lower evolutionary fitness. Finally, in            
Chapter 3 I describe a software package ​admixr ​for the programming language R, which              
facilitates the writing of automated analyses using the ADMIXTOOLS suite of population            
genetic programs ​(71) ​. This package enabled efficient computation of large-scale admixture           
tests required for the work described in ​Chapter 1​, but is now used in the field of ancient                  
DNA and population genetics in general. 
Chapter 1 
Natural selection is a process which often occurs over long evolutionary timescales.            
Therefore, having temporal allele frequency data can significantly increase the statistical           
power to understand the dynamics of selection and estimate its parameters ​(72) ​. In 2016,              
genome-wide ancient DNA from 51 early modern humans spanning the last 45,000 years of              
European prehistory was published ​(70) ​, representing an important shift from studying           
individual ancient human genomes ​(60, 73, 74) towards population-scale ancient genomics.           
Intriguingly, the proportion of Neanderthal ancestry in individuals in this time-series showed            
a significant, continuous decline since the introgression, which was interpreted as direct            
evidence for ongoing negative selection against Neanderthal DNA in modern humans ​(51,            
70) ​. At the same time, two studies proposed a mechanism for the depletion of Neanderthal               
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ancestry observed near conserved regions in present-day human genomes in an earlier study             
(51, 75, 76) ​. Their model posits that an excess of mildly deleterious Neanderthal mutations              
accumulated in Neanderthals as a consequence of their lower effective population size and             
decreased efficacy of purifying selection compared to modern humans ​(75, 76) ​. Although            
behaving neutrally in Neanderthals, these deleterious mutations could have driven the           
selection against Neanderthal DNA on the modern human genetic background following the            
admixture with modern humans ​(75, 76) ​. Coupled with this hypothesis, the empirical            
Neanderthal ancestry decline observed in ancient DNA time-series data ​(70) was so            
compelling that it formed the general basis of thinking about the fate of Neanderthal ancestry               
in modern humans ​(77) ​. 
 
In this chapter, I test the rate of Neanderthal ancestry decline observed in the early modern                
human ancient DNA time-series data against the predictions of population genetic theory. I             
show that the previously reported decline in Neanderthal ancestry is an artifact of incorrect              
assumptions about modern human demographic history. Using coalescent simulations, I          
demonstrate that gene flow from West Eurasians into Africans leads to a false inference of               
Neanderthal ancestry decline using previously used statistics even in the complete absence of             
natural selection. I propose an alternative way to estimate the proportions of Neanderthal             
ancestry in modern human genomes which is robust to perturbations of the underlying             
demographic model. Re-evaluating the levels of Neanderthal ancestry in the early modern            
human time-series using this robust statistic no longer shows any evidence for a decline in               
Neanderthal ancestry over time. 
I then focus on the consequences of this result in the context of the proposed model of                 
negative selection against accumulated deleterious Neanderthal variation in modern human          
genomes. I performed large-scale, forward-in-time population genetic simulations of         
introgression from Neanderthals into modern humans, approximating the realistic structure of           
the entire genome to model dynamics of selection over time as well as to track the spatial                 
distribution of introgression along the genome. I show that the long-term trajectory of             
Neanderthal ancestry in modern humans remains essentially constant even under negative           
selection against introgression, and demonstrate that this is true regardless of the choice of              
model parameters or the specifics of the selection scenario. Therefore, the newly re-estimated             
empirical trajectory of Neanderthal ancestry in modern humans matches the predictions of            
population genetics theory. 
It is important to note that this result does not contradict the strong signal of negative                
selection against introgression observed in present-day human genomes ​(51) ​. On the contrary,            
in the selection simulations of the spatial distribution of Neanderthal ancestry along the             
genomes of modern humans I recover the same pattern of depletion of introgression close to               
functionally important genomic regions found in present-day human genomic data. This           
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implies that for most of the time after introgression selection acts only locally, and that the                
genome-wide population level of Neanderthal ancestry over time is not affected in a             
detectable way. 
Finally, I leverage the robust estimate of Neanderthal ancestry proportions to examine            
the spatial heterogeneity of Neanderthal introgression in present-day human genomes. I find            
a much stronger depletion of Neanderthal introgression in regions affecting regulation of gene             
expression than in protein-coding sequences. In fact, except for a subset of strongly conserved              
protein-coding regions, coding sequences in general do not show any depletion in Neanderthal             
introgression compared to the genome-wide average. The strong signal of depletion of            
Neanderthal DNA in non-coding, regulatory regions is in agreement with several recent            
studies that show a significant influence of introgressed Neanderthal haplotypes on the            
regulation of gene expression in modern humans ​(67, 68, 78–82) ​. 
Chapter 2 
Although the very first insights into deep human evolutionary history resulted from analyzing             
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) ​(14, 29) ​, the most transformative recent discoveries from           
ancient DNA were based on autosomal sequences ​(34, 38, 42, 43, 70) ​. This is largely due to                 
the fact that unlike mtDNA, which does not recombine and provides only a limited view of                
history through the maternal lineage, any individual’s autosomal DNA represents a rich            
tapestry of thousands of independent genealogies. Nevertheless, mtDNA has recently revealed           
intriguing discrepancies in phylogenetic relationships between archaic and modern humans.          
Although Neanderthals and Denisovans form a sister clade to modern humans, having split             
from modern humans around 500 kya, Neanderthal mtDNA sequences are much more similar             
to modern human mtDNA than to Denisovan mtDNA ​(41) ​. Interestingly, however, some of             
the earliest Neanderthals from the site of Sima de los Huesos in present-day Spain carried a                
Denisovan-like mtDNA which is not found in later Neanderthals ​(83, 84) ​. To explain these              
phylogenetic discrepancies, it has been suggested that the early Neanderthals carried mtDNA            
similar to that of Denisovans which was later replaced by gene flow from early modern               
humans, inferred to have occured between 468–219 kya ​(84, 85) ​. Thus, mtDNA suggests that              
the gene flow between Neanderthals and modern humans occurred in both directions and at              
much earlier time than the later Neanderthal admixture with non-Africans ​(84, 85) ​. 
A puzzling aspect of the Neanderthal mtDNA replacement hypothesis is the low            
expected probability of such mtDNA turnover given the relatively low expected rate of gene              
flow from modern humans into Neanderthals inferred from autosomal genomes ​(56, 86, 87) ​.             
Furthermore, there is still a large uncertainty surrounding the timing and dynamics of the              
replacement process ​(85, 88) ​. In this context, the Y chromosomes of Neanderthals and             
Denisovans could provide important insights into the history of ancient gene flow events             
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between different hominin groups. However, since all of the archaic human specimens which             
yielded sufficient amounts of sequence data were female, other than a small amount of coding               
sequence from a single Neanderthal ​(89) ​, Y chromosomes of archaic humans have remained             
largely enigmatic. 
In this chapter, I present the first comprehensive analysis of Y chromosomes of three              
Neanderthals and two Denisovans, and describe their phylogenetic relationships to each other            
and to the Y chromosomes of present-day humans. I show that the two Denisovan Y               
chromosomes fall outside of the variation of modern human Y chromosomes, and estimate             
that the most recent common ancestor of both groups lived around 700 kya, which is               
consistent with the inferred split time between Denisovan and modern human populations            
(39) ​. Strikingly, all three Neanderthal Y chromosomes are more closely related to modern             
human Y chromosomes rather than to the Y chromosomes of Denisovans, having split from              
each other around 370 kya. Therefore, the phylogenetic relationships between archaic and            
modern human Y chromosomes recapitulate those of their mitochondrial genomes, suggesting           
that both mtDNA and Y chromosome gene pools of Neanderthals have been replaced by gene               
flow, potentially from the same population of early modern humans. 
Given the low rate of early modern human gene flow estimated from nuclear genomes              
of Neanderthals ​(56, 86, 87) ​, it is important to consider that the joint probability of the                
replacement of Neanderthal mtDNA and Y chromosomes by their modern human           
counterparts under neutrality is extremely low. However, as I show in ​Chapter 1​, the              
assumption that introgressed DNA has behaved neutrally in an admixed modern human            
population is no longer tenable. Therefore, I have extended the simulations I developed for              
my work on the dynamics of selection against DNA introgressed from Neanderthals into             
modern humans ​(59) to study the expected behavior of a non-recombining locus introgressed             
in the opposite direction, i.e. from modern humans to Neanderthals. Using these simulations, I              
show that any factor that reduces the evolutionary fitness of Neanderthal Y chromosomes             
compared to modern human Y chromosomes – even by a small margin – dramatically              
increases the probability of the replacement of Neanderthal Y chromosomes after           
introgression from early modern humans. For instance, assuming introgression at 5%, 1%            
decrease of the fitness of Neanderthal Y chromosomes is sufficient to increase the probability              
of replacement to 25%, compared to only 5% probability under neutrality. Assuming a 2%              
decrease of Neanderthal Y chromosome fitness increases the replacement probability to 50%.            
Therefore, a simple nearly-neutral model of introgression from a population with a larger             
historical effective population size into a smaller population does, in fact, predict a rapid              




With the advent of large-scale genomic studies ​(34, 35, 47, 48) ​, the field of human genetics                
has become increasingly computational. Moreover, in addition to a growing emphasis on            
efficient software tools, the recent debate surrounding the “reproducibility crisis” in science            
(90–93) has highlighted the need for these tools to facilitate reproducible research with as              
little human intervention and as much automation as possible ​(94, 95) ​. 
One of the most important pieces of software in the field of ancient DNA and human                
evolutionary genetics in general is ADMIXTOOLS ​(71) ​. ADMIXTOOLS is a collection of            
command-line programs for calculating various population genetic statistics and for testing           
admixture hypotheses, implementing ​f​3​, ​f​4​, ​D ​, and ​f​4​-ratio statistics, as well as methods such as               
qpWave and ​qpAdm ​. Since its publication in 2012, this software has been used in nearly all                
recent ancient human DNA studies ​(70, 96–103) ​, and has become a standard tool for              
population genetics analyses in other species as well ​(104–106) ​. Although powerful and            
comprehensive, ADMIXTOOLS programs require a significant amount of manual work to           
perform even the most basic analyses. Historically, this has not been a critical issue as the                
number of ancient human samples in population genetic studies was quite limited ​(60, 74,              
107) ​. However, as the number of ancient genomes continues to rise rapidly ​(99, 103, 108) ​,               
performing computational analyses which are fully reproducible becomes challenging ​(94, 95,           
109) ​. 
As the work I described in ​Chapter 1 ​(59) involved performing thousands of             
admixture tests on hundreds of samples using the ADMIXTOOLS programs, I developed a             
programmable, easy-to-use interface for testing population genetic hypotheses, and for          
estimating admixture parameters using the ADMIXTOOLS suite as a backend. The software,            
called ​admixr ​, is implemented as a package for the programming language R, which is a ​de                
facto standard framework for statistical analyses and plotting ​(110) ​. This package allows            
performing all steps of ADMIXTOOLS analyses directly in R, eliminating any need for             
manual work and error-prone scripting, yet it still internally leverages the efficient and             
well-tested ADMIXTOOLS algorithms. Most importantly, in order to help the field of ancient             
DNA move towards more reproducible analyses, ​admixr is explicitly designed with a            
complete automation and full reproducibility in mind ​(94, 95, 109) ​. In the year since its               
publication ​(109) ​, the package has been adopted for population genetic research in humans             




The work described in this thesis has contributed to several aspects of the study of ancient                
human introgression, both from a demographic perspective and also from the viewpoint of             
natural selection. 
First, I have shown that the proportion of Neanderthal ancestry in modern humans has              
remained essentially constant since the introgression, and that this is consistent with the             
expectation dictated by population genetic theory. This corrected the widely accepted notion            
that the levels of Neanderthal ancestry in Eurasians declined monotonically from around 6%             
at the time of introgression to approximately 1-2% in people today ​(70) ​. I have demonstrated               
that the most likely cause of the false inference of Neanderthal decline is an unaccounted for                
gene flow between West Eurasians and Africans. The newly established, stable trajectory of             
Neanderthal ancestry can now serve as a constraint for future models of selection acting on               
archaic human introgression. It also suggests that the previously hypothesized dilution of            
Neanderthal ancestry in Europeans via gene flow from a population with little to no              
Neanderthal introgression ​(53) ​, if it occured at all, must have had only a limited effect. In                
general, my findings highlight the need for careful examination of assumptions behind            
population admixture estimates beyond simple intuitive reasoning, ideally through exhaustive          
simulations which are now trivial to perform even for genome-scale sized data sets ​(123) ​.              
Furthermore, my results point to a promising avenue of future research into the exact timing,               
geographical extent, and source of the gene flow from West Eurasia into Africa, leveraging              
the dense spatial and temporal ancient DNA sampling of various West Eurasian populations.             
For instance, a recent study has focused on the impact of this gene flow in greater detail and                  
demonstrated that it can account for a majority of the apparent differences in Neanderthal              
ancestry between Europe and East Asia ​(56) ​. Finally, I have shown that there is an unbiased                
way to estimate Neanderthal ancestry proportions, which will be particularly important as            
DNA from individuals who lived close to the time of Neanderthal introgression becomes             
available ​(124) ​. Another outcome of this work is the R package ​admixr, which allows              
programming of large-scale, reproducible population genetic analyses of thousands of          
present-day and ancient samples. 
Second, I have presented the first comprehensive analysis of Denisovan and           
Neanderthal Y chromosomes. I have shown that their phylogenetic relationships to modern            
human Y chromosomes mirror that of their mitochondrial genomes, with Neanderthal Y            
chromosomes being more closely related to modern humans than to Denisovans. This            
suggests that similarly their mitochondrial DNA, Y chromosomes of Neanderthals were           
completely replaced via gene flow from a population related to early modern humans. This              
work adds to the growing body of evidence for ancient gene flow from modern humans into                
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Neanderthals ​(85–87) and, in particular, to the evidence for modern human presence outside             
of Africa at least a hundred thousand years prior to the major out of Africa migration ​(125,                 
126) ​. Because all three Neanderthal Y chromosomes which I have analysed come from West              
Eurasia, a more extensive geographical sampling will be needed to resolve the extent of the Y                
chromosome replacement. However, given that the signal of mtDNA replacement extends           
over the entire Eurasian continent ​(85) and given the evidence for continental-scale            
migrations of Neanderthals in general ​(88, 127) ​, it is reasonable to assume that the              
replacement of Neanderthal Y chromosomes reached even the easternmost corner of their            
habitat in Siberia. Similarly, sampling the Y chromosomes of older Neanderthals will help to              
establish the timing of the replacement dynamics and narrow down the selection parameters             
driving the replacement process. In particular, based on the age of the Sima de los Huesos                
individuals and the phylogenetic status of their mtDNA ​(83, 84) ​, their Y chromosomes should              
cluster with the Denisovan Y chromosomes. If more sequence data from the Sima de los               
Huesos hominins shows this to be the case, their Y chromosomes could provide a boundary               
for establishing when the gene flow into Neanderthals occurred. Finally, although my            
simulations of the replacement dynamics of Neanderthal Y chromosomes show that a simple             
model of weaker purifying selection on the Neanderthal lineage is sufficient to explain the              
observed turnover of Y chromosomes on its own, the exact functional mechanism which             
drove the replacement remains unclear. The factors which negatively affect male fertility are             
numerous and complex and many of them involve structural changes and chromosomal            
rearrangements ​(128) ​, none of which have been possible to identify because of the limits of               
quality of the available ancient DNA. However, future technological advancements in ancient            
DNA extraction and sequencing technology will hopefully yield multiple high-coverage Y           
chromosomes of Neanderthals and Denisovans without resorting to DNA capture. In that            
case, ​de novo assembly of Neanderthal and Denisovan Y chromosomes and their comparisons             
to modern human Y chromosomes could determine which changes may have led to the lower               








1856 wurde im Neandertal im heutigen Deutschland ein ungewöhnliches Skelett entdeckt.           
Dieses Individuum, das später als das Typusexemplar ​Feldhofer 1 bezeichnet wurde, gehörte,            
wie viele andere, die in den Jahrzehnten danach gefunden wurden, zu einer Hominin-Gruppe             
namens Neandertaler ​(1) ​. Aus morphologischer Sicht trugen diese Menschen zweifellos          
ähnliche Merkmale wie wir, und doch wiesen sie Merkmale sowie kulturelle Praktiken auf,             
die sich vom modernen Menschen deutlich genug unterschieden, um in den folgenden mehr             
als hundert Jahren heftige Debatten zu entfachen. Waren die Neandertaler nur ein            
Übergangszustand auf dem Weg zum modernen menschlichen Phänotyp oder stellten sie eine            
völlig neue Spezies von Menschen dar ​(2) ​? 
Im Laufe der Jahrzehnte wurde immer deutlicher, dass beide Gruppen unabhängig           
voneinander entwickelte, zeitgleiche Abstammungslinien repräsentieren ​(3, 4) ​. Tatsächlich        
verschwanden die Neandertaler, die weite Teile des eurasischen Kontinents ​(5) besiedelt           
hatten, nachdem sie vor etwa 400.000 Jahren in Europa erstmals aufgetaucht waren ​(6, 7) ​, vor               
etwa 40.000 Jahren aus den Fossilienfunden ​(8) ​, mehrere tausend Jahre nach der Ankunft der              
ersten modernen Menschen in Eurasien ​(9–13) ​. Damit ist zu einer der wichtigsten Fragen der              
Anthropologie geworden, inwieweit die Neandertaler, wenn überhaupt, mit dem modernen          
Menschen während ihrer jahrtausende langen Überlappung in Eurasien interagiert haben. Sind           
die Neandertaler vollständig durch den modernen Menschen ersetzt worden, ohne eine Spur            
zu hinterlassen, als der moderne Mensch aus Afrika auswanderte, um die Welt zu kolonisieren              
(14) ​? Haben sich die beiden Menschengruppen vermischt und Nachkommen gezeugt?          
Könnten wir Spuren des genetischen Erbguts der Neandertaler in den modernen menschlichen            
Genomen nachweisen? 
Morphologische Analysen einiger der frühesten modernen menschlichen Fossilien, die         
in Europa gefunden wurden, ergaben Hinweise auf morphologische Merkmale, die von           
Neandertalern stammen, was darauf hindeutet, dass einige Vermischungen stattgefunden         
haben ​(9, 15–21) ​, obwohl der "Hybrid"-Status einiger dieser Individuen zwischen          
Neandertalern und modernen Menschen in Frage gestellt wurde ​(22–24) ​. Darüber hinaus           
deuteten andere Hinweise auf die Möglichkeit nicht nur eines genetischen, sondern auch eines             
kulturellen Austauschs zwischen Neandertalern und modernen Menschen hin ​(25) ​. Letztlich          
bedurfte es jedoch eines genetischen Arguments, um die Frage zu klären, ob die Neandertaler              
DNA zum modernen Menschen beigetragen haben und ob dieses genetische Erbe bei den             
heute lebenden Menschen immer noch vorhanden ist. 
 
Die erste Studie über antike DNA wurde 1984 veröffentlicht und zeigte, dass DNA nicht nur               
in einem Museumsexemplar eines ausgestorbenen Quagga fast 150 Jahre nach dessen Tod            
überlebt hat, sondern dass sie durch molekulares Klonen erfolgreich amplifiziert und           
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sequenziert werden konnte ​(26) ​. Ein Jahr später zeigte die DNA-Extraktion aus ägyptischen            
Mumien, dass dasselbe auch für mehrere tausend Jahre ältere Museumsexemplare gelten           
könnte ​(27) ​. Die wahre Revolution auf dem Gebiet der alten DNA kam jedoch mit der               
Entwicklung der Polymerase-Kettenreaktion (PCR) ​(28) ​, mit der die erste DNA-Sequenz          
eines Neandertalers bestimmt werden konnte ​(29) ​. 
Diese Sequenz, die zum ​Feldhofer 1 Typusexemplar gehörte, repräsentierte 379          
Basenpaare der mitochondrialen DNA (mtDNA)-Kontrollregion, und ihr phylogenetischer        
Vergleich mit modernen menschlichen mtDNAs zeigte, dass die Neandertaler-mtDNA vor der           
Diversifizierung der mtDNA-Linien heute lebender Menschen divergierte ​(29) ​. Die         
Sequenzierung kompletter mtDNA-Genome vieler weiterer Neandertaler im Laufe des         
folgenden Jahrzehnts kam immer zum gleichen Ergebnis ​(5, 30–32) und unterstützte im            
Rahmen der breiteren anthropologischen Debatte die Hypothese der Ersetzung der          
Neandertaler durch den modernen Menschen ohne jegliche Vermischung ​(29) ​. Eine          
theoretische Analyse der ersten mtDNA-Studie bei Neandertalern ​(29) warnte jedoch davor,           
dass, obwohl die phylogenetischen Beziehungen der mtDNA Modelle einer zufälligen          
Paarung zwischen Neandertalern und modernen Menschen ablehnen, es jedoch andere          
Szenarien des Genflusses gibt, die in Betracht gezogen werden müssen ​(33) ​. Unter diesen             
konnten nur die Modelle abgelehnt werden, in denen sehr großen Mengen an mtDNA des              
Neandertalers an den modernen Menschen weitergegeben wird, da die verfügbaren Daten nur            
eine begrenzte statistische Aussagekraft hatten und die mtDNA allein einen engen Blick auf             
die menschliche Evolutionsgeschichte ermöglicht ​(30, 33) ​. Um das Problem des          
Neandertaler-Genflusses beim modernen Menschen vollständig zu lösen, waren        
Informationen aus dem nuklearen Genom erforderlich, das eine Zusammensetzung aus          
Tausenden von Genealogien der Vorfahren eines jeden Individuums darstellt. 
 
Die erste Analyse des Entwurfs des nuklearen Genoms eines Neandertalers wurde 2010            
veröffentlicht ​(34) ​. Sie wurde weniger als zehn Jahre nach der Zusammenstellung des ersten             
vollständigen Entwurfs des Genoms des modernen Menschen ​(35) abgeschlossen und stellte           
eine bemerkenswerte technische Errungenschaft dar, die einen großen koordinierten Aufwand          
erforderte ​(36, 37) ​. Der Vergleich des Neandertaler-Genoms mit den Genomen heutiger           
Menschen zeigte, dass Neandertaler mit heutigen Nicht-Afrikanern mehr Allele teilen als mit            
Afrikanern, und dass der Großteil dieses Signals vom Genfluss der Neandertaler in die             
Vorfahren der Nicht-Afrikaner stammen muss ​(34) ​. Spätere technische Entwicklungen         
ermöglichten die Sequenzierung der Genome von drei weiteren Neandertalern mit hoher           
Qualität, was dazu führte, dass der Anteil der Neandertaler-Abstammung bei heutigen           
Nicht-Afrikanern auf etwa 2% geschätzt wurde und die abgeleitete Zeit der Aufspaltung            
zwischen Neandertalern und den Vorfahren des modernen Menschen zwischen 520.000 und           
630.00 Jahren lag ​(38–40) ​. 
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Der definitive genetische Nachweis der Introgression von Neandertalern in den          
modernen Menschen löste eines der am meisten diskutierten Probleme in der evolutionären            
Anthropologie ​(34) ​. Die alte DNA hat jedoch weiterhin neue Erkenntnisse über die            
menschliche Evolutionsgeschichte geliefert. Im Jahr 2010 enthüllte die aus einer distalen           
Handphalanx extrahierte DNA, die in der Denisova-Höhle in Sibirien ausgegraben wurde,           
einen unbekannten Typ des mitochondrialen Genoms, der von einem gemeinsamen Vorfahren           
der mtDNA-Sequenzen von Neandertalern und modernen Menschen vor etwa 1 Million           
Jahren divergiert war, was die Möglichkeit aufkommen ließ, dass sein Träger zu einer völlig              
neuen Hominin-Gruppe gehörte ​(41) ​. Tatsächlich wurde sie bei der Sequenzierung des           
nuklearen Genoms dieses Individuums einer noch unbekannten Hominin-Population        
zugeordnet, die eine Schwestergruppe der Neandertaler war ​(38, 42, 43) ​.          
Bemerkenswerterweise wurde festgestellt, dass diese Population, die Denisova-Menschen        
genannt wurde, bis zu 6% zur Abstammung der Menschen im heutigen Papua-Neuguinea und             
der Inselbewohner von Bougainville beigetragen hat ​(42, 43) ​. Eine spätere Analyse der            
geografischen Verteilung der Abstammung der Denisova-Menschen in einer größeren         
Stichprobe südostasiatischer und ozeanischer Populationen zeigte, dass der Genfluss von          
Denisova-Menschen wahrscheinlich in Südostasien stattgefunden hat ​(44) ​. Da        
Denisova-Menschen bisher nur in Sibirien und auf dem tibetischen Plateau gefunden wurden            
(45) ​, bedeutet dies, dass sie eine außergewöhnlich große geographische Region von Sibirien            
bis zum tropischen Asien besetzt haben müssen ​(44) ​. 
 
Nach dem Nachweis, dass sich moderne Menschen mit archaischen Menschen bei ihrer            
Migration aus Afrika vermischt haben ​(34, 42, 46) ​, verlagerte sich der Schwerpunkt der             
Untersuchung der Introgression archaischer Menschen auf differenziertere Fragen. Wann und          
wo fand die Vermischung statt? Wie häufig kam es zu Interaktionen zwischen archaischen             
und modernen Menschen? Gab es funktionelle Konsequenzen der eingeführten DNA          
archaischer Menschen auf die Physiologie des modernen Menschen? 
Aufgrund gleicher Ähnlichkeit des Neandertaler-Genoms zu den Genomen mehrerer         
Europäer und Ostasiaten kam der erste Entwurf einer Neandertaler-Genomstudie zu dem           
Schluss, dass der Genfluss wahrscheinlich nach der Migration aus Afrika, aber vor der             
Aufspaltung der heutigen nicht-afrikanischen Populationen im Nahen Osten stattgefunden hat          
(34) ​. Eine spätere Analyse der Längenverteilung der Neandertaler-Haplotypen bestätigte den          
Zeitpunkt der Introgression vor etwa 55.000 Jahren ​(46) ​. Neuere Analysen der geografischen            
Verteilung des Anteils der Neandertaler-Abstammung in Genomen heute lebender Menschen          
aus aller Welt ​(43, 47, 48) ergaben allerdings ein komplexeres Bild der Geschichte der              
Neandertaler-DNA in unseren Genomen. Vor allem scheinen ostasiatische Populationen etwa          
20% mehr Neandertaler-DNA zu tragen als Europäer ​(39, 43, 49–52) ​. 
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Dieses Übermaß an Neandertaler-Abstammung bei Menschen Ostasiens wird im         
Wesentlichen durch die folgenden drei sich im Wettstreit miteinander befindlichen          
Hypothesen zu erklären versucht. Zum einen könnten sich die Vorfahren heutiger Ostasiaten            
nach der Trennung von den Vorfahren heutiger Europäer ein zweites Mal mit Neandertalern             
vermischt haben, was zu einem zusätzlichen Anteil an Neandertaler-DNA führen würde ​(43) ​.            
Alternativ dazu könnte nach der Introgression in die Vorfahren aller Nicht-Afrikaner der            
Neandertaler-Anteil in den Genomen heutiger Europäer durch Vermischung mit einer          
anderen, möglicherweise afrikanischen, Population reduziert worden sein, die wenig bis gar           
keine Neandertaler-DNA trug ​(43, 53) ​. Und schließlich wurde die bei heutigen Ostasiaten            
beobachtete größere Menge an Neandertaler-DNA als Folge einer schwächeren Selektion          
gegen Neandertaler-DNA im Vergleich zu Europäern angeführt, was auf eine geringere           
effektive Populationsgröße bei den Vorfahren heutiger Ostasiaten zurückgeführt werden kann          
(51) ​. Durch populationsgenetische Modellierung des Zusammenspiels von Selektionseffizienz        
und genetischen Drifts kann das Selektionsmodell nahezu ausgeschlossen werden. Ein zweiter           
"Puls" von Neandertaler-Introgression in die Vorfahren heutiger Ostasiaten oder das          
"Verdünnungs-szenario” erscheinen in diesen Modellen plausibler ​(50, 54, 55) ​. 
Des weiteren hat eine kürzlich durchgeführte Studie gezeigt, dass das Übermaß an            
Neandertaler-DNA bei heutigen Ostasiaten im Vergleich zu Europäern zu weiten Teilen auf            
ein statistisches Artefakt zurückzuführen sein könnte ​(56) ​. Gängige Methoden zum Nachweis           
von introgressierter Neandertaler-DNA basieren auf der Annahme, dass bestimmte         
afrikanische Gruppen überhaupt keine Neandertaler-DNA tragen, und nutzen diese als          
"Referenzlinie" für den Nachweis von Neandertalersegmenten in der DNA anderer          
Populationen. ​(50, 51, 56, 57) ​. Die meisten afrikanischen Populationen scheinen jedoch einen            
Teil Neandertaler-DNA in sich zu tragen, die nicht aus Neandertaler-Introgression, sondern           
aus Rückmigration von Menschen aus Eurasien nach Afrika stammt ​(58, 59) ​. Da dieser             
Rückfluss nach aktuellem Kenntnisstand wahrscheinlich aus einer westeurasischen Quelle         
stammt, möglicherweise sogar von Vorfahren heutiger Europäer selbst, kann dies zu einem            
Verzerrungseffekt gegen die Entdeckung von Neandertaler-DNA in den Genomen heutiger          
Europäer führen ​(56, 59) ​. Bei der Anwendung von Methoden, die keine expliziten Annahmen             
über die Komplexität der demographischen Geschichte moderner Menschen treffen, entfällt          
das Signal des vermeintliche Übermaßes von Neandertaler-DNA bei Ostasiaten weitgehend,          
wodurch die Notwendigkeit für eine “Verdünnungshypothese” oder der Hypothese der          
mehrfachen Introgressionsereignisse verringert wird ​(56) ​. Meine eigene Arbeit, die in ​Kapitel           
1 ausführlich beschrieben wird, hat neue Belege für den Genfluss von Westeurasien nach             
Afrika geliefert und die Notwendigkeit robuster Methoden zur Bestimmung von          
Neandertaler-DNA in den Genomen moderner Menschen unterstrichen ​(59) ​. Die Frage, wie           
viele Introgressionsulse vom Neandertaler (oder Denisova-Menschen) genau während der Zeit          
der Überschneidung von archaischen und modernen Menschen in Eurasien aufgetreten sind,           
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bleibt vorerst unbeantwortet. Hinweise auf multiple Introgressionsereignisse werden jedoch         
immer deutlicher ​(12, 52, 60, 61) ​. 
 
Neben der Aufschlüsselung einiger Aspekte vergangener Begegnungen von archaischen und          
modernern Menschen aus demographischer Sicht, hat die alte DNA zahlreiche Einblicke in            
funktionelle Konsequenzen der Introgression der DNA von Neandertaler und         
Denisova-Menschen auf die moderne menschliche Biologie geliefert ​(62–64) ​. Dies ist zum           
Teil den umfangreichen Datenbanken mit Tausenden von Genomen heutiger Menschen aus           
aller Welt zu verdanken ​(47, 48) ​, die es ermöglichen, Frequenzen "archaischer Allele" und             
ihre räumliche Verteilung im Genom präzise abzuschätzen, um die dort wirkende natürliche            
Selektion zu untersuchen ​(50–52, 65) ​. Unter den Erkenntnissen, die sich aus der Erstellung             
solcher "Landkarten" archaisch-menschlicher DNA in den Genomen moderner Menschen         
ergeben, ist die Entdeckung von Genomregionen, in denen archaische-menschliche DNA für           
den modernen Menschen von Vorteil war - vielleicht, weil sie ihm bei der Anpassung an die                
eurasische Umwelt geholfen hat ​(62, 64, 66–69) ​. Eine weitere faszinierende Beobachtung           
war, dass die Mehrheit der Neandertaler-DNA in den modernen menschlichen Genomen in            
irgendeiner Form einer negativen Selektion unterzogen worden ist ​(50, 51) ​. Zunächst wurde            
in zwei unabhängigen Studien eine auffällige Abnahme der Neandertaler-DNA in einer           
Handvoll extrem langer Abschnitte des Genoms festgestellt ​(50, 51) ​. Dieselben verarmten           
Regionen wurden später sogar in Populationen mit einem zusätzlichen Puls der Introgression            
von Denisova-Menschen gefunden ​(52, 56, 65) und wurden als "Wüsten" archaischer           
Abstammung bekannt ​(51) ​. Da die Größe dieser Regionen nicht damit vereinbar ist, ein             
Produkt eines einfachen neutralen Prozesses zu sein, wurde die Hypothese aufgestellt, dass sie             
das Ergebnis einer besonders starken Negativselektion gegenüber einigen introgressierten         
archaischen menschlichen Varianten sind, möglicherweise sogar Treiber einer        
"Hybridinkompatibilität" ​(50, 51) ​. Zweitens hat sich gezeigt, dass es eine starke negative            
Korrelation zwischen der Wahrscheinlichkeit, ein archaisches menschliches Allel an einem          
beliebigen Locus im Genom zu finden, und dem Grad der funktionellen Bedeutung dieses             
Locus gibt, wobei die Genregionen einen besonders geringen Anteil an überlebenden           
archaischen menschlichen Abstammungslinien aufweisen ​(51, 65) ​. Insgesamt ist nun klar,          
dass das Schicksal der Abstammung vom Neandertaler und von Denisova-Menschen im           
modernen Menschen durch ein komplexes Zusammenspiel verschiedener Arten positiver und          




Gliederung der Thesis 
Ziel dieser Arbeit war die Untersuchung des Zusammenspiels zwischen demographischen          
Faktoren und natürlicher Selektion in alten Introgressionsereignissen im Menschen. In ​Kapitel           
1 untersuche ich die Dynamik der negativen Selektion gegen die Neandertaler-Abstammung           
beim modernen Menschen und stelle ihre Grenzen über lange evolutionäre Zeiträume fest,            
insbesondere im Zusammenhang mit dem Rückgang der Neandertaler-Abstammung, über den          
bereits in publizierten Zeitreihendaten von alter DNA von frühen modernen Menschen           
berichtet wurde ​(70) ​. In ​Kapitel 2 beschreibe ich die erste umfassende Analyse von             
Y-Chromosomen von Neandertalern und Denisova-Menschen, ihre phylogenetischen       
Beziehungen zueinander und zu den Y-Chromosomen des heutigen Menschen. Ich zeige, dass            
die Y-Chromosomen der Neandertaler eine ausgestorbene Abstammungslinie repräsentieren,        
die aus einer mit dem frühen modernen Menschen verwandten Population eingeführt           
geworden ist, und dass es wahrscheinlich ist, dass diese introgressierten Y-Chromosomen die            
ursprünglichen Y-Chromosomen der frühen Neandertaler aufgrund ihrer geringeren        
evolutionären Fitness vollständig ersetzt haben. Abschließend beschreibe ich in ​Kapitel 3 ein            
Softwarepaket ​admixr für die Programmiersprache R, welches das Schreiben automatisierter          
Analysen mit der ADMIXTOOLS-Suite populationsgenetischer Programme erleichtert ​(71) ​.        
Dieses Paket ermöglichte die effiziente Berechnung von groß angelegten         
Vermischungsanalysen, die für die in ​Kapitel 1 beschriebenen Arbeiten erforderlich sind, wird            
aber heute im Bereich der alten DNA und der Populationsgenetik im Allgemeinen weit             
verbreitet eingesetzt. 
Kapitel 1 
Die natürliche Selektion ist ein Prozess, der sich oft über lange evolutionäre Zeiträume             
erstreckt. Daher kann die Verfügbarkeit zeitlicher Allelhäufigkeitsdaten die statistische         
Aussagekraft zum Verständnis der Dynamik der Selektion und zur Schätzung ihrer Parameter            
signifikant erhöhen ​(72) ​. Im Jahr 2016 wurde die genomweite alte DNA von 51 frühen              
modernen Menschen aus den letzten 45.000 Jahren der europäischen Vorgeschichte          
veröffentlicht ​(70) ​, was eine wichtige Verschiebung von der Untersuchung individueller alter           
menschlicher Genome ​(60, 73, 74) hin zu einer bevölkerungsweiten alten Genomik darstellt.            
Interessanterweise zeigte der Anteil der Abstammung vom Neandertaler bei den Individuen in            
dieser Zeitreihe einen signifikanten, kontinuierlichen Rückgang seit der Introgression, was als           
direkter Beweis für eine anhaltende negative Selektion gegen Neandertaler-DNA beim          
modernen Menschen interpretiert wurde ​(51, 70) ​. Unabhängig voneinander schlugen zwei          
Studien einen Mechanismus für die Reduzierung der Neandertaler-Abstammung vor, die in           
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einer früheren Studie in der Nähe von konservierten Regionen im Genom von heute lebenden              
Menschen beobachtet wurde ​(51, 75, 76) ​. Ihr Modell postuliert, dass sich leicht schädliche             
Neandertaler-Mutationen bei Neandertalern als Folge ihrer geringeren effektiven        
Populationsgröße und der verminderten Wirksamkeit der purifizierender Selektion        
akkumulierten ​(75, 76) ​. Obwohl sie sich bei Neandertalern nach der Vermischung mit            
modernen Menschen neutral verhalten, könnten diese schädlichen Mutationen die Selektion          
gegen Neandertaler-DNA bei einem modernen humangenetischen Hintergrund vorangetrieben        
haben ​(75, 76) ​. Diese Hypothese war in Verbindung mit dem empirischen Rückgang der             
Neandertaler-Abstammung, der in Zeitreihendaten alter DNA beobachtet wurde ​(70) ​, so          
überzeugend, dass sie die allgemeine Grundlage bildete, um über das Schicksal der            
Neandertaler-Abstammung beim modernen Menschen nachzudenken ​(77) ​. 
 
In diesem Kapitel teste ich die Rate des Rückgangs der Neandertaler-Abstammung, die in den              
Zeitreihendaten alter DNA früheer moderner Menschen beobachtet wurde, gegen die          
Vorhersagen der Theorien der Populationsgenetik. Ich zeige, dass der zuvor berichtete           
Rückgang der Neandertaler-Abstammung ein Artefakt falscher Annahmen über die         
Populationsgeschichte moderner Menschen ist. Mit Hilfe von Koaleszenz-Simulationen zeige         
ich, dass der Genfluss von Westeurasiern zu Afrikanern zu einer falschen Schlussfolgerung            
über den Rückgang der Neandertaler-Abstammung selbst bei völliger Abwesenheit         
natürlicher Selektion führt, wenn zuvor verwendete Statistiken herangezogen werden. Ich          
schlage eine alternative Methode zur Schätzung des Anteils der Neandertaler-Abstammung          
im Genom von modernen Menschen vor, die robust gegenüber Störungen des zugrunde            
liegenden demographischen Modells ist. Eine Neubewertung der Höhe der         
Neandertaler-Abstammung in den Zeitreihen früher moderner Menschen unter Verwendung         
dieser robusten Statistik zeigt keine Anzeichen mehr für einen Rückgang der           
Neandertaler-Abstammung über den Lauf der Zeit. 
Anschließend konzentriere ich mich auf die Folgen dieses Ergebnis im          
Zusammenhang mit dem vorgeschlagenen Modell der negativen Selektion gegen die          
akkumulierte schädliche Neandertaler-Variationen im Genom moderner Menschen. Ich führte         
groß angelegte vorwärtsgerichtete populationsgenetische Simulationen der Introgression von        
Neandertalern in moderne Menschen durch, wobei ich die realistische Struktur des gesamten            
Genoms näherte, um die Dynamik der Selektion über die Zeit zu modellieren und die              
räumliche Verteilung der Introgression entlang des Genoms zu verfolgen. Ich zeige, dass die             
langfristige Trajektorie der Neandertaler-Abstammung beim modernen Menschen auch bei         
negativer Selektion gegen Introgression im Wesentlichen konstant bleibt, und zeige, dass dies            
unabhängig von der Wahl der Modellparameter oder den Besonderheiten des          
Selektionsszenarios zutrifft. Daher stimmt die neu abgeschätzte empirische Trajektorie der          
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Neandertaler-Abstammung beim modernen Menschen mit den Vorhersagen der Theorie der          
Populationsgenetik überein. 
Es ist wichtig anzumerken, dass dieses Ergebnis nicht im Widerspruch zu dem starken             
Signal der negativen Selektion gegen Introgression steht, das in Genomen heute lebender            
Menschen beobachtet wird ​(51) ​. Im Gegenteil, in den Selektionssimulationen der räumlichen           
Verteilung der Neandertaler-Abstammung entlang der Genome des modernen Menschen         
stelle ich dasselbe Muster der Verringerung von Introgression in der Nähe funktionell            
wichtiger genomischer Regionen fest, welches in Genomdaten heutiger Menschen zu finden           
ist. Dies impliziert, dass die Selektion nach der Introgression die meiste Zeit über nur lokal               
wirkt und dass auf Populationsebene die genomweite Höhe an Neandertaler-Abstammung im           
Laufe der Zeit nicht in nachweisbarer Weise beeinflusst wird. 
Schließlich nutze ich die robuste Schätzung der Proportionen der         
Neandertaler-Abstammung, um die räumliche Heterogenität der Neandertaler-Introgression in        
den Genomen heutiger Menschen zu untersuchen. Ich finde eine viel stärkere Abnahme der             
Neandertaler-Introgression in Regionen, die die Regulation der Genexpression beeinflussen,         
als in proteinkodierenden Sequenzen. Tatsächlich zeigen kodierende Sequenzen im         
Allgemeinen, abgesehen von einer Untergruppe stark konservierter proteinkodierender        
Regionen, im Vergleich zum genomweiten Durchschnitt keine Verringerung der         
Neandertaler-Introgression. Das starke Signal der Verringerung von Neandertaler-DNA in         
nicht-kodierenden, regulatorischen Regionen steht im Einklang mit mehreren neueren         
Studien, die einen signifikanten Einfluss introgressiver Neandertaler-Haplotypen auf die         
Regulation der Genexpression beim modernen Menschen zeigen ​(67, 68, 78–82) ​. 
Kapitel 2 
Obwohl die allerersten Einblicke in die tiefe menschliche Evolutionsgeschichte aus der           
Analyse der mitochondrialen DNA (mtDNA) resultierten ​(14, 29) ​, basierten die neueren           
Entdeckungen, die das Feld der alter DNA am meisten transformierten haben, auf            
autosomalen Sequenzen ​(34, 38, 42, 43, 70) ​. Dies ist weitgehend darauf zurückzuführen, dass             
die autosomale DNA eines Individuums im Gegensatz zur mtDNA, welche nicht rekombiniert            
und daher nur einen begrenzten Blick auf die Geschichte entlang der mütterlichen            
Abstammungslinie erlaubt, einen reichen Teppich aus Tausenden von unabhängigen         
Genealogien darstellt. Nichtsdestotrotz hat die mtDNA vor kurzem faszinierende         
Diskrepanzen in den phylogenetischen Beziehungen zwischen archaischen und modernen         
Menschen aufgedeckt. Obwohl Neandertaler und Denisova-Menschen eine Schwestergruppe        
des modernen Menschen bilden, die sie sich vom modernen Menschen etwa vor 500.000             
Jahren abgespalten haben, sind die mtDNA-Sequenzen der Neandertaler der mtDNA          
moderner Menschen viel ähnlicher als der mtDNA der Denisova-Menschen ​(41) ​.          
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Interessanterweise trugen jedoch einige der frühesten Neandertaler vom Fundort Sima de los            
Huesos im heutigen Spanien eine Denisova-ähnliche mtDNA, die bei späteren Neandertalern           
nicht gefunden wird ​(83, 84) ​. Um diese phylogenetischen Diskrepanzen zu erklären, wurde            
angenommen, dass die frühen Neandertaler eine mtDNA trugen, die derjenigen der           
Denisova-Menschen ähnlich war, die später durch einen Genfluss von frühen modernen           
Menschen ersetzt wurde, von dem angenommen wird, dass er vor zwischen 468.000 und             
219.000 Jahren stattgefunden hat ​(84, 85) ​. Somit hat die mtDNA gezeigt, dass der Genfluss              
zwischen Neandertalern und modernen Menschen in beide Richtungen und zu einem viel            
früheren Zeitpunkt stattgefunden hat als die spätere Vermischung von Neandertalern mit           
Nicht-Afrikanern ​(84, 85) ​. 
Ein rätselhafter Aspekt der Hypothese über den Austausch der Neandertaler-mtDNA          
ist die geringe zu erwartetende Wahrscheinlichkeit eines solchen mtDNA-Austauschs         
angesichts der relativ geringen zu erwarteten Rate des Genflusses vom modernen Menschen            
in den Neandertaler, die von autosomalen Genomen abgeleitet wird ​(56, 86, 87) ​. Darüber             
hinaus besteht nach wie vor eine große Unsicherheit bezüglich des Zeitpunkts und der             
Dynamik des Austauschprozesses ​(85, 88) ​. In diesem Zusammenhang könnten die          
Y-Chromosomen von Neandertalern und Denisova-Menschen wichtige Erkenntnisse über die         
Geschichte alter Genflussereignisse zwischen verschiedenen Hominingruppen liefern. Da        
jedoch alle Proben von archaischen Menschen, die ausreichende Mengen an Sequenzdaten           
lieferten, weiblich waren, abgesehen von einer kleinen Menge kodierender Sequenzen eines           
einzelnen Neandertalers ​(89) ​, sind die Y-Chromosomen von archaischen Menschen         
weitgehend rätselhaft geblieben. 
In diesem Kapitel stelle ich die erste umfassende Analyse der Y-Chromosomen von            
drei Neandertalern und zwei Denisova-Menschen vor und beschreibe ihre phylogenetischen          
Beziehungen zueinander und zu den Y-Chromosomen heutiger Menschen. Ich zeige, dass die            
beiden Y-Chromosomen der Denisova-Menschen außerhalb der Variation der        
Y-Chromosomen des modernen Menschen liegen, und schätze, dass der jüngste gemeinsame           
Vorfahre beider Gruppen vor etwa 700.000 Jahren lebte, was mit der abgeleiteten Zeitspanne             
für die Abspaltung zwischen Denisova-Menschen und moderner Menschen übereinstimmt         
(39) ​. Auffallend ist, dass alle drei Y-Chromosomen der Neandertaler eher mit den            
Y-Chromosomen des modernen Menschen als mit den Y-Chromosomen der         
Denisova-Menschen verwandt sind, da sie sich vor etwa 370.000 Jahren voneinander getrennt            
haben. Daher rekapitulieren die phylogenetischen Beziehungen zwischen archaischen und         
modernen menschlichen Y-Chromosomen die ihrer mitochondrialen Genome, was darauf         
hindeutet, dass sowohl die mtDNA- als auch die Y-Chromosomen-Genpools der Neandertaler           




Angesichts der niedrigen Rate des Genflusses von frühen modernen Menschen, die           
aus den nuklearen Genomen von Neandertalern geschätzt wird ​(56, 86, 87) ​, ist es wichtig zu               
berücksichtigen, dass die gemeinsame Wahrscheinlichkeit des Austauschs der mtDNA und          
der Y-Chromosomen der Neandertaler durch ihre Gegenstücke von moderner Menschen unter           
Neutralität extrem gering ist. Wie ich jedoch in ​Kapitel 1 zeige, ist die Annahme, dass sich                
introgressierte DNA in einer gemischten Population neutral verhalten hat, nicht mehr haltbar.            
Daher habe ich die Simulationen, die ich für meine Arbeit über die Dynamik der Selektion               
gegen die vom Neandertaler in den modernen Menschen introgressierte DNA entwickelt habe            
(59) , erweitert, um das zu erwartende Verhalten eines nicht rekombinierenden Locus zu             
untersuchen, der in die entgegengesetzte Richtung introgressiert ist, d.h. vom modernen           
Menschen zum Neandertaler. Anhand dieser Simulationen zeige ich, dass jeder Faktor, der die             
evolutionäre Fitness der Y-Chromosomen von Neandertalern im Vergleich zu den          
Y-Chromosomen des modernen Menschen reduziert - und sei es auch nur geringfügig - die              
Wahrscheinlichkeit des Ersatzes der Y-Chromosomen von Neandertalern nach der         
Introgression vom frühen modernen Mensch dramatisch erhöht. So reicht beispielsweise die           
Annahme einer Introgression von 5% und 1% Abnahme der Fitness der           
Neandertaler-Y-Chromosomen aus, um die Wahrscheinlichkeit des Austauschs auf 25% zu          
erhöhen, während sie bei Neutralität nur 5% beträgt. Die Annahme einer Abnahme der Fitness              
der Y-Chromosomen des Neandertalers um 2% erhöht die Austauschwahrscheinlichkeit auf          
50%. Daher sagt ein einfaches, nahezu neutrales Modell der Introgression von einer            
Population mit einer größeren historischen effektiven Populationsgröße in eine kleinere          
Population tatsächlich eine rasche Ausbreitung des introgressierten nicht-rekombinierenden        
Locus durch die gemischte Population voraus. 
Kapitel 3 
Mit dem Aufkommen von groß angelegten Genomstudien ​(34, 35, 47, 48) ​, ist das Feld der               
Humangenetik zunehmend rechenintensiv geworden. Darüber hinaus hat die jüngste Debatte          
über die "Reproduzierbarkeitskrise" in der Wissenschaft ​(90–93) neben der wachsenden          
Bedeutung effizienter Software-Werkzeuge auch die Notwendigkeit dieser Werkzeuge        
hervorgehoben, um reproduzierbare Forschung mit so wenig menschlichen Eingriffen und so           
viel Automatisierung wie möglich zu ermöglichen ​(94, 95) ​. 
Eine der wichtigsten Software auf dem Gebiet der alten DNA und der menschlichen             
Evolutionsgenetik im Allgemeinen ist ADMIXTOOLS ​(71) ​. ADMIXTOOLS ist eine         
Sammlung von Kommandozeilenprogrammen zur Berechnung verschiedener      
populationsgenetischer Statistiken und zur Prüfung von Vermischungshypothesen, indem sie         
die ​f​3​, ​f​4​, ​D ​, und ​f​4​-Verhältnisstatistiken sowie Methoden wie ​qpWave und ​qpAdm            
implementiert. Seit ihrer Veröffentlichung im Jahr 2012 wurde diese Software in fast allen             
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neueren Studien zur alten menschlichen DNA verwendet ​(70, 96–103) ​, und ist zu einem             
Standardwerkzeug für populationsgenetische Analysen auch bei anderen Spezies geworden         
(104–106) ​. Obwohl die ADMIXTOOLS-Programme leistungsstark und umfassend sind,        
erfordern sie einen erheblichen Anteil an manueller Arbeit, um selbst die grundlegendsten            
Analysen durchzuführen. Historisch gesehen war dies bisher kein kritisches Thema, da die            
Zahl der alten menschlichen Proben in populationsgenetischen Studien recht begrenzt war           
(60, 74, 107) ​. Da die Zahl der alten Genome jedoch weiterhin rapide ansteigt ​(99, 103, 108) ​,                
wird die Durchführung von computergestützten Analysen, die vollständig reproduzierbar sind,          
zu einer Herausforderung ​(94, 95, 109) ​. 
Da die Arbeit, die ich in ​Kapitel 1 ​(59) beschrieben habe, die Durchführung von              
Tausenden von Vermischungstests an Hunderten von Proben unter Verwendung der          
ADMIXTOOLS-Programme umfasste, entwickelte ich eine programmierbare, einfach zu        
bedienende Schnittstelle zur Prüfung populationsgenetischer Hypothesen und zur Schätzung         
von Vermischungsparametern unter Verwendung der ADMIXTOOLS-Suite als Backend. Die         
Software mit dem Namen ​admixr ist als Paket für die Programmiersprache R implementiert,             
die ein De-facto-Standardrahmen für statistische Analysen und graphische Darstellungen ist          
(110) ​. Dieses Paket ermöglicht es, alle Schritte der ADMIXTOOLS-Analysen direkt in R            
durchzuführen, wodurch manuelle Arbeit und fehleranfälliges Skripten eliminiert werden, und          
nutzt dennoch intern die effizienten und gut getesteten ADMIXTOOLS-Algorithmen. Am          
wichtigsten ist jedoch, dass ​admixr explizit mit Blick auf eine vollständige Automatisierung            
und vollständige Reproduzierbarkeit entwickelt wurde, um den Bereich der alten DNA zu            
reproduzierbareren Analysen zu verhelfen ​(94, 95, 109) ​. Seit dem Jahr seiner           
Veröffentlichung ​(109) ​, wurde das Paket für populationsgenetische Forschung an Menschen          
und anderen Spezies angenommen ​(111–122) ​. 
Schlussfolgerungen 
Die in dieser Thesis beschriebene Arbeit hat zu mehreren Aspekten der Untersuchung der             
alten menschlichen Introgression beigetragen, sowohl aus demographischer Sicht als auch          
unter dem Gesichtspunkt der natürlichen Selektion. 
Zunächst habe ich gezeigt, dass der Anteil der Neandertaler-Abstammung beim          
modernen Menschen seit der Introgression im Wesentlichen konstant geblieben ist, und dass            
dies mit den Erwartungen übereinstimmt, die von der Theorie der Populationsgenetik diktiert            
werden. Dadurch wurde die weithin akzeptierte Vorstellung korrigiert, dass der Anteil der            
Neandertaler-Abstammung bei den Eurasiern monoton von etwa 6% zur Zeit der           
Introgression auf etwa 1-2% bei den heutigen Menschen zurückgegangen ist ​(70) ​. Ich habe             
gezeigt, dass die wahrscheinlichste Ursache für die falsche Schlussfolgerung des Rückgangs           
der Neandertaler-Abstammung in früheren Studien ein nicht berücksichtigter Genfluss         
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zwischen Westeurasiern und Afrikanern ist. Die neu etablierte, stabile Trajektorie der           
Neandertalerabstammung kann nun als Beschränkung für zukünftige Modelle von Selektion,          
die auf eine archaische menschliche Introgression wirkt, dienen. Sie deutet auch darauf hin,             
dass die bisher angenommene Verringerung der Neandertaler-Abstammung bei Europäern         
durch Genfluss aus einer Population mit geringer bis gar keiner Neandertaler-Introgression           
(53) ​, nur einen begrenzten Effekt gehabt haben dürfte, falls sie überhaupt auftrat. Im             
Allgemeinen unterstreichen meine Ergebnisse die Notwendigkeit einer sorgfältigen        
Untersuchung der Annahmen, die hinter den Schätzungen der Populationsvermischung         
stehen, die über eine einfache intuitive Argumentation hinausgehen, idealerweise durch          
umfangreiche Simulationen, deren Durchführung selbst für Daten in der Größenordnung von           
ganzen Genomen heute trivial ist ​(123) ​. Darüber hinaus weisen meine Ergebnisse auf einen             
vielversprechenden Weg für zukünftige Forschungen über den genauen Zeitpunkt, die          
geographische Ausdehnung und die Quelle des Genflusses von West-Eurasien nach Afrika           
hin, wobei die dichte räumliche und zeitliche Probenahme von alter DNA verschiedener            
westeurasischer Populationen genutzt wird. So hat sich beispielsweise eine kürzlich          
durchgeführte Studie eingehender mit den Auswirkungen dieses Genflusses befasst und          
gezeigt, dass er einen Großteil der offensichtlichen Unterschiede in der Abstammung der            
Neandertaler zwischen Europa und Ostasien erklären kann ​(56) ​. Schließlich habe ich gezeigt,            
dass es einen unvoreingenommenen Weg gibt, die Proportionen der         
Neandertaler-Abstammung abzuschätzen, was besonders wichtig sein wird, da DNA von          
Individuen, die nahe an den Zeitpunkt der Neandertaler-Introgression heran lebten, verfügbar           
wird ​(124) ​. Ein weiteres wichtiges Ergebnis dieser Arbeit ist die Entwicklung eines R-Pakets             
namens ​admixr ​, das die Programmierung von groß angelegten, reproduzierbaren         
populationsgenetischen Analysen von Tausenden von heutigen und alten Proben ermöglicht. 
Zweitens habe ich die erste umfassende Analyse der Y-Chromosomen von          
Denisova-Menschen und Neandertalern vorgestellt. Ich habe gezeigt, dass ihre         
phylogenetischen Beziehungen zu den Y-Chromosomen des modernen Menschen die ihrer          
mitochondrialen Genome widerspiegeln, wobei die Y-Chromosomen der Neandertaler enger         
mit dem modernen Menschen verwandt sind als zu denen der Denisova-Menschen. Dies            
deutet darauf hin, dass ähnlich wie ihre mitochondriale DNA, die Y-Chromosomen der            
Neandertaler durch Genfluss aus einer mit den frühen modernen Menschen verwandten           
Population vollständig ersetzt wurden. Diese Arbeit erweitert die Sammlung an immer           
zahlreicher werdenden Beweisen für den alten Genfluss von modernen Menschen zu           
Neandertalern ​(85–87) und insbesondere die Sammlung an Beweisen für die Präsenz           
moderner Menschen außerhalb Afrikas mindestens hunderttausend Jahre vor der         
Hauptmigration aus Afrika ​(125, 126) ​. Da alle drei Y-Chromosomen des Neandertalers, die            
ich analysiert habe, aus Westeurasien stammen, wird eine umfangreichere geographische          
Probenahme erforderlich sein, um das Ausmaß des Austauschs des Y-Chromosoms zu           
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bestimmen. Angesichts der Tatsache, dass sich das Signal des mtDNA-Austauschs über den            
gesamten eurasischen Kontinent erstreckt ​(85) und angesichts der Belege für dramatische           
kontinentweite Umwälzungen bei Neandertalern im Allgemeinen ​(88, 127) ​, kann man davon           
ausgehen, dass der Austausch der Neandertaler-Y-Chromosomen sogar die östlichste Ecke          
ihres Lebensraums in Sibirien erreicht hat. In ähnlicher Weise wird die Beprobung der             
Y-Chromosomen älterer Neandertaler dazu beitragen, den Zeitpunkt der Austauschdynamik         
zu bestimmen und die Selektionsparameter, die den Austauschprozess steuern, einzugrenzen.          
Insbesondere auf der Grundlage des Alters der Sima de los Huesos-Individuen und des             
phylogenetischen Status ihrer mtDNA ​(83, 84) ​, sollten ihre Y-Chromosomen mit den           
Y-Chromosomen der Denisova-Menschen eine Gruppe bilden. Falls mehr Sequenzdaten der          
Sima de los Huesos-Homininen dies zeigen, könnten ihre Y-Chromosomen einen wichtigen           
Meilenstein darstellen, um festzustellen, wann der Genfluss in die Neandertaler stattgefunden           
hat. Obwohl meine Simulationen der Austauschdynamik der Y-Chromosomen der         
Neandertaler zeigen, dass ein einfaches Modell der schwächeren purifizierenden Selektion auf           
der Neandertaler-Linie ausreicht, um den beobachteten Austausch der Y-Chromosomen allein          
zu erklären, bleibt der genaue Funktionsmechanismus, der den Austausch voran trieb, unklar.            
Die Faktoren, die sich negativ auf die männliche Fertilität auswirken, sind zahlreich und             
komplex, und viele von ihnen beinhalten strukturelle Veränderungen und chromosomale          
Neuanordnungen ​(128) ​, von denen wegen der Qualitätsgrenzen der verfügbaren alten DNA           
keine identifiziert werden konnten. Zukünftige technologische Fortschritte in der Extraktion          
alter DNA und in der Sequenziertechnologie werden jedoch hoffentlich mehrere          
Y-Chromosomen mit hoher Abdeckung von Neandertalern und Denisova-Menschen        
hervorbringen, ohne auf die Anreicherung von DNA zurückgreifen zu müssen. In diesem Fall             
könnte die Neuzusammensetzung der Y-Chromosomen von Neandertalern und        
Denisova-Menschen und ihr Vergleich mit modernen menschlichen Y-Chromosomen        
bestimmen, welche Veränderungen zur geringeren Fitness der Y-Chromosomen von         
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Several studies have suggested that introgressed Neandertal DNA
was subjected to negative selection in modern humans. A striking
observation in support of this is an apparent monotonic decline in
Neandertal ancestry observed in modern humans in Europe over the
past 45,000 years. Here, we show that this decline is an artifact likely
caused by gene flow between modern human populations, which is
not taken into account by statistics previously used to estimate
Neandertal ancestry. When we apply a statistic that avoids assump-
tions about modern human demography by taking advantage of
two high-coverage Neandertal genomes, we find no evidence for a
change in Neandertal ancestry in Europe over the past 45,000 years.
We use whole-genome simulations of selection and introgression to
investigate awide range of model parameters and find that negative
selection is not expected to cause a significant long-term decline in
genome-wide Neandertal ancestry. Nevertheless, these models re-
capitulate previously observed signals of selection against Neander-
tal alleles, in particular the depletion of Neandertal ancestry in
conserved genomic regions. Surprisingly, we find that this depletion
is strongest in regulatory and conserved noncoding regions and in
the most conserved portion of protein-coding sequences.
Neandertal | selection | introgression | modern human | demography
Interbreeding between Neandertals and modern humans!55,000 y ago has resulted in all present-day non-Africans
inheriting at least 1–2% of their genomes from Neandertal an-
cestors (1, 2). There is significant heterogeneity in the distribution
of this Neandertal DNA across the genomes of present-day people
(3, 4), including a reduction in Neandertal alleles in conserved
genomic regions (3). This has been interpreted as evidence that
some Neandertal alleles were deleterious for modern humans and
were subject to negative selection following introgression (3, 5).
Several studies have suggested that low effective population sizes
(Ne) in Neandertals led to decreased efficacy of purifying selection
and the accumulation of weakly deleterious variants. Following
introgression, these deleterious alleles, along with linked neutral
Neandertal alleles, would have been subjected to more efficient
purifying selection in the larger modern human population (6, 7).
In apparent agreement with this hypothesis, a study of Ne-
andertal ancestry in a set of anatomically modern humans from
Upper-Paleolithic Europe used two independent statistics to
conclude that the amount of Neandertal DNA in modern human
genomes decreased monotonically over the last 45,000 y (Fig. 1A,
dashed line) (8). This decline was interpreted as direct evidence
for continuous negative selection against Neandertal alleles in
modern humans (8–11). However, it was not formally shown that
selection on deleterious introgressed variants could produce a
decline in Neandertal ancestry of the observed magnitude.
Nevertheless, this decrease in Neandertal ancestry—together
with the suggestion of a higher burden of deleterious alleles in
Neandertals—are now commonly invoked to explain the fate of
Neandertal ancestry in modern humans (9–12).
Here, we reexamine estimates of Neandertal ancestry in an-
cient and present-day modern humans, taking advantage of a
second high-coverage Neandertal genome that recently became
available (13). This allows us to avoid some key assumptions
about modern human demography that were made in previous
studies. Our analysis shows that the Neandertal ancestry pro-
portion in Europeans has not decreased significantly over the
last 45,000 y. Using simulations of selection and introgression,
we show that a model of weak selection against deleterious
Neandertal variation also does not predict significant changes in
Neandertal ancestry during the time period covered by existing
ancient modern human samples. In contrast, these simulations
do predict a depletion of Neandertal ancestry around functional
genomic regions. We then use our updated Neandertal ancestry
estimates to examine the genomic distribution of introgressed
Neandertal DNA and find that selection against introgression
was strongest in regulatory and conserved noncoding regions
compared with protein-coding sequence (CDS), suggesting that
regulatory differences between Neandertals and modern humans
may have been more extreme than protein-coding differences.
Results
Previous Neandertal Ancestry Estimate. A number of methods have
been developed to quantify Neandertal ancestry in modern hu-
man genomes (14). Among the most widely used is the f4-ratio
statistic, which measures the fraction of drift shared with one of
two parental lineages to determine the proportion of ancestry, !,
contributed by that lineage (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S1) (15,
16). Although they have been used to draw inferences about
gene flow between archaic and modern human populations,
f4-ratio statistics are known to be sensitive to violations of the
underlying population model (15). Estimating !, the proportion
Significance
Since the discovery that all non-Africans inherit 2% of their
genomes from Neandertal ancestors, there has been a great
interest in understanding the fate and effects of introgressed
Neandertal DNA in modern humans. A number of recent
studies have claimed that there has been continuous selec-
tion against introgressed Neandertal DNA over the last 55,000
years. Here, we show that there has been no long-term
genome-wide removal of Neandertal DNA, and that the pre-
vious result was due to incorrect assumptions about gene flow
between African and non-African populations. Nevertheless,
selection did occur following introgression, and its effect was
strongest in regulatory regions, suggesting that Neandertals
may have differed from humans more in their regulatory than
in their protein-coding sequences.
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of ancestry in X contributed by a lineage A, requires a sister
lineage B to lineage A which does not share drift with X after
separation of B from A (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). Fu et al. (8) used
an f4-ratio statistic to infer the contribution from an archaic
lineage by first estimating the proportion of East African an-
cestry in a non-African individual X, under the assumption that
Central and West Africans (B) are an outgroup to the East Af-
rican lineage (A) and to the modern human ancestry in non-
Africans. Defining this East African ancestry proportion as ! =
f4(C. and W. Africans, Chimp; X, Archaics)/f4(C. and W. Africans,
Chimp; E. Africans, Archaics), the proportion of archaic ancestry
was then calculated simply as 1 " !, under the assumption that all
ancestry that is not of East African origin must come from an ar-
chaic lineage (8). We refer to this statistic as an “indirect f4-ratio.”
Given the sensitivity of the f4-ratio method to violations of the
underlying population models (15), we explored the validity of
assumptions on which this calculation was based. In addition to
the topology of the demographic tree, which has recently been
shown to be incorrect (17), the indirect f4-ratio assumes that the
relationship between Africans and West Eurasians has remained
constant over time (8). However, our understanding of modern
human history and demography have been challenged by new
fossil discoveries (18) and the analysis of ancient DNA, with
several studies documenting previously unknown migration
events in both West Eurasia (19) and Africa (17, 20, 21). Fur-
thermore, an f4 statistic sensitive to changes in the relationships
between West Eurasians and various African populations [for-
mulated as f4(Ust’-Ishim, X; African, Chimp), where X is a West
Eurasian individual] shows increasing allele sharing between
West Eurasians and Africans over time (SI Appendix, Fig. S2A).
In contrast, f4(Ust’-Ishim, Papuan; African, Chimp) is not sig-
nificantly different from zero (jZj < 1 when using Dinka, Yoruba,
or Mbuti in the third position of the f4 statistic), demonstrating
that this trend is not shared by all non-Africans.
To evaluate the sensitivity of the indirect f4-ratio to migration
events, we performed neutral simulations of Neandertal, West
Eurasian, and African demographic histories (Fig. 2). All simulations
included introgression from Neandertals into West Eurasians, and
varying levels of migration between Africans and West Eurasians,
and between African populations. We find that gene flow fromWest
Eurasians into Africans leads to misestimates of Neandertal ancestry
when using the indirect f4-ratio statistic, and results in the incorrect
inference of a continuous decline in Neandertal ancestry. This de-
cline is not observed in the true simulated Neandertal ancestry (Fig.
2A). The magnitude of this bias depends on the total amount of
West Eurasian gene flow into Africa, with larger amounts leading to
apparent steeper declines (Fig. 2A). Additionally, gene flow between
the two African populations used in the indirect f4-ratio calculation
leads to overestimation of the true level of Neandertal ancestry (Fig.
2C). Overall, we find that a combination of West Eurasian migration
to Africa and gene flow between African populations can produce
patterns that are very similar to those observed in the empirical data
(Fig. 2D and SI Appendix, Fig. S3A). However, we caution that ef-
fective population sizes and the timing of migration also affect
these estimates (SI Appendix, Fig. S3), and that there are likely
many additional models that match the empirical data.
We note that an independent statistic, using a different set of
genomic sites in the same ancient individuals, had been used as a
second line of evidence for an ongoing decrease in Neandertal
ancestry (8). This statistic, which we refer to as the “admixture
array statistic,” measures the proportion of Neandertal-like al-
leles in a given sample at sites where present-day Yoruba indi-
viduals carry a nearly fixed allele that differs from homozygous
sites in the Altai Neandertal (22). Much like the indirect f4-ratio,
we find that the admixture array statistic is affected by gene flow
from non-Africans into Africans and incorrectly infers a decline
in the Neandertal ancestry over time (Fig. 2D).
f4(Altai, Chimp; X, Dinka)
f4(Altai, Chimp; Vindija, Dinka)
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Fig. 1. Direct and indirect f4-ratio estimates of Neandertal ancestry. (A) Best
linear fits for indirect and direct f4-ratio estimates of Neandertal ancestry in
ancient and modern West Eurasians (solid points for direct f4-ratio, “x” for
indirect f4-ratio). Shaded areas are 95% CIs (SI Appendix, section S1). (B) Tree
model and formula used for the indirect f4-ratio. (C) Tree model and formula
used for the direct f4-ratio. Present-day individuals are West Eurasians from
the SGDP panel, excluding individuals from the Near East (Neandertal an-


















































































Fig. 2. Neandertal ancestry estimates in neutral simulations of migration. Ge-
nomic data were simulated under a base model of 3% Neandertal admixture,
Ne = 6,000 in Europeans andNe = 14,000 in two African populations (SI Appendix,
Fig. S8, section S2). (A–C) The effect of three migration parameters on direct and
indirect f4-ratio estimates of Neandertal ancestry (dotted and solid colored lines,
respectively). “Total migration” is shown, that is, gm, where g is generations of
migration, and m is the proportion of the target population composed of mi-
grants in each generation. If present, continuous migration between A1 and A2
begins 40 kya and migration between Europe and Africa begins 5 kya. True
Neandertal ancestry proportions are shown in black, and closely match the direct
f4-ratio estimates (mean absolute difference from truth for indirect f4-ratio is
2.6%, 0.12%, and 2.8% for A, B, and C respectively; for direct f4-ratio 0.25%,
0.05%, and 0.06%). (D) Simulations of an example demographic model with
migration parameters 0.09, 0.0, and 0.1 for E!A, A! E, and A"A, respectively,
which approximate the empirical direct and indirect f4-ratios (Fig. 1A).



































Given the indirect f4-ratio’s sensitivity to modern human de-
mography, combined with our incomplete understanding of
human migrations, we sought to reevaluate the patterns of Ne-
andertal ancestry in modern humans in a more robust manner.
A Robust Statistic to Estimate Neandertal Ancestry. The recent
availability of a second high-coverage Neandertal genome allows
us to estimate Neandertal ancestry using two Neandertals—an
individual from the Altai Mountains, the so-called “Altai Ne-
andertal” (23) and an individual from the Vindija Cave in Croatia,
the so-called “Vindija Neandertal” (13). Specifically, we can es-
timate the proportion of ancestry coming from the Vindija lineage
into a modern human (X) using the Altai Neandertal as a second
Neandertal in an f4-ratio calculated as f4(Altai, Chimp; X, Afri-
can)/f4(Altai, Chimp; Vindija, African), which we refer to as a
“direct f4-ratio” (Fig. 1C and SI Appendix, Fig. S1). Note that
unlike the indirect f4-ratio described previously, the f4-ratio in
this formulation does not make assumptions about deep rela-
tionships between modern human populations (Fig. 1C and SI
Appendix, Fig. S1). Instead, it assumes that any Neandertal pop-
ulation that contributed ancestry to X formed a clade with the
Vindija Neandertal. Recent analyses showed that this is the case for
all non-African populations studied to date, including the ancient
modern humans in this study (13, 24). When calculated on the
simulations described above, we find that the direct f4-ratio is more
robust than the indirect f4-ratio (Fig. 2). In fact, its temporal tra-
jectory always closely matches the true simulated Neandertal an-
cestry trajectory, regardless of the specific parameters of gene flow
between non-Africans and Africans (Fig. 2). We note that gene flow
from West Eurasians into Africans, which introduces introgressed
Neandertal alleles into Africa, produces a slight underestimate of
Neandertal ancestry in all samples (Fig. 2A). This is in agreement
with empirical direct f4-ratio estimates, which vary depending on the
African population used in the calculation, with African populations
known to carry West Eurasian ancestry (e.g., Mozabite, Saharawi)
(17, 25) generating the lowest estimates (SI Appendix, Fig. S4).
Crucially, when we use the direct f4-ratio to estimate the trajectory
of Neandertal ancestry in ancient and present-day Europeans, we
observe nearly constant levels of Neandertal ancestry over time
(Fig. 1A, points and solid line) and find that a null model of zero
slope can no longer be rejected (Fig. 1A, P = 0.36, estimated via
resampling as described in SI Appendix, section S1).
We note that these estimates are based on a relatively small
number of individuals, especially for older time points, and that
the CIs are wide. For example, we cannot reject a linear decline
in Neandertal ancestry of approximately half a percent over the
timespan of this dataset (95% CI "0.51–0.37%). Additionally,
these analyses are performed on SNPs that were ascertained
largely in present day individuals. To examine the effects of such
ascertainment, we split the dataset based on the ascertainments
used and recalculated the direct and indirect f4-ratios on each of
the subsets (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). Although the slopes show some
variability, in all but one ascertainment subset the direct f4-ratio
cannot reject a slope of 0, whereas the indirect f4-ratio consistently
rejects a slope of 0, suggesting that these results are robust to the
effects of ascertainment (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). In addition to
calculating direct f4-ratio estimates, we estimated Neandertal an-
cestry proportions using the qpAdm method (26) and obtained
similar results (null model of zero slope using Neandertal ancestry
point estimates cannot be rejected with P = 0.17).
Our observation that there has been no change in Neandertal
ancestry over the past 45,000 y has several implications for
our understanding of the fate of Neandertal DNA in modern
humans. First, it constrains the timescale during which selection could
have significantly affected the average genome-wide Neandertal an-
cestry in modern humans, an issue addressed below in more detail.
Second, a previous analysis of a 40 ky old individual (“Tianyuan”)
from East Asia applied the indirect f4-ratio statistic to estimate his
Neandertal ancestry proportion at 5% (27).When we apply the direct
f4-ratio statistic for this individual, we arrive at a value of !2.1%
(using Dinka as the African group in the calculation). Third, it has
consequences for the so-called “dilution” hypothesis, which suggests
that lower levels of Neandertal ancestry in Europeans compared with
East Asians can be explained by dilution of Neandertal ancestry in
Europeans due to admixture with a hypothetical Basal Eurasian
population that carried little to no Neandertal ancestry (19, 28).
Previous studies have found Basal Eurasian ancestry in all modern
and some ancient Europeans [in this study, four ancient individuals
show evidence of Basal Eurasian ancestry: Satsurblia (15 kya),
Kotias (10 kya), Ranchot88 (10 kya), and Stuttgart (8 kya), SI
Appendix, Fig. S6] (8, 19). Our finding that there is no ongoing
decline in Neandertal ancestry in Europeans suggests that Nean-
dertal ancestry in Europe has not been diluted in a significant way
by gene flow from Basal Eurasians. Specifically, we find no dif-
ference in Neandertal ancestry in European individuals with and
without Basal Eurasian ancestry (direct f4-ratio mean 2.31% vs.
2.38%, respectively; P = 0.36). However, given the small number
of relevant samples we also cannot exclude that there could be up
to 13% less Neandertal ancestry in individuals with Basal Eurasian
ancestry, or as much as 6% more Neandertal ancestry in individ-
uals without Basal Eurasian ancestry (95% CI).
In contrast, we do find that present-day Near Easterners carry
significantly less Neandertal ancestry than Europeans (direct f4-ratio
mean 2.03% vs. 2.33%; P = 0.001; SI Appendix, Fig. S7A). Fur-
thermore, present-day populations in the Near East show even
stronger signals of admixture with a deeply divergent modern hu-
man lineage than observed in the rest of West Eurasians (SI Ap-
pendix, Fig. S7B), suggesting that they carry additional ancestry
components that are not present in Europe and that could poten-
tially contribute to lower Neandertal ancestry in the Near East. We
note, however, that a simple model of admixture from Africa into
Near East would be expected to produce a similar f4 statistics dif-
ference between Near East and the rest of West Eurasia and could
also explain lower values of Neandertal ancestry in this population.
Long-Term Dynamics of Selection Against Introgressed DNA. Our
observation that Neandertal ancestry levels did not significantly
decrease from !45,000 y ago until today is seemingly at odds
with the hypothesis that lower effective population sizes in Ne-
andertals led to an accumulation of deleterious alleles, which
were then subjected to negative selection in modern humans (3,
8–10). To investigate the expected long-term dynamics of se-
lection against Neandertal introgression under this hypothesis,
we simulated a model of the human genome with empirical
distributions of functional regions and selection coefficients,
extending a strategy previously applied by Harris and Nielsen (6).
We simulated modern human and Neandertal demography, in-
cluding a low long-term effective population size (Ne) in Nean-
dertals (Neandertal Ne = 1,000 vs. modern human Ne = 10,000)
and 10% introgression at 55 kya (2,200 generations ago, as-
suming generation time of 25 y). To track the changes in Ne-
andertal ancestry following introgression, we placed fixed
Neandertal–human differences as neutral markers, both outside
regions that accumulated deleterious mutations (to study the
effect of negative selection on linked genome-wide neutral Ne-
andertal variation) as well as within regions directly under se-
lection (to track the effect of negative selection itself) (Fig. 3A).
Similar to Harris and Nielsen (6), we observed abrupt removal
of Neandertal alleles from the modern human population during
the first !10 generations after introgression, followed by quick
stabilization of Neandertal ancestry levels (Fig. 3B). Compared
with empirical estimates of Neandertal ancestry, we find a better
fit between these simulations and the direct f4-ratio estimate
than with the indirect f4-ratio estimate, suggesting that our direct
Neandertal ancestry estimates are consistent with theoretical
expectations of genome-wide selection against introgression









































(Fig. 3B). Specifically, simulations show "0.004% change in
Neandertal ancestry over 45 ky; in the empirical data this slope is
not rejected using the direct f4-ratio (P = 0.29), but is signifi-
cantly different from the indirect f4-ratio (P < 0.001).
Because many factors can potentially influence the efficacy of
negative selection, and no model fully captures all of these, we
next sought to determine whether there is a combination of
model parameters that could potentially lead to long-term con-
tinuous removal of Neandertal ancestry over time. Surprisingly,
we failed to find a model which would produce a significant
decline over time, although we tried by: (i) decreasing the long-
term Neandertal Ne before introgression (making purifying se-
lection in Neandertals even less efficient), (ii) increasing the Ne of
modern humans after introgression (i.e., increasing the efficacy of
selection against introgressed alleles), (iii) artificially increasing
the deleteriousness of Neandertal variants after introgression
(approximating a “hybrid incompatibility” scenario), (iv) simulat-
ing mixtures of dominance coefficients, or by (v) increasing the
total amount of functional sequence (thereby increasing the
number of accumulated deleterious variants in Neandertals and
modern humans) (SI Appendix, Figs. S9–S13). Varying these fac-
tors primarily affected the magnitude of the initial removal of
introgressed DNA by increasing the number of perfectly linked
deleterious mutations in early Neandertal–modern human off-
spring (decreasing their fitness compared with individuals with less
Neandertal ancestry), which in turn influenced the final level of
Neandertal ancestry in the population (SI Appendix, Figs. S9–S13).
The depletion of Neandertal ancestry around functional ge-
nomic elements in modern human genomes has also been taken
as evidence for selection against Neandertal introgressed DNA
(3, 8). We next examined the genomic distribution of Neandertal
markers at different time points in our simulations to deter-
mine whether our models can recapitulate these signals. In agree-
ment with empirical results in present-day humans (3), we found a
strong negative correlation between the proportion of Neandertal
introgression surviving at a locus and distance to the nearest region
under selection (Fig. 3C). Furthermore, we found that the strength
of this correlation increases over time, with the bulk of these
changes occurring between 10 and 400 generations postadmixture
[mean Pearson’s correlation coefficient " = 0.07, 0.79, 0.96 at
generations 10, 400, and 2,200, respectively (SI Appendix, Fig. S15)].
We note that this time period predates all existing ancient modern
human sequences, frustrating any current comparison with empiri-
cal data. However, despite no apparent change in genome-wide
Neandertal ancestry proportion over time, we observe a smaller
though still significant decrease in linked Neandertal ancestry dur-
ing the time period for which modern human sequences exist
(!400–2,200 generations post-admixture) (Fig. 3 C and B). Indeed,
by looking at the average per-generation changes in frequencies of
simulated Neandertal mutations (that is, derivatives of allele fre-
quencies in each generation), we observe the impact of negative
selection on linked neutral Neandertal markers until at least !700
generations post admixture (Fig. 3D) and find that it closely follows
the pattern of introgressed deleterious mutations (Fig. 3D). After
this period of gradual removal, selection against linked neutral
variation slows down significantly as genome-wide Neandertal an-
cestry becomes largely unlinked from regions that are under nega-
tive selection (Fig. 3D). In contrast, the selected variants themselves
are still removed, although at increasingly slower rates (Fig. 3D).
Due to this slow rate, and the small contribution these alleles make
to genome-wide Neandertal ancestry, their continued removal has
little impact on the slope of Neandertal ancestry over time.
Neandertal DNA Is Depleted in Regulatory and Conserved Noncoding
Sequence.We next sought to leverage the direct f4-ratio in analyses
of selection against introgression in functional genomic regions.
Although previous studies have identified a depletion of Nean-
dertal DNA in genomic regions with a high degree of evolutionary
conservation, these studies have relied on maps of introgressed
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Fig. 3. Simulations of selection against Neandertal ancestry. (A) Deleterious mutations (lightning bolts) accumulate in realistically distributed exonic sequence in
modern humans and Neandertals. These regions accumulate additive, deleterious mutations, using a mutation rate of 10"8 per base pair per generation. To track
the dynamics of Neandertal ancestry over time, neutral Neandertal markers are placed within (blue dots) and between (red dots) exons on all Neandertal chro-
mosomes before introgression. (B) Simulated Neandertal ancestry proportions across 55 ky, in exonic and nonexonic sequence, averaged over 20 simulation rep-
licates. Empirical observations from Fig. 1A are shown for comparison. Initial introgression levels were simulated at 10%. (C) Depletion of simulated Neandertal
ancestry at neutral markers over time as a function of distance to regions under selection. Markers in bin 0 are those falling within exons; bins 1–5 represent quintiles
of distance to the nearest exon. (D) Changes in frequencies of neutral Neandertal markers and deleterious Neandertal mutations over time, starting from gen-
eration 200. Each line shows average allele frequency changes over one simulation replicate. Black lines show smooth fits of these averages over 20 replicates.



































Neandertal DNA in highly conserved regions, as these regions may
contain fewer informative sites carrying Neandertal–modern human
differences. Furthermore, previous studies of negative selection
against introgressed Neandertal DNA divided the genome into bins
based on measures of evolutionary conservation, such as B values
(30), which are not easily interpreted in terms of functional signif-
icance. To determine whether particular functional classes of ge-
nomic sites are differently affected by Neandertal introgression, we
partitioned the human genome by functional annotation obtained
from Ensembl v91 (31), and by primate conserved regions inferred
using phastCons (32). For each annotation category, we estimated
the Neandertal ancestry proportion in non-African Simons Ge-
nome Diversity Project (SGDP) individuals (excluding Oceanians)
using the direct f4-ratio (Fig. 4).
In seeming contrast with previous studies (3, 8), we observed no
significant depletion of Neandertal ancestry in CDS compared with
intronic and intergenic regions (referred to as “gap” regions below)
(average direct f4-ratio !1.94% in both; Fig. 4). However, we did
identify a striking depletion of Neandertal ancestry in both pro-
moters and phastCons conserved regions (1.15% and 0.95%), with
both containing significantly less Neandertal ancestry than gap re-
gions (P = 0.004 and P < 0.0001, estimated via resampling as de-
scribed in SI Appendix, section S1). We note that 62% of CDS
overlaps with phastCons regions (21% of phastCons conserved tracks
overlap CDS); indeed, conserved CDS has a lower Neandertal an-
cestry estimate (1.25%) than overall CDS, although not as low as all
phastCons regions (Fig. 4). These results suggest that previously
observed depletions in conserved and genic regions may not have
been driven primarily by protein-coding differences between
Neandertals and modern humans, as was previously assumed,
but rather by differences in promoters and other noncoding
conserved sequence. This hypothesis is supported by several re-
cent studies of the effects of introgressed Neandertal sequences,
including those with signatures of adaptive introgression, which
found that surviving functional introgressed haplotypes have their
major influence on gene expression regulation (33–37).
We note that the lack of a depletion in CDS does not fit the
observations from our simulations (Fig. 3C). Assuming additivity,
and a distribution of fitness effects (DFEs) derived from the fre-
quency spectra of mutations altering coding sequence (38), these
simulations predict a reduction of 5–17% Neandertal ancestry
versus nonselected regions, depending on distance from selected
regions (Fig. 3C). In addition, the reduction in simulations is much
smaller than the empirical depletions of promoter and phastCons
regions (40% and 51%, respectively). Together, these demon-
strate that the actions of selection against Neandertal sequence
are not fully captured by the models presented here. Although it is
beyond the scope of this work, it may be possible to leverage
distributions of Neandertal ancestry in studying the action of se-
lection in noncoding sequence. Challenges associated with such
work include the uncertainty of the DFE of mutations affecting
noncoding sequence, and their dominance coefficients, potential
epistatic effects of regulatory mutations, as well as the fact that a
single deleterious mutation can affect a region falling into multiple
functional categories at once (SI Appendix, Table S1).
Conclusions
Our reevaluation of Neandertal ancestry in modern human ge-
nomes indicates that overall levels of Neandertal ancestry in
Europe have not significantly decreased over the past 45,000 y,
and that previous observations of continuous Neandertal an-
cestry decline were likely an artifact of unaccounted-for gene
flow increasing allele sharing between West Eurasian and Afri-
can populations. Nevertheless, we do find evidence of selection
against Neandertal DNA in the genome-wide distribution of
Neandertal ancestry, with such ancestry depleted in promoter and
other noncoding conserved DNA more strongly than in protein-
coding sequence, raising the possibility that Neandertals may have
differed more from modern humans in their regulatory variants
than in their protein-coding sequences, and that regulatory vari-
ation may provide a richer template for selection to act upon.
Furthermore, simulations suggest that negative selection
against introgression is expected to have the strongest impact on
genome-wide Neandertal ancestry during the first few hundred
generations, before the time frame for which ancient samples are
currently available. The genomes of early modern humans living
55–50 kya, although difficult to obtain, may shed additional light
on the process of selection against Neandertal DNA, as well as
on early out-of-Africa demography.
Our findings can be extrapolated to other cases where one spe-
cies or population contributes a fraction of ancestry to another
species or population, a frequent occurrence in nature (5, 29, 39–
41). Even in cases where the introgressing population carries a high
burden of deleterious mutations, negative selection is not expected
to result in an extended decrease in the overall genome-wide an-
cestry contributed by that population. Therefore, any long-term
shifts in overall ancestry proportions over time are likely to be
the result of forces other than negative selection, for example
admixture with one or more other populations.
Materials and Methods
Source Code and Jupyter Notebooks. Complete source code for data pro-
cessing and simulation pipelines, as well as R and Python Jupyter notebooks
with all analyses, can be downloaded from the project repository on GitHub:
https://www.github.com/bodkan/nea-over-time.
Data Processing. SNP data captured at !2.2 million loci from a set of Upper
Paleolithic individuals published by Fu et al. (8) were obtained from the David
Reich laboratory (https://reich.hms.harvard.edu/datasets), and merged with
previously published genotypes for the Altai Neandertal (23), Vindija Nean-
dertal (13), Denisovan (42), and SGDP (25) to create a single EIGENSTRAT
dataset. For all analyses, individuals with at least 200,000 captured sites were
analyzed. SNP data captured using the “archaic admixture array” (SNP panel 4
in ref. 22) published by Fu et al. (8) were also downloaded from the Reich
laboratory website and filtered to sites homozygous in the Altai and Vindija
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Fig. 4. Neandertal ancestry estimates by genomic region. (Top) Direct f4-ratio
estimates of Neandertal ancestry in all non-African SGDP individuals except
Oceanians (known to carry Denisovan ancestry in addition to Neandertal an-
cestry) (25), with SNPs partitioned by functional annotation (Ensembl) or con-
servation (phastCons); “gap” combines intronic and intergenic sequence (dashed
black line). Many annotation categories overlap other categories (SI Appendix,
Table S1)—the largest is the 62% of protein-coding sequence which overlaps
phastCons conserved elements (translucent orange). To minimize the noise in Ne-
andertal ancestry estimates for small subsets of the genome, we calculated the di-
rect f4-ratio using all SGDP Africans, except those that carry a high proportion of
Neandertal alleles (Mozabite, Saharawi, Ju/’hoan North, Khomani San and Somali in
SI Appendix, Fig. S4). Gray dashed line shows mean Neandertal ancestry in con-
served phastCons regions. (Bottom) Idealized representation of genomic regions.









































Admixture Statistics. All f4 statistics, f4-ratio, and qpAdm statistics were cal-
culated on the merged 2.2 million loci EIGENSTRAT dataset using our R package
admixr (available from https://www.github.com/bodkan/admixr) which utilizes
the ADMIXTOOLS software suite for all underlying calculations (15).
Estimates of Neandertal Ancestry. Indirect f4-ratio estimates (Fig. 1A, dashed
line) were calculated as 1 " f4(West and Central Africans, Chimpanzee; X,
Archaics)/f4(West and Central Africans, Chimpanzee; East African, Archaics),
where West and Central Africans are Yoruba, Mbuti, and Mende from the
SGDP panel, East Africans are SGDP Dinka, and archaics are the Altai Nean-
dertal (23) and Denisovan (42) individuals (SI Appendix, Fig. S1), as described in
the original Fu et al. study (8). Direct f4-ratio estimates (Fig. 1A, solid line) were
calculated as f4(Altai, Chimpanzee; X, African)/f4(Altai, Chimpanzee; Vindija,
African) (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). Neandertal ancestry proportions using qpAdm
were estimated assuming a two-source model, with the Vindija Neandertal
and Mbuti as potential sources, and Chimpanzee, the Altai Neandertal, and
the Denisovan as outgroups. Admixture array-based Neandertal ancestry esti-
mates were calculated as the proportion of alleles in a test individual matching
the allele seen in Neandertals. Confidence intervals and P values were calculated
using a resampling strategy described in SI Appendix, section S1.
Affinity of Ancient and Present-Day Individuals Toward Africans over Time. We
calculated f4 statistics in the form f4(Ust’-Ishim, X; Y, Chimpanzee), which test
for changes in the sharing of derived alleles between a series of West Eur-
asians (X) and population Y with respect to Ust’-Ishim, an ancient hunter-
gatherer that predates the split of West and East Eurasians (43) (SI Appendix,
Fig. S2). Admixture between X and Y or populations related to X and Y is
expected to lead to an increase in the proportion of shared derived alleles.
Testing for the Presence of Basal Eurasian Ancestry.We used the statistic f4(West
Eurasian W, Han; Ust’-Ishim, Chimpanzee) to look for evidence of Basal Eur-
asian ancestry in a West Eurasian W (SI Appendix, Fig. S4) (28). This statistic
tests if the data are consistent with a tree in whichW and Han lineages form a
clade, which results in f4 statistic not significantly different from 0. Significantly
negative values are evidence for an affinity between the Ust’-Ishim and Han
lineages, which could be explained by W carrying ancestry from a population
that diverged from the non-African lineage before the split of Ust’-Ishim.
Neutral Coalescent Simulations. To study the effects of gene flow between
non-African and African populations on various admixture statistics, we
simulated different scenarios of such gene flow using a neutral coalescent
programming library, msprime (44) (SI Appendix, Fig. S8). Depending on the
particular analysis (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and S3), we calculated
admixture statistics (f4, f4-ratio, and admixture array proportions) as de-
scribed above using SNPs extracted from each simulation run. Detailed de-
scription of the simulations can be found in SI Appendix, section S2.
Simulations of Selection. To study the dynamics of selection against Nean-
dertal introgression over time, we used the simulation framework SLiM 2 (45)
to build a realistic model of the human genome with empirical distributions
of functional and conserved regions and selection coefficients, extending
and generalizing a strategy previously applied by Harris and Nielsen (6) (Fig.
3A). First, we simulated a demography of modern humans and Neandertals
(low long-term Ne) before the introgression, and let the simulated genomes
accumulate deleterious mutations. Then we simulated a single pulse of ad-
mixture from Neandertals into the non-African population at a rate of 10%
and tracked the changes in Neandertal ancestry in an admixed population at
fixed neutral Neandertal markers distributed along each Neandertal genome
before the introgression. A detailed description of our simulations and anal-
yses of simulated data can be found in SI Appendixes, sections S3 and S4.
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Supplementary Information Text 
 
S1. Neandertal ancestry estimate confidence intervals and p-values 
Confidence intervals on the slope of time vs Neandertal ancestry proportion were 
calculated empirically via resampling. For each individual, we sampled 10,000 
Neandertal ancestry estimates from a normal distribution centered on the true estimate, 
with standard deviation equal to the standard error provided by ADMIXTOOLS. We then 
fit 10,000 linear models, extracted the 95% confidence intervals across all 10,000 
resulting slopes. From these 10,000 slopes we can also calculate an empirical p-value for 
any given slope (generally for a slope of 0, but -0.004 for the comparison of simulated 
data vs the direct and indirect f4-ratio estimates). For comparisons of the ratio of 
Neandertal ancestry between populations (e.g., individuals with and without Basal 
Eurasian ancestry), we similarly sampled 10,000 Neandertal ancestry estimates, and 
calculated an empirical p-value for a ratio of 1 between the two groups. For a comparison 
of functional annotation categories, we similarly resampled 10,000 Neandertal estimates 
from a given category, and calculated an empirical p-value that these resamplings reject 
the Neandertal ancestry proportion calculated for gap regions. 
 
S2. Simulations of gene flow between non-Africans and Africans 
We simulated different scenarios of gene flow between Africans and non-Africans after 
Neandertal introgression using the neutral coalescent programming library msprime (1) 
(Fig. S8). We used the following demographic parameters: split of a chimpanzee lineage 
at 6 million years ago, split of Neandertals from anatomically modern humans at 500 kya, 
split within Africa at 150 kya, and split of non-Africans from one of the two African 
lineages at 60 kya with a 5 ky long bottleneck of Ne = 2000. We simulated a single 3% 
pulse of Neandertal admixture into a constant-size non-African population at 55 kya. We 
sampled one chimpanzee chromosome, 4 Neandertal chromosomes sampled at 80 kya, 
single chromosomes from the non-African lineage sampled at regular time intervals over 
the time range of Upper-Paleolithic and present-day individuals from our data, and two 
pairs of chromosomes from the two present-day African populations. We simulated 500 







(Fig. 2, S3) using a mutation rate of 1x10-8 mutations per bp per generation and a 
recombination rate of 1x10-8 crossovers per bp per generation, and converted them into 
tables of all simulated SNPs for easier calculation of admixture statistics. For analysis of 
the “admixture array”, we also generated a second set of SNPs by filtering only for sites 
carrying fixed African-Neandertal differences (to approximate the ascertainment of the 
archaic admixture array – SNP panel 4 in (2)). To estimate the true Neandertal ancestry 
levels we examined the origin of each simulated mutation in msprime and extracted only 
those SNPs that truly originated in the Neandertal population. Using this set of sites 
avoids any issues caused by introduction of Neandertal alleles into Africans via gene-
flow from admixed non-Africans. 
 In Fig. 2 and Fig. S3, we evaluated the behavior of the admixture array ancestry 
proportion and direct and indirect f4-ratio estimates under three scenarios: (i) no gene 
flow between Africans and non-Africans post Neandertal admixture, (ii) gene flow from 
non-Africans into both African populations, (iii) gene flow from one African population 
into non-Africans, (iv) bi-directional gene flow between Africans and non-Africans.  
 Using the simulated SNP sets (all SNPs and archaic admixture array-like set), we 
calculated direct and indirect f4-ratio estimates, as well as admixture array proportion 
estimates, as described above. Unbiased levels of Neandertal ancestry were calculated on 
the set of true Neandertal-derived SNPs. As the statistics can be relatively noisy, we 
calculated average values of each individual statistic over all simulation replicates. 
 
S3. Simulations of selection  
We used the simulation framework SLiM 2 (3) to build a realistic model of the human 
genome with empirical distributions of functional regions and selection coefficients, 
extending and generalizing a strategy previously applied by Harris and Nielsen (4). To 
obtain the coordinates of regions under negative selection, we downloaded the positions 
of different classes of annotated genomic regions from the Ensembl database (5) 
(Ensembl Genes 91 and Ensembl Regulation 91) and conserved regions from the 
phastConsElements46wayPrimates track from the UCSC Genome Browser (6, 7) 
(updated 2009-11-21). In each simulation, we encoded those regions in a genomic 







them. In order to model the heterogeneity of recombination rate along a genome in our 
simulations, we used empirically estimated genetic distances between all simulated 
genomic features using a recombination map inferred by the HapMap project 
(http://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/downloads/recombination/2011-01_phaseII_B37/) (8). 
To approximate a mixture of strongly, weakly and nearly-neutral deleterious mutations, 
we used a distribution of fitness effects (DFE) estimated from the frequency spectrum of 
human non-synonymous mutations (9). The rate of accumulation of new mutations was 
set to 1x10-8 per bp per generation. 
 The simulations themselves were performed in two steps (Fig. 3A), using a 
combination of human and Neandertal demographic models used in previous 
introgression studies (4, 10). In the first step, we simulated a simplified demography of 
modern humans and Neandertals prior to the introgression, starting with a burn-in period 
of 70,000 generations, to let the simulated genomes with mutations reach an equilibrium 
state (the length of this burn-in period was determined as 7 * ancestral human Ne, which 
was therefore set to a constant 10,000). The split of Neandertals and modern humans was 
set to 500,000 years ago, with Ne of Neandertals and modern humans set to constant 
values of 1,000 and 10,000, respectively. This burn-in period was performed for each 
specific simulation scenario separately. At the end of the burn-in step, we simulated the 
split of African and non-African populations at 55 kya. Following the split, the non-
African population experienced a bottleneck with Ne = 1861 (as inferred by Gravel et al. 
(11)). All simulated individuals and accumulated mutations were saved to a population 
output file for use in the second step. 
 In the second step, we simulated a single pulse of admixture from Neandertals into 
the non-African population at a rate of 10%. To track Neandertal ancestry along 
simulated genomes through time, we placed 50,000 neutral Neandertal markers outside of 
any potentially functional sequence (which was determined as a union of all annotated 
Ensembl regions) (Fig. 3A). The locations of these markers were randomly sampled from 
the set of nearly-fixed Yoruba-Neandertal differences present on the archaic admixture 
array (SNP panel 4 in (2)). Furthermore, to be able to track Neandertal ancestry within 
regions directly under negative selection, we placed additional set of fixed Neandertal 







 Because the efficacy of selection is related to the Ne of the population under 
consideration (12), we evaluated different demographic models for non-Africans, 
including a widely-used model by Gravel et al. (11) (i.e. long bottleneck followed by a 
period of exponential growth), a model of initial slow linear growth post admixture, as 
well as a model of constant Ne after Neandertal introgression (Fig. S14). However, 
because we found that the Ne of the admixed non-African population did not have an 
impact on the slope of the trajectory of Neandertal ancestry over time (Fig. S10), the 
main results in our paper were performed using a demographic model with constant Ne = 
10,000. 
 To track dynamics of selection over time, we periodically saved the simulation 
state, saving all mutations still segregating at each time-point (both neutral markers and 
deleterious modern human and Neandertal mutations) in a sample of 500 diploid 
individuals in VCF format for further analysis. For efficiency reasons, we saved only 
simulation states in generations 1-10, 20, 50, 100 and then every 200th generation until 
the final generation 2200 (i.e. 55 thousand years post-introgression, assuming generation 
time of 25 years). 
 
S4. Evaluating the effect of negative selection against introgression 
All of the following analyses were performed on VCF outputs from 20 replicates of our 
SLiM simulations, described in the previous section. Trajectories of Neandertal ancestry 
in a population over time (Figs. 3B and S9-13) were calculated by averaging the 
frequencies of all neutral Neandertal markers in a simulation in each time point across 
500 sampled diploid individuals. Analysis of the efficacy of selection against 
introgression as a function of distance from regions carrying deleterious variants (Fig. 
3C) was performed by binning the 50,000 neutral Neandertal markers into 5 quintiles, 
based on their distance from the nearest region under selection. The lowest bin “0” 
contains neutral Neandertal markers within regions that carried accumulated deleterious 
mutations. Neandertal ancestry proportions were then calculated for each of the 1,000 
sampled chromosomes in each bin, combined from all 20 simulation replicates. Analysis 
of allele frequency changes over time was performed by calculating the frequency change 







regions, and deleterious mutations) between each consecutive pair of sampled time-
points, and then averaged over all mutations. For example, if x and y are allele 
frequencies of a mutation at time-points a and b, then the allele frequency change was 
calculated as (x – y) / (a – b). This calculation was repeated for all 20 simulation 














Fig. S1. Tree models underlying indirect and direct f4-ratio Neandertal ancestry 
estimates. 
A: Tree model used for the indirect f4-ratio. B: Tree model used for the direct f4-ratio, 
utilizing two high coverage Neandertal genomes. Blue and green lines represent overlaps 












Fig. S2. Increasing affinity between West Eurasians and Africans over time. 
A: The statistic f4(Ust’-Ishim, West Eurasian; African Y, Chimp) is increasingly negative 
over time for ancient and present-day West Eurasians (WE), indicating increasing allele 
sharing (affinity) between WE and Africans with respect to Ust’-Ishim. A variety of 
demographic forces could cause such shifts, including migration between West Eurasia 
and Africa, or migration of a third population into both West Eurasia and Africa. The f4 
statistic is not expected to be different from 0 in the absence of admixture. East Africans: 
Dinka, Bantu, Luhya, Luo, Masai, Somali, West Africans: Esan, Gambian, Mandenka, 
Mende, Yoruba, Central Africans: Mbuti, Biaka, South Africans: Khomani San, Juǀʼhoan. 
B: Simulations of migration between West Eurasians and Africans starting from 5000 
(left) to 20,000 (right) years ago, assuming Ne = 20000 in Africans, Ne = 5000 in West 
Eurasians and “total migration” gm = 0.1 (g is the duration of gene flow in generations, m 
is the proportion of the target population composed of migrants in each generation) show 
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that under a model of migration from West Eurasia to Africa (blue line), this f4 statistic 
grows increasingly negative over the past 45ky, regardless of the when the migration 










Fig. S3. The effect of Ne and timing on the patterns observed in indirect and direct 
f4-ratio statistics. 
A: True Neandertal ancestry, along with direct and indirect f4-ratio estimates, on 
simulated neutral data according a single demographic model (left) with migration from 
Europe to Africa, and between two African populations (represented here as Dinka and 
Yoruba). B: Starting from the model in A, the effect of varying the timing of migration 
on the indirect (solid colored lines), direct (dotted lines), and true Neandertal ancestry 
proportions (solid black lines). C) Similarly, the effect of varying European Ne, and D) 












































































































Fig. S4. Neandertal ancestry in ancient and present-day West Eurasians estimated 
with the direct f4-ratio using various African populations. 
Neandertal ancestry estimates in ancient and present-day West Eurasians were calculated 
using the direct f4-ratio as f4(Altai Neandertal, Chimp; X, African) / f4(Altai Neandertal, 
Chimp; Vindija Neandertal, African) (Fig. S1). As shown with simulations in Fig. 2, in 
this statistic, the presence of Neandertal alleles in both Africans and X will cause an 
underestimate of the true Neandertal ancestry in X, which can be seen in these empirical 
































































































Fig. S5. f4-ratio calculations on ascertainment subsets. 
Direct and indirect f4-ratios are calculated in the same manner as Figure 1, with the data 
partitioned according to seven ascertainment schemes (from left to right, top to bottom): 























































































































































































































Heterozygotes from two Yoruban individuals (YRI hets); Combined African 
ascertainments (HO nonAfr+ YRI hets); non-African ascertained SNPs from the Human 
Origins array (HO nonAfr); Heterozygotes in the Altai Neandertal (Altai hets); and the 
remaining 732k SNPs that do not fit into one of the previous categories. These 
“remaining” SNPs are largely from the Illumina 610-Quad array and Affymetrix 50k 










Fig. S6. A signal of Basal Eurasian ancestry in West Eurasia over time. 
The statistic f4(West Eurasian W, Han; Ust’-Ishim, Chimp) has been previously used as a 
test of the presence of Basal Eurasian ancestry in a West Eurasian W (15). Specifically, it 
tests whether a population tree in which W and Han lineages form a clade is consistent 
with the observed data, which results in f4 statistic ~0. On the other hand, significantly 
negative values are evidence for an affinity of Han and Ust’-Ishim lineages, which can be 
most parsimoniously explained by W carrying an ancestry component from a population 
that diverged from other Eurasians prior to the separation of Ust’-Ishim. This “ghost” 
population is commonly referred to as Basal Eurasians (16). By analyzing a combined 
early-modern and present-day West Eurasian dataset, we find that this f4 statistic becomes 
consistently negative in the present, which is in agreement with the hypothesis that 
present-day West Eurasians carry (in different proportions) Basal Eurasian ancestry that 
was not present in early European hunter gatherers. Blue color indicates individuals with 
significantly negative f4 statistic. Present-day individuals are Europeans (circles) and 
Near Easterners (triangles) from the SGDP panel (17). The SGDP identifiers for Near 
East individuals used for this grouping are BedouinB, Yemenite_Jew, Palestinian, 





















Fig. S7. Proportions of Neandertal ancestry (A) and the amounts of “Basal 
Eurasian” ancestry (B) in present-day Near Easterners vs other West Eurasians. 
Panel B shows the same data as the present-day data points in Fig. S6, but is split into 
two groups – Near Easterners and other West Eurasians. The SGDP identifiers for Near 
East individuals used for this grouping are BedouinB, Yemenite Jew, Palestinian, Iraqi 















































Fig. S8. Demographic model used for testing the temporal behavior of admixture 
statistics. 
Blue dashed lines show split times between simulated populations, red stars indicate 





















Fig. S9. The effect of Neandertal Ne (Nea Ne) on trajectories of Neandertal ancestry 
after introgression. 
Top and bottom, panels show linear and logarithmic timescales, respectively. The lower 
the Ne of Neandertal population, the more deleterious alleles behave nearly neutrally, 
allowing them to reach high frequencies in the Neandertals (4, 18). This imposes a 
stronger genetic load of the initial modern-human-Neandertal hybrids, causing a more 
abrupt removal of Neandertal ancestry in the generations shortly after admixture. The 
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Fig. S10. The effect of non-African demography on trajectories of Neandertal 
ancestry after introgression. 
Top and bottom panels show linear and logarithmic timescales, respectively. Although Ne 
as a function of time differs dramatically between all three demographic models that we 
considered (Fig. S14), changing this parameter does not have a strong impact on the 
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Fig. S11. The effect of making Neandertal mutations more deleterious by increasing 
their selection coefficients. 
Top and bottom panels show linear and logarithmic timescales, respectively. We 
artificially increased the selection coefficient s of introgressed Neandertal deleterious 
mutations by multiplying their s by a constant factor. We find that this affects only the 
final level of Neandertal ancestry in the population, due to stronger genetic burden on 
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Fig. S12. The effect of changing the total amount of potentially deleterious sequence. 
Top and bottom panels show linear and logarithmic timescales, respectively. We 
simulated deleterious mutations in either full exonic, 3’ UTR, protein coding, promoter, 
or TF binding site regions. Simulations with larger “targets” for deleterious mutations 
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Fig. S13. The effect of changing the proportions of recessive and additive mutations. 
Top and bottom panels show linear and logarithmic timescales, respectively. It has been 
shown that the dominance coefficient of deleterious mutations can lead to Neandertal 
ancestry trajectories following entirely opposite patterns (4). Specifically, models with 
only recessive mutations lead to an initial increase of the Neandertal ancestry proportions 
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scenarios with different mixtures of dominance coefficients of deleterious mutations. We 
found that changing the ratios of recessive and additive mutations affects only the final 
baseline of Neandertal ancestry in the population, and does not lead to a steady decline in 










Fig. S14. Three models of non-African demography after Neandertal admixture. 
Ne as a function of time for three models of non-African demography:  a model of 
constant Ne after Neandertal introgression, a model of initial slow linear growth post 
admixture, and a long bottleneck followed by a period of exponential growth (Gravel et 






















Fig. S15. Coefficients of correlation between the proportion of surviving Neandertal 
ancestry and distance to a genomic region under negative selection. 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient of a correlation between Neandertal ancestry proportion 
and the distance to the nearest region under negative selection, at a given point in time 
after introgression. Each black dot represents a correlation coefficient in a single 
simulated “individual” with 500,000 informative sites. Red dots indicate mean correlation 
coefficient at a given time-point. This figure uses the same data presented in Fig. 3C 






























Table S1. Proportions of overlapping functional categories. 
Each row contains proportions of overlap of a given region (row label) with all other 








coding 5' UTR 3' UTR enhancer promoter phastCons 
protein coding  0.050 0.174 0.003 0.051 0.615 
5' UTR 0.163  0.039 0.005 0.402 0.244 
3' UTR 0.157 0.011  0.007 0.009 0.256 
enhancer 0.005 0.003 0.013  0.000 0.080 
promoter 0.076 0.183 0.015 0.000  0.153 
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Ancient DNA has provided new insights into many aspects of human history. However, we lack
comprehensive studies of the Y chromosomes of Denisovans and Neanderthals because the majority of
specimens that have been sequenced to sufficient coverage are female. Sequencing Y chromosomes from
two Denisovans and three Neanderthals shows that the Y chromosomes of Denisovans split around
700 thousand years ago from a lineage shared by Neanderthals and modern human Y chromosomes, which
diverged from each other around 370 thousand years ago. The phylogenetic relationships of archaic and
modern human Y chromosomes differ from the population relationships inferred from the autosomal
genomes and mirror mitochondrial DNA phylogenies, indicating replacement of both the mitochondrial and
Y chromosomal gene pools in late Neanderthals. This replacement is plausible if the low effective population
size of Neanderthals resulted in an increased genetic load in Neanderthals relative to modern humans.
A
ncient DNA (aDNA) has transformed our
understanding of human evolutionary
history, revealing complex patterns of
population migration and gene flow, in-
cluding admixture from archaic humans
into modern humans. Particularly important
have been analyses of autosomal sequences
(1, 2), which represent a composite of geneal-
ogies of any individual’s ancestors. Although
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) and Y chromo-
somes only provide information about single
maternal and paternal lineages, they offer a
distinctive perspective on various aspects of
population history such as sex-specific migra-
tion,matrilocality andpatrilocality, and variance
in reproductive success between individuals
(3–5). Furthermore, because of their lower ef-
fective population size (Ne) compared with that
of autosomal loci, coalescent times of mtDNA
and Y chromosomes sampled from two pop-
ulations provide an upper bound for the last
time they experienced gene flow.
The mtDNA and autosomal sequences of
Neanderthals,Denisovans, andmodernhumans
have revealed puzzling phylogenetic discrep-
ancies. Autosomal genomes show that Nean-
derthals and Denisovans are sister groups
that split from modern humans between
550 thousand and 765 thousand years (ka) ago
(6). By contrast, the mtDNAs of Neanderthals
and modern humans are more similar to one
another [time to the most recent common
ancestor (TMRCA) of 360 to 468 ka ago] than
to the mtDNAs of Denisovans (7). Notably,
~400-ka-old early Neanderthals from Sima de
los Huesos were shown to carry mitochon-
drial genomes related to Denisovan mtDNAs
(8, 9). This suggests that Neanderthals origi-
nally carried a Denisovan-like mtDNA, which
was later completely replaced through ancient
gene flow from an early lineage related to
modern humans (7, 9).
The Y chromosomes of Neanderthals and
Denisovans should provide an additional source
of information about population splits and
gene flow events between archaic and mod-
ern humans or populations related to them.
However, with the exception of a small
amount of Neanderthal Y chromosome cod-
ing sequence (118 kb) (10), none of the male
Neanderthals or Denisovans studied to date
have yielded sufficient amounts of endoge-
nous DNA to allow comprehensive studies of
archaic human Y chromosomes.
Previous genetic studies identified twomale
Denisovans, Denisova 4 (55 to 84 ka old) and
Denisova 8 (106 to 136 ka old) (11, 12), and two
male lateNeanderthals, Spy 94a (38 to 39ka old)
and Mezmaiskaya 2 (43 to 45 ka old) (13)
(Fig. 1A). To enrich for Y chromosome DNA
from these individuals, we performed hybrid-
ization capture using probes we designed to
target ~6.9Mb of the nonrecombining portion
of the human Y chromosome (Fig. 1B) (14).
This yielded sequence coverage of 1.4! for
Denisova 4, 3.5! for Denisova 8, 0.8! for Spy
94a, and 14.3! for Mezmaiskaya 2 (Fig. 1C and
table S2). In addition, we used a capture array
designed for modern human Y chromosomes
(3) to obtain 7.9! coverage of ~560 kb of the
Y chromosome from the ~46- to 53-ka-old El
Sidrón 1253 Neanderthal (Fig. 1C and table S2),
which has been analyzed previously (15, 16).
To call genotypes of the captured archaic hu-
man and previously published modern human
Y chromosomes (4, 17, 18), we leveraged the
haploid nature of the human Y chromosome
and implemented a consensus approach that
requires at least 90% of the reads observed at
each site covered by at least three reads to agree
on a single allele (14). This minimizes the im-
pact of aDNA damage on genotyping accuracy
while allowing for a small amount of sequenc-
ing error or contamination (fig. S8) (14).
To determine the relationships between
Denisovan, Neanderthal, and modern human
Y chromosomes, we constructed a neighbor-
joining tree from the Y chromosome geno-
type calls (14). Unlike the rest of the nuclear
genome, which puts Denisovans and Nean-
derthals as sister groups to modern humans (2),
the Denisovan Y chromosomes form a separate
lineage that split before Neanderthal and mod-
ern human Y chromosomes diverged from each
other (Fig. 2A). Notably, all three late Neander-
thal Y chromosomes cluster together and fall
outside of the variation of present-day human
Y chromosomes (Fig. 2A).
To estimate the TMRCA of archaic and mod-
ern human Y chromosomes, we adapted a
previously published method that calculates
the archaic-modern human TMRCA as a pro-
portion of the deepest known split in present-
dayhumanYvariation (4, 10, 14) and is therefore
robust to low coverage and aDNA damage (10)
(fig. S8 and table S2). We first calculated the
mutation rate in the 6.9-Mb target region to be
7.34 ! 10!10 per base pair per year [bootstrap
confidence interval (CI) 6.27 ! 10!10 to 8.46 !
10!10] (fig. S11 and table S11) (14) and used it
to estimate a TMRCA of ~249 ka ago (boot-
strap CI 213 to 293 ka ago) (fig. S11 and table
S11) (14) for the African A00 lineage and a set
of non-African Y chromosomes (4, 18). This is
consistent with other studies of present-day
human Y chromosomes (4, 17), suggesting that
the Y chromosomal regions we sequenced are
not unusual in terms of their mutation rate.
We then used this A00 divergence time of
249 ka ago to infer TMRCAs between archaic
Y chromosomes and present-day non-African
Y chromosomes for each archaic individual
(fig. S14 and table S12) (14). The two Denisovan
Y chromosomes split from the modern human
lineage around 700 ka ago (Denisova 8: 707 ka
ago, CI 607 to 835 ka ago; Denisova 4: 708 ka
ago, CI 550 to 932 ka ago) (Fig. 2B and table
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S12). By contrast, the threeNeanderthal Y chro-
mosomes split from themodernhuman lineage
about 370 ka ago: 353 ka ago for Spy 94a (CI 287
to 450 ka ago), 370 ka ago for Mezmaiskaya 2
(CI 326 to 420 ka ago), and 339 ka ago for
El Sidrón 1253 (CI 275 to 408 ka ago) (Fig. 2B
and table S12). Additionally, we used the pro-
portion of sharing of derived alleles with the
high-coverage Mezmaiskaya 2 to estimate the
TMRCA of the three Neanderthal Y chromo-
somes to around 100 ka ago (figs. S25 and S26).
We validated the robustness of all TMRCA es-
timates using filters of varying levels of strin-
gency and different genotype calling methods
and also by comparing capture and shotgun
sequence results (figs. S19, S21, and S23). Al-
though there was some evidence of capture
bias in the data (fig. S7), we observed no con-
sistent differences between capture data and
shotgun sequences or between individuals
showing different read length distributions,
indicating that technical biases do not affect
our inferences (fig. S21).
Our estimates of the Neanderthal–modern
human TMRCA (Fig. 2B) are younger than
the previous estimate of ~588 ka ago from the
El Sidrón 1253 individual (10). This older es-
timate was calculated from ~3! coverage of
118 kb of nuclear exome capture sequence and,
because of the limited amount of data, used
single-nucleotide polymorphisms supported
even by single reads (10, 16). However, this is
problematic because it can result in an in-
creased rate of erroneously called genotypes,
leading to some derived alleles that El Sidrón
1253 shares with both Neanderthals and mod-
ern humans being converted to the ancestral
state, increasing the apparent TMRCA. When
we applied filtering designed to mitigate er-
rors (14) to the original El Sidrón 1253 data, we
arrived at TMRCA estimates for El Sidrón 1253
consistent with all other Neanderthals in our
study (fig. S22).
The Denisovan–modern human Y chromo-
some TMRCA estimates agree with population
split times inferred from autosomal sequences,
suggesting that the differentiation of Denisovan
Y chromosomes frommodernhumansoccurred
through a simple population split (19). By con-
trast, the young TMRCA of Neanderthal and
modern human Y chromosomes and mtDNAs
suggest that these loci have been replaced in
Neanderthals through gene flow from an early
lineage closely related to modern humans
(Fig. 3A) (7). Previous work indicates that the
rate of gene flow from modern humans into
Neanderthals was on the order of only a few
percent (20, 21). Because the fixation proba-
bility of a locus is equal to its initial frequency
in a population (22), the joint probability of
both Neanderthal mtDNA and Y chromo-
somes being replaced by their introgressed
modern human counterparts starting from a
low initial frequency is even lower. However,
owing to their lowNe and reduced efficacy of
purifying selection, Neanderthals have been
shown to have accumulated an excess of de-
leterious variation compared with modern
humans (16), and it has been suggested that
introgressed DNA was not neutral (23, 24).
To explore the dynamics of modern human
Y chromosomes introgressed intoNeanderthals,
we simulated introgression of a nonrecombin-
ing, uniparental locus under purifying selec-
tion (14, 25). We considered a range of values
for the following parameters: Neanderthal and
modern human Ne, the time that both popula-
tions evolved independently after their split,
and the amount of sequence under selection,
all of which affect the amount of deleterious
variation that accumulated in Neanderthal
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Fig. 1. Overview of male archaic humans in our study. (A) Archaeological site
locations. Ages of specimens are shown as an inset (12, 13, 15). (B) Portion of the
human Y chromosome targeted for capture [legend on right, coordinates of genomic
regions are from (30)]. Thin black vertical lines show individual target capture regions.
(C) (Left) Spatial distribution of sequencing coverage along the ~6.9 Mb of capture
target regions. The heights of the thin vertical bars represent average coverage in
each target region. Coordinates are aligned to match the chromosome shown in (B).











and modern human populations before in-
trogression (14). We simulated introgression
of modern human Y chromosomes into the
Neanderthal population in a single pulse and
varied the contribution between 1 and 10%.
We then traced the frequency of the intro-
gressed modern human Y chromosomes in
Neandertals over 100 ka. For each combina-
tion of parameters, we calculated how much
lower the fitness of an average Neanderthal
Y chromosome is compared with an average
modern human Y chromosome using all linked
deleterious mutations on each simulated
chromosome (14). This allows us to make
a general statement about the probability
of replacement in terms of the difference
in fitness between Neanderthal and modern
human Y chromosomes while abstracting
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Fig. 3. Proposed model for the replacement of Neanderthal Y chromosomes
and mtDNA. (A) Relationships between archaic and modern human mtDNA
and Y chromosomes. The semitransparent Neanderthal lineage indicates
a (as yet unsampled) hypothetical Y chromosome replaced by an early lineage
related to modern human Y chromosomes. Most recent common ancestors
with modern human lineages are shown for mtDNA (circles) and Y chromosomes
(triangles). The inset shows TMRCAs for the four nodes in the diagram:
Y chromosome TMRCAs as estimated by our study and mtDNA TMRCA estimates
from the literature (7, 8). The red shaded area highlights the 95% CI for the
population split time between archaic and modern humans, shown as the
dotted red horizontal line (6). (B) Probability of replacement of a non-
recombining, uniparental Neanderthal locus over time, assuming a given level
of fitness burden relative to its modern human counterpart. Trajectories are
based on forward simulations across a grid of parameters (figs. S27 to S29) (14),
with Ne of modern humans and Neanderthals fixed at 10,000 and 1000,
respectively. Modern human introgression was simulated in a single pulse
at 5%. Replacement probabilities from a wider range of model parameters

















































































































































Fig. 2. Phylogenetic relationships between archaic and modern human
Y chromosomes. (A) Neighbor-joining tree estimated from the Y chromosome
genotype calls, excluding C-to-T and G-to-A polymorphisms, rooted with a
chimpanzee as the outgroup (14). Numbers show bootstrap support out of
100 bootstrap replicates. Terminal branch lengths are not informative about
the ages of specimens (Fig. 1A), owing to differences in sequence quality.
(B) Estimates of TMRCA between Y chromosomes along the x axis and a panel
of 13 non-African Y chromosomes. Each dot represents the TMRCA with a
single non-African Y chromosome, with error bars showing 95% CI from a
resampling of branch counts (14). Black horizontal lines show the mean
TMRCA calculated across the full non-African panel (dashed lines) with











over other factors that affect reproductive fit-
ness but are currently impossible to simulate
accurately (26).
For example, assuming 5% gene flow from
modern humans, we found that even a 1% re-
duction in Neanderthal Y chromosome fitness
increases the probability of replacement after
50 ka to ~25%, and a 2% reduction in fitness
increases this probability to ~50% (Fig. 3B).
However, the rate of gene flow as well as any
factor that contributes to the difference in
fitness between Neanderthal and modern hu-
man Y chromosomes will have a pronounced
effect on the replacement probability (figs.
S27 to S32). Given the crucial role of the
Y chromosome in reproduction and fertility
and its haploid nature, it is possible that del-
eterious mutations or structural variants on
the Y chromosome have a larger impact on
fitness than considered in our simulations.
We therefore refrain frommaking predictions
about the specific process of replacement, be-
cause we lack information about the frequen-
cies of introgressed Y chromosomes in older
Neanderthals, potential sex bias in the gene
flow, and the fitness effects of single-nucleotide
and structural variants on the Y chromosome
(26). Nevertheless, our models are a proof-of-
principle demonstration that even a simple
difference in the efficacy of purifying selection
between two lineages can markedly affect
introgression dynamics of nonrecombining,
uniparental DNA.
We conclude that the Y chromosomes of
late Neandertals represent an extinct lineage
closely related to modern human Y chromo-
somes that introgressed into Neanderthals
between ~370 and ~100 ka ago. The presence
of this Y chromosome lineage in all late Nean-
derthals makes it unlikely that genetic changes
that accumulated in Neanderthal and modern
human Y chromosomes before the introgres-
sion led to incompatibilities between these
groups (10). Furthermore, we predict that the
~400-ka-old Sima de los Huesos Neanderthals
should carry a Y chromosome lineage more
similar to that of Denisovans than to that of
later Neanderthals (8, 9). Although the amount
of modern human gene flow into Neanderthals
appears to have been limited (13, 20, 21), we
demonstrate that the replacement of mtDNA
and Y chromosomes in Neanderthals is highly
plausible, given the higher genetic load in
Neanderthals compared with that in modern
humans. Our results imply that differences in
genetic load in uniparental loci between two
hybridizing populations is a plausible driver
for the replacements observed in other hy-
bridization events (27–29).
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Y chromosome DNA capture design 
To design a set of DNA capture probes, we identified regions of the human Y chromosome 
that are uniquely mappable with short sequence reads. Starting from the entire human Y 
chromosome reference sequence (version hg19), we removed regions that overlap those 
found by the Tandem Repeats Finder (33) and those identified by a previously described 
mappability track as regions that may result in ambiguous alignment of short reads (so 
called “map35_50%” filter, (6)). We then removed any regions that were shorter than 99 
bp of continuous sequence. In total, this process yielded 6,912,728 bp (~6.9 Mb) of the Y 
chromosome suitable for use as an ancient DNA capture target.  
We designed 52 bp oligonucleotide probes by tiling the identified 6.9 Mb of target 
sequence with 52 bp fragments in steps of 3 bp. This resulted in 2,049,846 individual 
oligonucleotide probes. To verify that the probe sequences are unique genome-wide, we 
aligned each probe to the complete hg19 reference sequence and confirmed that they all 
aligned only to their expected position on the Y chromosome with mapping quality of at 
least 30. The files containing the coordinates of target regions, as well as the coordinates 
and sequences of all capture probes, including 8 bp adapters, are available for download at 
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3940567. 
 
Following the approach taken by Fu et al. (34), 60 bp oligonucleotides containing the probe 
sequences as well as an 8 bp universal linker sequence were synthesized on three One 
Million Feature Arrays (Agilent Technologies), converted into probe libraries and 
amplified. Single-stranded biotinylated DNA probes were generated using a linear 







We also co-analyzed data from two additional captures carried out previously: (i) ~120 kb 
of Y chromosome sequence from the El Sidrón 1253 Neanderthal that was targeted as a 
part of an exome capture study (16) and has been analyzed previously (10), and (ii) a larger 
amount of data (~560 kb) from the same El Sidrón 1253 individual which we captured 
using probes designed for a previously published set of Y chromosome target regions (3). 
The files containing the coordinates of target regions and coordinates and sequences of all 
capture probes, including 8 bp adapters, are available for download at 
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3940567. 
 
The features of our new capture design, as well as a comparison with the Y chromosome 
target regions on the exome capture (10, 16) and the ~560 kb capture (3) are reported in 
Table S1. 
 
Comparison of our 6.9 Mb capture target to a previous Y chromosome capture design 
In a study by Cruz-Dávalos et al. (35), the authors presented a different strategy for the 
enrichment of Y chromosomal hominin DNA. They started with 10.3 Mb of Y 
chromosome sequence defined as suitable for shotgun sequencing and genotype calling 
and used a proprietary algorithm to further restrict this sequence to regions usable for 
designing capture probes. This led to 8.9 Mb of capture sequence, which is approximately 
2 Mb more than our capture target set. We note, however, that our starting set of regions 






In order to evaluate the differences between both capture sets, we downloaded the 
coordinates of the 8.9 Mb capture regions published by Cruz-Dávalos et al. (35) and 
applied filtering steps used to generate the target set in our study. First, we applied the 35-
mer 50% mappability filter (6) designed to restrict to those regions of the genome suitable 
for mapping extremely short aDNA fragments. Interestingly, this leads to the removal of 
~1.7 Mp out of the starting 8.9 Mb (approximately 20%). This step also leads to a large 
fragmentation of continuous regions (30,102 regions compared to 4,109 for the original 8.9 
Mb starting set), many of them only 1 bp long. When we applied our second filtering 
criterion on top of the mappability filter, removing all regions shorter than 99 bp, we were 
left with 6.4 Mb regions (down from the original 8.9 Mb; loss of ~28% of sequence from 
the original 8.9 Mb). This is remarkably close to our own capture target of 6.9 Mb. In fact, 
the overlap between the strictly filtered set of the original 8.9 Mb and our own capture 
target is ~6.3 Mb (90%) and the distributions of lengths of both sets of capture regions is 
also remarkably similar (Fig. S1). This shows that most of the differences between our 
capture target and that of Cruz-Dávalos et al. (35) lies in the specific design of our capture 
set to target extremely short archaic human DNA fragments. 
We also note that another significant factor is the length of probe sequences and 
probe tiling density, both of which will play a significant role in the efficiency of DNA 
capture (34). The impact of probe tiling density on the efficiency of capture of archaic and 









Sampling, DNA extraction, library preparation and capture 
Samples of 15.4 mg and 14.9 mg of tooth powder from Denisova 8 were used for DNA 
extraction using a silica-based method (36) with modifications as described in (37). Ten 
mg of the tooth powder from Denisova 4 were used for a silica-based DNA extraction that 
is optimized for the recovery of extremely short DNA fragments (38). Four samples of 
Mezmaiskaya 2 bone powder, ranging between 3.2 mg and 17.5 mg were treated with 0.5% 
hypochlorite solution to minimize microbial and present-day human DNA contamination 
(37) before DNA was extracted either manually (36) or on an automated liquid handling 
platform (Bravo NGS workstation B, Agilent Technologies) (39). See Table S14 for an 
overview of the DNA extracts and libraries generated in this and previous studies and the 
experimental conditions used.   
 
In addition to existing single-stranded libraries for Spy94a and Mezmaiskaya 2 (13), 
new single-stranded DNA libraries for Mezmaiskaya 2, Denisova 4 and Denisova 8 were 
prepared from DNA extracts made for this study (Table S14). Two of the single-stranded 
DNA libraries for Denisova 8 (A9461 and A9462) were prepared manually using 10 µL of 
each extract as an input (40). All other single-stranded DNA libraries were prepared using 
either 10 µL or 30 µL of extract as input (41) on an automated liquid handling platform 
(Bravo NGS workstation B, Agilent Technologies) (42). All new libraries were prepared 
without UDG treatment (non-UDG treated libraries). 
In order to monitor the efficiency of library preparation, a control oligonucleotide 
was spiked into each aliquot of a DNA extract used for library preparation (38). 






the number of oligonucleotides that were successfully converted to library molecules (38, 
41) (Table S14). Each library was tagged with two unique index sequences (43) and 
amplified into plateau with AccuPrime Pfx DNA polymerase (Life Technologies) (44) 
according to the modifications detailed in (37). Fifty microlitres (half of the total volume) 
of each of the amplified libraries were purified on an automated liquid handling platform 
(Bravo NGS workstation B, Agilent Technologies) using SPRI beads (42). A NanoDrop 
1000 Spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies) was used to determine the 
concentrations of the purified libraries. 
     In solution hybridization capture of the Y chromosome was performed in two successive 
rounds of capture as described previously (34), using the Y chromosome probe set designed 
in the present study and single-stranded libraries prepared in this and previous studies.  In 
addition, we performed hybridization capture on 40 double-stranded libraries prepared in 
a previous study from the El Sidrón 1253 Neanderthal (see Table S1 in (16)) using a smaller 
~560 kb Y chromosomal probe set that was also designed previously (3). 
 Although previous studies identified other male archaic human individuals such as 
Devil’s Tower and Sima de los Huesos, their DNA preservation turned to be too poor to be 
considered for Y chromosome capture (9, 45). 
Sequencing and data processing 
Newly generated archaic human Y chromosomes 
All captured libraries were sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform in a double 






Adapters were trimmed and overlapping paired-end reads were merged using a Bayesian 
approach implemented in leeHom using the following command-line: leeHom -f <adapter1> -
s <adapter2> -c <possible chimeras> --ancientdna (46). The Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) (47) 
with parameters adjusted for alignment of ancient DNA (“-n 0.01 -o 2 -l 16500”) was used 
to align the sequenced fragments to the human reference genome version hg19/GRCh37. 
Only reads showing perfect matches to the expected index sequence combinations were 
retained for subsequent analyses. PCR duplicates were removed using the bam-rmdup 
program, which can be downloaded in source form from 
https://github.com/mpieva/biohazard-tools. DNA fragments that were at least 35 base pairs 
(bp) long and had a mapping quality of at least 25 were extracted using samtools (48). Each 
processed and filtered BAM file (one for each archaic human Y chromosome) was 
intersected with a BED file of the appropriate Y chromosome target (full ~6.9 Mb capture, 
~120 kb exome capture or ~560 kb capture). 
 To facilitate further research as more human genomic data transitions to the newest 
GRCh38 reference genome, we also provide our 6.9 Mb archaic human Y chromosome 
capture data mapped to GRCh38 using the same parameters as the hg19/GRCh37 mapping. 
The sequences filtered for length >= 35 bp and mapping quality >= 25 are available as 
BAM files at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3946496. 
Previously published archaic human sequences 
In addition to the new capture data generated here, we analyzed previously published 
shotgun sequences of the Spy 94a and Mezmaiskaya 2 individuals (13), as well as exome 






generated BAM files for Spy 94a and Mezmaiskaya 2 shotgun sequences and the El Sidrón 
1253 exome capture by filtering the published data to minimum read length of 35 bp and 
mapping quality 25, keeping only sequences aligned to the set of appropriate target capture 
regions (~6.9 Mb capture target for Spy 94a and Mezmaiskaya 2, ~118 kb capture target 
for El Sidrón 1253, Table S1). 
Previously published modern human sequences 
For comparisons with modern human Y chromosomes, we downloaded BAM files of 
African and non-African Y chromosomes published by the Simons Genome Diversity 
Project (SGDP) (18), two Y chromosomes representing the African A00 lineage (4) and 
the Y chromosome of a ~45,000-year-old hunter-gatherer Ust’-Ishim (17) (Tables S4 and 
S10). Because the two individuals from which the A00 Y chromosomes were sequenced 
are closely related and each is only about half of the coverage of the other modern human 
Y chromosomes (Table S4), we followed the approach of the original A00 publication and 
merged the two A00 Y chromosomes into a single BAM file (4, 49). All individual BAM 
files (one for each modern human Y chromosome) were then filtered to retain reads with a 
minimum length of 35 bp and mapping quality of at least 25, and alignment to the 
appropriate set of Y chromosome target capture regions (Table S1). 
Coverage and measures of ancient DNA quality 
Coverage 
Sequencing coverage was calculated using bedtools (50). To get coverage for a given 






-a <BED> -b <BAM> -d, which reports the coverage for each position in a BED file 
in the last column of its output. We removed sites with coverage higher than the 98% 
quantile of the entire distribution in each of the individuals in our study. Fig. 1C (spatial 
distribution and overall distribution) and Tables S2, S3 and S4 summarize the values of 
coverage at sites with less than 98% quantile of the overall distribution in a sample.  
Patterns of ancient DNA damage 
To check for the presence of genuine ancient DNA sequences, we looked for an increased 
rate of deamination-induced substitutions, an important signature of ancient DNA damage 
(51). We counted substitution frequencies for each individual BAM file (one BAM file per 
individual Y chromosome) and found that molecules from single-stranded libraries that 
were not treated by uracil-DNA glycosylase (UDG) enzyme (those from Spy 94a, 
Mezmaiskaya 2, Denisova 4 and Denisova 8) show highly elevated frequencies of C-to-T 
substitutions towards the ends of molecules, as well as C-to-T substitutions throughout the 
molecules (Fig. S2). As is characteristic of double-stranded libraries treated with the UDG 
enzyme, the deamination substitution frequency signal in the capture data from El Sidrón 
1253 UDG-treated libraries is much less pronounced and present only at the terminal 
positions of DNA fragments as both C-to-T and G-to-A substitutions (Fig. S3). For 
comparison, Fig. S4 shows DNA damage patterns from previously published shotgun 






Read length distribution 
We calculated read lengths for each final processed BAM file using samtools view 
and awk. As expected for ancient sequences, archaic human Y chromosome fragments are 
very short (Fig. S5, Table S5). We note that Denisova 8 shows an even more extreme 
reduction in read length compared to the other captured archaic human Y chromosomes 
(Fig. S5, Table S5), consistent with the fact that the Denisova 8 specimen is possibly nearly 
twice as old as the other archaic humans in our study (Fig. 1A). 
Capture enrichment efficiency 
We assessed the performance of the Y-chromosome capture by comparison of the on-target 
fraction in the captures to the on-target fraction in shotgun sequencing data generated from 
the same libraries. For all libraries the fold enrichment is estimated to be between 300- and 
1500-fold (Table S14). 
Modern human contamination 
Our consensus-based genotype calling strategy is designed to remove the effect of modern 
human contamination under the assumption that contaminant reads at a given position 
never represent more than 90% of the total number of reads. To validate that this approach 
achieves the desired effect, we assessed the frequency of modern human-derived SNPs at 
positions informative about modern human contamination in the final archaic human Y 
chromosome genotype calls. 
 To define these informative positions, we used genotypes of present-day human Y 






allele in two present-day African lineages A00 and S_Ju_hoan_North-1 (4, 18) (red 
branches in Fig. S6). We then further restricted these sites to those at which a different 
allele is observed in all 13 non-African individuals from the SGDP panel (18). These 
represent alleles derived on the non-African Y chromosome lineage (blue branches in Fig. 
S6). This conditioning led to a total of 268 informative positions. Given that all archaic 
human Y chromosomes are expected to carry the ancestral state at these sites because they 
all fall basal to modern human Y chromosomes (Fig. 2A), observing a derived allele at any 
of these informative sites implies the presence of a modern human contaminant allele, 
double mutation or an erroneous SNP call. We note that although the 13 non-African Y 
chromosomes that we used to define the potential ‘contaminant-derived states’ may not 
represent the true contaminant population, the contaminating population would still share 
the same derived states due to the non-recombining nature of human Y chromosomes. 
Using this set of 268 informative positions, we found that the five archaic human 
Y chromosomes carry the ancestral state at all informative positions except for a single 
position in the Spy 94a individual which shows a derived allele out of the total 16 
informative sites available (Table S6). This shows that the consensus genotype calling 
method is efficient in mitigating the effect of modern human contaminant reads on the final 
set of Y chromosome genotype calls. 
 
To further validate these conclusions, we repeated our main analysis (TMRCA estimation 
between archaic and modern human Y chromosomes) on reads showing evidence for 
aDNA deamination (a signature of truly ancient sequences) at the terminal three positions 






we did not find any difference between results obtained on the two versions of the data 
which demonstrates that contamination does not affect our conclusions (Fig. S24). 
Capture bias and reference (mapping) bias 
Because the probes we designed for Y chromosome DNA enrichment are based on the 
human reference genome sequence, we were concerned about the effect of capture bias on 
our inferences, specifically on the observed differences in divergence times between 
Denisovan and Neanderthal Y chromosomes with respect to present-day humans (Fig. 2). 
An earlier study of reference bias in published aDNA data sets has found minor but 
significant allelic imbalances at heterozygous sites from a baseline expectation of 50% 
ratio between reference and alternative alleles (52). Because this approach is not applicable 
for haploid Y chromosomes, we instead looked for departures of the observed number of 
sites without any genomic coverage from the theoretical expectation. 
 To build an intuition about this expectation, let’s first consider a case of a truly 
random distribution of sequencing reads in a complete absence of capture or reference bias. 
In such a situation, the count of reads observed at any site can be modeled as a random 
variable which follows a Poisson distribution with a parameter λ, where λ represents the 
average coverage observed across all sites. In a mathematical notation, letting X be this 
count of reads: !	~	$%&''%((*). Then, given some value of λ, the expected proportion of 
sites that are not covered by any sequencing reads can be expressed as $%&''%((! = 0, *), 
i.e. as the probability of observing zero reads at any site given the overall average coverage 
of λ. As an example, assuming 1-fold sequencing coverage we would expect to see 






read at all, just by random chance. Importantly, however, capture bias or reference bias will 
manifest by some regions of the genome being underrepresented in terms of captured 
molecules or mapped reads. Therefore, the presence and magnitude of this bias in a given 
DNA enrichment experiment can be detected by estimating the difference between the 
proportion of sites without any sequencing coverage from the theoretical Poisson 
expectation.  
 The results, shown in Fig. S7 and Table S7, demonstrate that there is both reference 
and capture bias in our data and offer several interesting insights. First, we see a comparable 
effect of bias in all capture data (4-6% departure from the theoretical Poisson expectation) 
regardless of which capture array was used for the enrichment procedure (i.e., the full 6.9 
Mb capture array, the 560 kb capture array or the exome capture array, Fig. S7). 
Furthermore, comparisons of capture and shotgun sequences of Spy 94a and Mezmaiskaya 
2 show that the majority of bias must be due to the capture procedure itself (failure to 
capture molecules). This is because the underlying true biological divergences of Spy 94a 
and Mezmaiskaya 2 to the reference genome (which cause a failure to map reads due to an 
increased number of substitutions – i.e., a reference bias) must be the same for both capture 
and shotgun sequences from these individuals. Crucially, however, despite the differences 
in bias between capture and shotgun sequences, both datasets lead to the same estimates of 
TMRCA with present-day human Y chromosomes (Fig. S21). Furthermore, although we 
see dramatically different phylogenetic relationships of Denisovan and Neanderthal Y 
chromosomes with respect to modern humans (Fig. 2A), both groups of archaic human 








Consensus genotype calling 
The haploid nature of the human Y chromosome alleviates many issues inherent to 
genotype calling of diploid genomes. Most importantly, given that only one allele is 
expected to be present at each site of a non-recombining portion of the Y chromosome, 
observing more than one allele at a site must be the result of sequencing errors, DNA 
damage, contamination, or misalignment of reads. While such issues present a significant 
problem for calling diploid genotypes, by making it challenging to distinguish true 
heterozygous calls from erroneously called heterozygous genotypes (53, 54), they are less 
of an issue for haploid genotyping. 
To call genotypes of the archaic and modern human Y chromosomes in our study, 
we applied a conservative approach to produce a consensus of sequencing reads. For each 
Y chromosome BAM file, we performed a pileup of reads at each site (disabling base 
quality recalibration), filtering out reads with mapping quality less than 25, ignoring bases 
with base quality less than 20 and removing reads carrying indels at a pileup position. Then, 
under the assumption that alleles introduced due to DNA damage, sequencing errors, 
misalignments, or contamination will be in a minority at each site, we called the allele 
supported by at least 90% of the reads in a pileup as the haploid genotype for that site. For 
further analyses, we additionally restricted to genotype calls supported by at least three 
reads. This genotype calling procedure has been implemented in a Python program which 
is available in our project GitHub repository at https://github.com/bodkan/archaic-ychr. In 







Genotype calling using snpAD 
The consensus genotype calling approach described in the previous section is quite 
conservative and does not incorporate an explicit model of DNA damage and sequencing 
errors. To validate the robustness of our consensus-based results, we compared them to 
genotype calls generated using snpAD, an aDNA-specific genotype caller (54). A major 
caveat of this approach is the fact that snpAD has been designed for calling diploid 
genotypes and accurate results requires at least 4X genomic coverage (54). Therefore, its 
genotype calling model has not been tested on low coverage, haploid chromosomes such 
as those generated in our study. While recognizing these limitations, we used snpAD to call 
genotypes of all four archaic Y chromosomes captured for the 6.9 Mb target regions 
(Denisova 4, Denisova 8, Spy 94a and Mezmaiskaya 2), discarded any sites which were 
called as heterozygous (likely the result of errors, contamination or aDNA damage), and 
converted all homozygous genotype calls to a haploid state. 
In accordance with snpAD’s more sophisticated model of aDNA damage patterns, 
we have found that the number of successfully genotyped sites is higher than those 
generated by our simpler consensus-based genotype calling approach, but only marginally 
so (Table S8). Furthermore, although the rates of C-to-T and G-to-A SNP frequencies 
observed in the final set of genotype calls of the high coverage Mezmaiskaya 2 is very close 
to the baseline expectation for present-day DNA, the remaining low coverage archaic Y 
chromosomes are still affected by aDNA damage and show an excess of falsely called 
genotypes (Figs. S8 and S9). We note that this is not unexpected, because the coverage of 
these individuals is much lower than what is recommended for snpAD (54). Overall, we 






genotypes in terms of the inferred times to the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) 
and, in fact, we found that both lead to the same conclusions (Fig. S21). Based on these 
analyses we concluded that our conservative 90% cutoff for consensus genotype calling 
method is appropriate and decided to use it for all analyses.  
Minimum coverage filtering 
The majority of libraries analyzed in our study have not been treated with the uracil-
deglycosylase (UDG) enzyme. Unlike UDG-treated libraries, non-UDG libraries retain an 
increased deamination signal throughout the molecules (Figs. S2 and S3) which poses a 
significant challenge for distinguishing false substitutions caused by aDNA damage from 
true polymorphisms (54). 
 For a given sequencing read carrying a putative substitution, it is not 
straightforward to decide whether this substitution represents a true polymorphism or error. 
Given enough sequencing coverage, this issue can be mostly overcome by observing a 
sufficient number of bases from reads that do not carry a deamination-induced substitution, 
integrating evidence from multiple reads at a site (54). However, as our data is of relatively 
low coverage (Fig. 1C, Table S2), we were concerned by selecting an appropriate lower 
coverage cutoff to minimize the impact of false polymorphisms on our inferences. 
Specifically, if the same nucleotide is observed in a majority of reads mapped to the same 
genomic position, it is unlikely that this would be the result of aDNA damage, sequencing 
errors or contamination, as these occur mostly at relatively low frequencies in the 
individuals in our study (Fig. S2 and Table S6). To get a sense of the frequency of calling 
false polymorphisms as a function of coverage, we calculated the proportions of observed 






and compared those to the baseline expectation for present-day human DNA. As expected, 
allowing SNPs supported by only one read leads to a significant excess of C-to-T and G-
to-A SNP (Fig. S8), a consequence of the presence of aDNA damage (Fig. S2). We found 
that increasing the minimum coverage cutoff to two reads causes the rate of aDNA-induced 
SNPs to drop significantly towards the baseline expectation, but going beyond requiring 
the support of three reads for each SNP does not lead to further improvement in accuracy 
of genotype calling (Fig. S8). Because of this and because each additional increase in 
required minimum coverage is at the expense of the final number of available sites, we 
settled on a minimum coverage cutoff of 3 reads. 
 It is important to note that despite the residual presence of false aDNA substitutions 
in the final set of filtered genotype calls, manifesting as increased frequencies of C-to-T 
and G-to-A SNPs compared to present-day DNA (Fig. S8), comparisons of archaic-modern 
human TMRCA estimates obtained using the full set of genotype calls and those based on 
genotypes restricted to non-C-to-T/G-to-A SNPs did not reveal any significant differences 
(Fig. S19). This is partially due to very low rates of residual false SNPs that pass through 
the filtering, but mostly because our TMRCA estimators are quite insensitive to private 
mutations on the archaic lineage. A second validation of our coverage filter follows from 
the fact that the two Denisovan and all three Neanderthal Y chromosomes lead to the same 
TMRCA estimates with modern human Y chromosomes despite differences in coverage 
and rates of aDNA damage (Figs. 1C, 2B and S8). Both of these factors would affect 
genotyping accuracy if not handled appropriately, and would introduce noise in TMRCA 






Complete counts of Y chromosome positions passing the different filters applied 
cumulatively (all callable sites, sites covered by at least three reads and sites with coverage 
less than the 98% quantile of the coverage distribution) are reported in Table S8 (6.9 Mb 








Inferring phylogenetic relationships 
To resolve the phylogenetic relationships of each archaic human Y chromosome to all other 
Y chromosome sequences, we merged the VCF files with genotype calls from each 
individual (including the genotypes of the chimpanzee reference genome (panTro4)) into 
a single VCF file and converted the genotypes to the FASTA format using a custom Python 
script (available on our GitHub repository: https://github.com/bodkan/archaic-ychr and in 
the Zenodo archive at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3890512). To mitigate biases 
introduced by low coverage and characteristics of aDNA damage (55), we excluded all C-
to-T and G-to-A polymorphisms and applied the same filters for each individual as for all 
other analyses in our study. Finally, we excluded monomorphic sites and sites carrying 
private changes on the chimpanzee lineage to reduce the size of the final alignment file. 
 To construct a neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree (Fig. 2A), we utilized the 
functionality provided by R packages ape and phangorn (56, 57). First, we calculated the 
distance matrix between all Y chromosome pairs in the FASTA file with the function 
dist.dna, using the model of simple pairwise differences (model = "raw") and excluding 
sites with missing data specific to each pair (pairwise.deletion = TRUE). We then 
provided this distance matrix to the nj function and rooted the resulting neighbor-joining 
tree using the function midpoint from the phangorn package. Bootstrap confidence 
numbers for the neighbor-joining tree were calculated using ape’s boot.phylo function 
over 100 replicates. After inspecting the resulting phylogenetic tree, we found that the 
private branch leading to the Denisova 4 had a negative length (value = -0.00088). Given 
that negative branch lengths are a relatively common artefact of the neighbor-joining 






recommendation to set the branch length to zero (58). We note that this does not have any 
impact on our conclusions, because the change involves a private branch whose length is 
not meaningful given the discrepancies between sample dates and implied tree tip dates 
(Figs. 1A and 2A, (53)). The final trees were annotated and plotted using the R package 
ggtree (59). 
 
Estimating the TMRCA of archaic and modern human Y 
chromosomes 
Given that most of the Y chromosome capture data analyzed in our study is of relatively 
low coverage (Fig. 1C, Table S2), care needs to be taken when estimating phylogenetic 
parameters such as the time to the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA). Similarly, low 
coverage and the associated reduction in the accuracy of genotype calls render the inferred 
aDNA branch lengths unreliable (55). Any phylogenetic method of choice must be 
therefore robust to sequencing errors and incorrect branch lengths. We also observe 
discordances between sample dates and implied molecular tip dates, likely due to residual 
genotype calling errors (compare Fig. 1A vs Fig. 2A). We therefore estimated TMRCAs 
between archaic and modern human Y chromosomes using a method inspired by the 
analysis of the El Sidrón 1253 Neanderthal coding sequence (10). Instead of using 
polymorphisms on the archaic human lineage, this method relies on first estimating the 
TMRCA of a pair of high-coverage African and non-African Y chromosomes (TMRCAAFR) 






human Y chromosomes. We describe the method in the sections below, detailing our 
modifications and improvements. 
TMRCA of Africans and non-Africans (TMRCAAFR) 
The original study of the El Sidrón 1253 Neanderthal Y chromosome estimated the 
TMRCA between the A00 African Y chromosome lineage and the hg19 Y chromosome as 
a representative of non-African Y chromosomes (4, 10). In order to get a better sense of 
the uncertainty and noise in our TMRCA estimates, we expanded the present-day Y 
chromosome reference panel to 13 non-African and 7 African Y chromosomes from the 
SGDP data set (Table S10) (18). 
In the first step, we estimated mutation rate in the 6.9 Mb capture target using the 
high-coverage Y chromosome of Ust’-Ishim, a 45,000 years old hunter-gatherer from 
Siberia (17). We counted derived mutations missing on the Ust’-Ishim branch compared to 
those observed in the panel of 13 non-African Y chromosomes, and used this branch-
shortening to calculate mutation rate (Fig. S11, Table S11). In the second step, we counted 
mutations accumulated on an African lineage and a non-African lineage since their split 
from each other and calculated the TMRCA of both (in units of years ago) using the 
mutation rate estimated in the first step. Importantly, we discovered that the branch-lengths 
in Africans are as much as 13% shorter compared to non-Africans (Fig. S13), which is 
consistent with significant branch length variability discovered in previous studies and 
suggested to be a result of various demographic and selection processes (60, 61). To keep 
our methodology consistent throughout our analyses, we estimated the TMRCA of African 






(sum of branch lengths 7 + 9 in Fig. S11). Encouragingly, we found that our mutation rate 
and TMRCAAFR point estimates (Table S11) match closely those based on a large panel of 
present-day Y chromosomes (4). Most importantly, using the A00 lineage as a 
representative of the deepest known split among present-day human Y chromosomes we 
inferred a TMRCAA00 of ~249 years ago (point estimate based on an estimated mutation 
rate of 7.34×10-10 per bp per year), which is comparable to the TMRCAA00 of ~254 years 
ago estimated by Karmin et al. (4). Therefore, our more restricted 6.9 Mb capture target 
gives TMRCA estimates consistent with those obtained from the full Y chromosome 
shotgun data (4). 
Archaic human-modern human TMRCA (TMRCA archaic) 
 
Having estimated :;<=>?@A	(described in the previous section), we can express the 
TMRCA of archaic and modern human Y chromosomes (:;<=>BCDEBFD) as a factor of 
how much older is :;<=>BCDEBFD compared to :;<=>?@A	(Fig. S14). In mathematical 
terms, if we call the scaling factor α (following the terminology of (10)), we can write 
																																											:;<=>BCDEBFD = G × :;<=>?@A	.																																									(1) 
 
In the remainder of this section, we present two ways of calculating G, first using the 










The previous approach to calculate G 
 
Based on Fig. S14, an alternative way to express :;<=>BCDEBFD in addition to equation 
(1) is 
																																									:;<=>BCDEBFD = :IEBCJK + :;<=>?@A	.																																		(2) 
 
The expressions (1) and (2) define a system of two equations and three variables, which 
can be solved for :'ℎ7NO9 to get 




Mendez et al. (10) found an expression for G by considering a ratio of time shared by hg19 
and A00 Y chromosomes after their split from the El Sidrón 1253 Neanderthal (:'ℎ7NO9 














Assuming mutation rate constancy on different lineages, G can be found by solving the 
following equation 
7





which leads to  
																																																									G = 	




Using this expression for G and the values of :;<=>?@A estimated in the previous step, 
we can calculate :;<=>BCDEBFD for each pair of archaic and non-African Y chromosomes 






A more robust G statistic 
 
While investigating the effect of minimum coverage filtering on genotype calling accuracy, 
we discovered a concerning dependence of the apparent branch lengths on the choice of 
the minimum coverage cutoff. Under normal conditions, the relative proportions of branch 
lengths 7, 9 and O (Fig. S14) should remain constant regardless of coverage. This is crucial 
because the G estimator proposed by Mendez et al. (10) relies on proportions of lengths of 
all three of these branches (equations (4) and (5)). 
Strikingly, we found that although the proportions of 7 and 9 branch lengths remain 
relatively stable even for extremely strict coverage filters, the relative length of the O branch 
(given by the proportion of derived mutations on the private African branch) has increasing 
tendency (Figs. S16 and S17). Furthermore, although this effect is most pronounced in low 
coverage samples (Figs. S16 and S17), it is clearly present even in the high coverage 
Mezmaiskaya 2, although at much higher coverage cutoffs (Fig. S18). Therefore, the issue 
is clearly not sample-specific but is a common artifact caused by pushing the minimum 
required coverage close to, or even beyond, the average coverage. Restricting to sites with 
a high number of aligned reads leads to enrichment of regions of lower divergence from 
the reference sequence, distorting the normal proportions of derived mutations observed 
on different branches of the tree. 
 
In light of these issues, we note that there is a more straightforward way to express the 










This follows trivially from the definition of G as the factor of how much deeper 
:;<=>BCDEBFD is compared to :;<=>?@A and, unlike the original formulation of G 
(equation (5)), has the advantage of not relying on the relative length of the African branch 
O. This is important not only because of discordant branch proportion patterns (Figs. S16-
S18) but also due to known unequal branch lengths observed in African and non-African 
Y chromosome lineages (Fig. S13, (60, 61)). 
 
For completeness, we note that in an idealized situation without any coverage-dependent 
branch proportion bias we could assume O	 ≈ 	9. Substituting for O in equation (5) would 
then give 
	G = 	










Therefore, under ideal conditions, both approaches to calculate G (equations (5) and (6)) 
are mathematically equivalent. However, in light of the coverage-dependent branch 
proportion bias shown in Figs. S16-S18, we calculate the G factor using equation (6), 
disregarding the branch length e completely. 
 
Using the new expression for G and the values of :;<=>?@A, we can estimate 
:;<=>BCDEBFD for each pair of archaic and non-African Y chromosomes using equation 
(1) (Fig. 2A, Table S12). By comparing TMRCA results based on the two formulations for 
G, we found similar estimates for most of the archaic human Y chromosomes in our study 
(Figs. S19 and S20). The only exception are the two Denisovan Y chromosomes, for which 






procedure compared to the formulation based on the original method (Figs. S19 and S20). 
This is a consequence of an increased proportion of the O branch relative to the 9 branch 
in Denisova 4 and Denisova 8 at the chosen minimum coverage filter which is evident in 
Fig. S17. Because the original method of Mendez et al. (10) relies on the O count of the 
derived African alleles (equations (4) and (5)), this leads to a slight decrease in the value 
of the G factor and, consequently, to a lower inferred TMRCA value.  In contrast, our new 
formulation of G (equation (6)) is robust to this artifact and the inferred values of TMRCA 
are not affected. 
 
Finally, we want to emphasize that although the analyses of branch length discrepancies 
discussed in this section were mostly based on results obtained using the A00 Y 
chromosome lineage, the issues we discovered are not specific to a particular choice of an 
African Y chromosome (Fig. S18A-C). However, comparisons of TMRCA estimates for 
the low coverage samples with those obtained for the high coverage samples (which do not 
show any biases at coverage cutoffs used throughout our study) clearly show that the 
inferences are most stable when the A00 lineage is used in the calculation of the G scaling 
factor, even for the samples with lowest coverage (Fig. S23). Therefore, all main results in 







TMRCA of Mezmaiskaya 2 and Spy 94a  
The split time of Neanderthal and modern human Y chromosomes estimated in the previous 
section provides an upper bound for the last time the two populations experienced gene 
flow. Similarly, the deepest divergence in late Neanderthal Y chromosomes represents a 
lower bound, as the introgressed Y chromosome lineage must have already been present in 
Neanderthals prior to this diversification. 
To estimate the deepest TMRCA of the known Neanderthal Y chromosomes (i.e. 
the TMRCA of Mezmaiskaya 2 and Spy 94a, Fig. 2A), we first defined a set of sites in the 
~6.9 Mb capture target regions which carry a reference allele in the chimpanzee, A00 and 
French Y chromosomes (the ancestral state) and an alternative allele (the derived state) on 
the branch leading to the high-coverage Y chromosome of Mezmaiskaya 2 (Fig. S25), using 
the standard filtering used in previous sections (minimum three reads covering each 
genotyped site). We can calculate the approximate length of this branch using the TMRCA 
of Mezmaiskaya 2 and modern human Y chromosomes (~370 kya, Table S12) and the 
known age of Mezmaiskaya 2 (~44 kya, (13)) as 370 kya – 44 kya = 326 ky (Fig. S25). We 
can then estimate the split time between Mezmaiskaya 2 and Spy 94a Y chromosomes using 
the proportion of Mezmaiskaya-derived sites which show the ancestral allele in Spy 94a 
(Fig. S25). Specifically, if we let T be the number of ancestral alleles observed in Spy 94a 
and ! + T be the total number of sites with genotype calls in Spy 94a at positions derived 










(Fig. S25). We maximized the amount of data available for the analysis by merging the 
capture data with previously published shotgun sequences (13) and evaluated the 
robustness of the results to different genotype filtering and classes of polymorphisms. To 
estimate confidence intervals (C.I.), we re-sampled the X and Y counts from Poisson 
distributions with expected values given by the observed counts (Fig. S25), calculated the 
TMRCA on the re-sampled counts using equation (7) and then took the 2.5% and 97.5% 
quantiles of this simulated TMRCA distribution to arrive at the approximate range of 95% 
C.I. 
The TMRCA of Mezmaiskaya 2 and Spy 94a are consistently around ~100 kya 
regardless of the filtering criteria used (individual point estimates and 95% confidence 
intervals shown in Fig. S26 and Table S13). Together with the TMRCA of Neanderthal 
and modern human Y chromosomes, this suggests that the gene flow from an early 
population related to modern humans is likely to have happened some time between ~100 
kya and ~370kya. We note that this time window is significantly wider than the one inferred 
based on a much more extensive set of available Neanderthal mtDNA genomes (219-468 
kya) (7). However, it is likely that future sampling of Neanderthal Y chromosome diversity 









Under the assumption that mutations on each branch of a tree (Figs. S11 and S14) 
accumulate independently, the observed counts of mutations can be modeled as realizations 
of independent Poisson processes (mutation counts in Tables S11 and S12). To quantify 
the uncertainty in our TMRCA estimates, we used a simulation-based bootstrapping 
approach. For each set of branch lengths used to calculate scaling factor G (branches 7, 9 
and O), we generated 1000 sets of simulated counts by randomly sampling from a Poisson 
distribution with the parameter * set to values observed from the data. In other words, we 
simulated “trees” implicitly by generating a set of Poisson-distributed branch lengths. We 
then used the simulated counts to estimate the corresponding TMRCA values, obtaining a 
distribution of TMRCA consistent with the observed data. Finally, we took the lower 2.5% 
and upper 97.5% quantiles of the simulated distribution as the boundaries of bootstrap-
based 95% confidence intervals. 
 To estimate the confidence interval for TMRCAs across the whole panel of 13 non-
African Y chromosomes (black dotted horizontal lines in TMRCA figures in our study such 
as Fig. 2B), we followed the same procedure but pooled all simulated counts together (i.e., 
1000 simulated counts for each of the 13 Y chromosomes). Then, we took the lower 2.5% 









Simulations of introgression under purifying selection 
To investigate the expected frequency trajectories of Y chromosomes introgressed from 
modern humans into Neanderthals and the probability of their fixation, we adapted a 
modeling approach previously used to study negative selection against Neanderthal DNA 
in modern humans (23, 63). Briefly, this model assumes lower effective population size 
(Ne) in Neanderthals than modern humans as inferred from comparisons of whole-genome 
sequences (6). Under nearly-neutral theory, such differences in Ne are expected to increase 
the genetic load in Neanderthals compared to modern humans through an excess of 
accumulated deleterious mutations due to lower efficacy of purifying selection. Therefore, 
after introgression from Neanderthals into modern humans, Neanderthal haplotypes would 
be under stronger negative selection compared to modern human haplotypes, causing a 
rapid decrease in the proportion of genome-wide Neanderthal ancestry (23, 63). 
In the context of evidence for Neanderthal Y chromosome replacement in our study, 
we were particularly interested in the dynamics of introgression in the opposite direction, 
from modern humans into Neanderthals. Specifically, given that nearly-neutral theory 
predicts that Neanderthal Y chromosomes would carry a higher load of deleterious 
mutations compared to modern human Y chromosomes, how much is natural selection 
expected to favor introgressed modern human Y chromosomes compared to their original 








To address this question, we used a forward population genetic simulation framework 
SLiM (version 3.3) (25) to build an approximate model of modern human and Neanderthal 
demographic histories, following a strategy we used to study the long-term negative 
selection against Neanderthal autosomal DNA in modern humans (63). To simulate 
differences in Ne of both populations and to explore their impact on model dynamics, we 
set Ne of modern humans between 5,000 and 15,000 (in steps of 1,000) and Ne of 
Neanderthals between 200 and 2,000 (in steps of 200) after their split at 600,000 years ago. 
Previous simulation studies used fixed long-term Ne of 10,000 for modern humans and 
1,000 for Neanderthals (23, 24) based on whole-genome PSCM estimates (6). Our 
simulations therefore explore a wider range of possible Ne values centered around the 
previously used Ne quantities while still keeping the Neanderthal Ne lower than the Ne of 
modern humans. We deliberately explored a wider range of the Neanderthal Ne because of 
the higher expected uncertainty in archaic human demographic history compared to 
modern humans. Furthermore, we investigated the dynamics of introgressed modern 
human Y chromosomes by simulating gene flow between 1% and 10% (in steps of 1%). 
Only little is known about the extent of putative gene flow from populations related to early 
modern humans into Neanderthals but current evidence suggests migration rates on the 
order of a couple of percent (20, 21); within the range of our simulations. 
Given the non-recombining nature of the human Y chromosome, we implemented 
a simplified model of a genomic structure in which the only parameter of interest is the 
total amount of sequence under selection (“functional” sequence, ranging from 100 kb to 






amount of deleterious variation accumulated on both lineages is directly related to the time 
they have been separated from each other, we simulated gene flow from modern humans 
into Neanderthals between 150,000 to 450,000 years ago in steps of 25,000 years (this time 
range for gene flow encompasses the times inferred by (7, 21, 64) and our own study), 
assuming a fixed split time of 600,000 years ago. We fixed the deleterious mutation rate at 
1.85e-08 per base pair per generation (4), and sampled the selection coefficients of new 
mutations from a DFE of non-synonymous changes (65). 
 
Exploring the parameter grid 
The large size of the combined parameter space makes exhaustive simulation across the 
entire parameter grid challenging. Moreover, as we currently lack Y chromosomes of older 
Neanderthals which would give us information about the dynamics of introgressed modern 
human Y chromosomes over time, fitting the parameters to the data (represented only by 
three modern human-like Y chromosomes of Neanderthals around 40 ky old) is currently 
impossible. Nevertheless, to gain some insights into the probability of replacement given 
the defined parameter ranges, we explored the parameter space by splitting it into two 
batches of simulations: 
 
- In the first batch, we evaluated the effect of admixture time and the amount of 
sequence under selection on the expected decrease of fitness of Neanderthal 
compared to modern human Y chromosomes (calculated as described below, 






we kept the Ne of Neanderthals and modern humans fixed at 1,000 and 10,000, 
respectively, and assumed introgression from modern humans at 5%. For each 
combination of parameters, we ran 100 independent replicates. 
- In the second batch of simulations, we tested the effect of varying the Ne on 
Neanderthal and modern human lineages and migration rates between 1% and 10%. 
For these simulations, we fixed the remaining two parameters, the amount of time 
between the split and introgression and the amount of sequence under selection, at 
200 ky and 500 kb, respectively. We chose these two values because they led to a 
fixation probability of ~50% (at ~2% Neanderthal fitness decrease) in the first batch 
of simulations (Fig. 3B) and thus represented a useful reference point for exploring 
the effect of changing the Ne and admixture rate. In this second batch, we simulated 
30 replicates. 
 
In both simulation batches, each individual simulation run included an initial burn-in phase 
of 70,000 generations (7 × ancestral Ne of 10,000) to let the simulation reach the state of 
equilibrium. 
 
Scoring the simulated trajectories based on fitness differences 
In our previous study, we found evidence for different modes of selection in different 
classes of functionally important genomic regions, suggesting that the fitness consequences 
of mutations vary significantly according to the position of their occurrence (63). Realistic 






about the distributions of fitness effects (DFE), dominance and epistasis for coding, non-
coding and regulatory regions. Unfortunately, with the exception of DFE of amino-acid-
changing de novo mutations affecting autosomal genes (65, 66), little is known about 
fitness consequences of non-coding and regulatory mutations on the Y chromosome. 
Furthermore, the impact of Y chromosome structural variation in the context of male 
fertility is highly significant, but still relatively poorly understood in terms of its DFE (26, 
67). Similarly, there is substantial uncertainty in many aspects of paternal demographic 
histories such as variances in reproductive success between individuals in the ancestors of 
modern humans as well as Neanderthals, and the true Ne dynamics over time, none of which 
have been yet investigated due to the lack of sufficient Y chromosome data. 
 
To make our results easier to interpret despite the size of the parameter space, we scored 
each simulation run (i.e., each frequency trajectory of introgressed modern human Y 
chromosomes in Neanderthals) with the ratio of fitness values of the average Neanderthal 
Y chromosome and the average modern human Y chromosome generated by the 
simulation, calculated just prior to the introgression. This way we collapse many potential 
parameters into a single measure (how much worse are Neanderthal Y chromosomes 
compared to modern human Y chromosomes in terms of evolutionary fitness) while 
generalizing our conclusions to other potential factors that we do not model explicitly but 
which would also influence the fitness difference. 
To calculate the fitness of simulated Y chromosomes, we used the fact that 
mutations in SLiM behave multiplicatively, i.e. each mutation affects any individual’s 






if we let the fitness of an individual be U and the fitness of each mutation be V&, we can 
define		U as U = ∏VF = ∏(1 − 'F), where & runs across all mutations carried by this 
individual and '& is the selection coefficient of the i-th deleterious mutation. We can then 
transform multiplicative interaction into log-additive interaction by 
						U = ∏VF = 	 O




) ≈ O_∑I],																	(8)  
using standard algebraic manipulation and Taylor expansion under the assumption that we 
are dealing with weakly deleterious mutations whose selection coefficients ('&) are 
expected to be small (22). 
 
In practice, we let each simulation replicate run until modern human introgression into 
Neanderthals, at which point we saved all Neanderthal and modern human Y chromosomes 
and their mutations to a SLiM population output file. After introgression, we tracked the 
frequency of modern human Y chromosomes in Neanderthals for 100,000 years, saving 
the frequency values at regular time intervals to another output file. 
For the downstream analyses, we calculated the fitnesses of all Neanderthal and 
modern human Y chromosomes from the population output files saved in the first step 
using equation (8) and calculated the ratio of the mean fitness values in both populations – 
this measure quantifies the decrease in fitness of Neanderthal Y chromosomes compared 
to modern human Y chromosomes. The distributions of simulated fitness ratios across the 
two-dimensional parameter grids evaluated for the two simulation batches are shown in 







To analyze the probability of replacement in Neanderthals over time, we scored the 
simulated modern human Y chromosome frequency trajectories with the calculated fitness 
decrease obtained from the simulation. Then, we estimated the expected probability of 
replacement of the original Neanderthal Y chromosomes over time by counting the 
proportion of the simulated trajectories (over all replicates trajectories for each 
combination of parameters) in which the introgressed modern human Y chromosomes 
reached fixation in each time point. These trajectories of replacement probabilities are 
shown in Fig. 3B, further averaged by bins of the calculated fitness decrease (Figs. S27 and 
S28). Fig. S29 shows these probabilities expanded from the single fitness reduction score 
back on the two-dimensional parameter grid, in a snapshot at 50 ky after introgression. 
Similarly, Figs. S31 and S32 summarize the probability of replacement in the context of 
simulations exploring the effect of Ne on both lineages and the rate of modern human 
introgression. In general, as expected, longer times of separation between Neanderthals and 
modern humans and larger mutation targets increase the genetic load of Neanderthals (Fig. 
S27) which, in turn, accelerates their replacement by modern human Y chromosomes (Fig. 
S28). Similarly, larger differences between the long-term Ne of Neanderthals and modern 
humans result in lower efficacy of purifying selection in Neanderthals and, consequently, 
in lower fitness of Neanderthal Y chromosomes (Fig. S30) and acceleration of the 
replacement dynamics (Figs. S31 and S32). 
It is important to note that many different combinations of parameters will lead to 
similar fitness differences between Neanderthal and modern human Y chromosomes and, 
consequently, to similar introgression dynamics (Figs. S27 and S28). This is because what 






they are compared to Neanderthal Y chromosomes (as measured by the fitness difference), 
regardless of the combination of parameters that lead to this fitness difference. 
 
Finally, we note that although the simulation setup presented here is specific to Y 
chromosomes, the conclusions based on the abstract measure of fitness reduction could, in 
principle, be generalized even to the case of mtDNA introgression. This is because our 
fitness reduction measure applies generally to any non-recombining locus and can be, in 























Fig. S2. Patterns of ancient DNA damage in non-UDG-treated sequences captured 









Fig. S3. Patterns of ancient DNA damage in UDG-treated sequences from the El 
Sidrón 1253 individual. Top row shows deamination patterns in the 560 kb capture 
generated for our study, bottom row shows deamination patterns in previously published 









Fig. S4. Patterns of ancient DNA damage in non-UDG-treated shotgun sequences of 
Spy 94a and Mezmaiskaya 2. Figures show results from previously published sequence 










Fig. S5. Distributions of read lengths calculated using sequences within the 6.9 Mb 








Fig. S6. Phylogenetic tree demonstrating the definition of positions informative about 
modern human contamination. Red branches represent lineages which we required to 
carry one state at positions where the blue lineages carry a different state. Therefore, red 
branches represent the ancestral states and blue branches represent the derived state. The 









Fig. S7. Differences between expected and observed counts of sites without any 
sequencing coverage. Exact values are reported in Table S7. Data were filtered by 









Fig. S8. Frequencies of observed polymorphisms normalized by the observed 
frequency of T-C polymorphism. SNP classes were counted for each archaic human Y 
chromosome (one panel each) and all counts were normalized by dividing them with 
observed counts of T-C SNPs. Dotted line shows an expectation based on SNP proportions 
observed in Y chromosomes of the following SGDP individuals: S_French_1, 








Fig. S9. Frequencies of observed polymorphisms normalized by the observed 
frequency of T-C polymorphism. SNP classes were counted for each archaic human Y 
chromosome (one panel each) and all counts were normalized by dividing them with 
observed counts of T-C SNPs. Dotted line shows an expectation based on SNP proportions 
observed in Y chromosomes of the following SGDP individuals: S_French_1, 









Fig. S10. Frequencies of observed polymorphisms normalized by the frequency of T-
C polymorphism. SNP classes were counted for each archaic human Y chromosome (one 
panel each) and all counts were normalized by dividing them with observed counts of T-C 
SNPs. Dotted line shows an expectation based on SNP proportions observed in Y 
chromosomes of the following SGDP individuals: S_French_1, S_Papuan_2, 











Fig. S11. Schematic of the branch-counting method to estimate the mutation rate and 
split times of African and non-African Y chromosomes. Accurate knowledge of the age 
of the Ust’-Ishim individual (17) makes it possible to estimate the mutation rate within the 
6.9 Mb target capture regions. We use the number of mutations missing on the Ust’-Ishim 
lineage since this individual died (45 kya) and compare it to another non-African Y 
chromosome, i.e. the quantity d - e. We used this mutation rate to calculate the TMRCA 
between a pair of non-African and African Y chromosomes as the total length of the 







Fig. S12. Two alternative site patterns which are discordant with the true 
phylogenetic relationship. Given that the true phylogenetic relationship is that shown in 










Fig. S13. Branch length differences between African Y chromosomes and a panel of 
13 non-African Y chromosomes. Ratios were calculated by creating an alignment of 
chimpanzee, African and non-African Y chromosomes and taking the ratio of the number 
of derived alleles observed in an African (x-axis) and the number of derived alleles in each 
of the individual non-Africans (dots, Table S10). “A00” represents a merge of sequences 












Fig. S14. Branch-counting method to estimate the TMRCA of archaic and present-
day human Y chromosomes. As explained in the text, we can decompose the quantity of 
interest (Tarchaic, thick arrow) using two quantities Tshared and TAFR and express it simply as 










Fig. S15. Alternative tree topologies with two additional possible branch counts b and 
c. These topologies are incongruent with the true phylogenetic trees and the branch counts 










Fig. S16. Relative proportion of branch lengths in downsampled Mezmaiskaya 2 data 
as a function of minimum coverage cutoff. (A) Panels show results for 14.3X 
Mezmaiskaya 2 downsampled down to 1X, 2X, … 6X coverage. (B) Same as in panel (A) 
but partitioned per branch. Black solid lines show expectations based on the full 
Mezmaiskaya 2 data. Increased relative proportions of the f branch lengths are due to false 
polymorphisms at low coverage cutoffs. Branch length proportions (labeled as in Fig. S14) 








 , where c = 7 + d +⋯+ f. Vertical dotted lines indicate a 
3X lower coverage cutoff used throughout our study. Branch counts were averaged over 
pairs of 13 non-Africans and the A00 African Y chromosome. Analysis is based on all 








Fig. S17. Relative proportion of branch lengths as a function of minimum coverage 









 , where c = 7 + d + ⋯+ f. Vertical dotted lines indicate a 3X 
lower coverage cutoff used throughout our study. With the exception of El Sidrón 1253, 









Fig. S18. Relative proportions of branch lengths in the 14.3X Mezmaiskaya 2 capture 
data as a function of minimum coverage support required for each genotype call. 
Mezmaiskaya 2 was chosen for this example because its high coverage makes the branch 
proportion patterns stand out more clearly. Panels (A), (B) and (C) show results based on 














 , where c = 7 + d +⋯+ f, using 
the complete 6.9 Mb capture data of Mezmaiskaya 2. Vertical dotted lines indicate a 3X 
lower coverage cutoff used throughout our study. Analysis is based on all polymorphisms. 








Fig. S19. Comparison of TMRCA estimates obtained using the new statistic and the 
original approach used in the analysis of the El Sidrón 1253 Neanderthal. (A) 






by Mendez et al. (10). Shown are estimates based on all polymorphisms (left panels) and 
excluding C-to-T or G-to-A polymorphisms which are more likely to be caused by aDNA 







Fig. S20. Comparison of TMRCA estimates obtained using a new statistic and the 
original approach used in the analysis of the El Sidrón 1253 Neanderthal. This figure 
shows the same data as in Fig. S19 (panels on the left) but plotted on the same scatterplot 
for easier comparison. Dotted black line shows the line of perfect correlation. The TMRCA 
between the Denisovan individuals and modern humans is slightly underestimated due to 
a bias in the TMRCA estimation procedure proposed in the original study of the El Sidrón 










Fig. S21. Detailed evaluation for potential technical biases in our TMRCA estimates. 
Shown are TMRCA results based on different versions of the data (shotgun or capture) or 






the default). Panels (A) and (B) show results based on two versions of mappability filters - 
less strict (“map35_50%”) and more strict (“map35_100%”) filters described in the Altai 








Fig. S22. TMRCA between the El Sidrón 1253 and modern human Y chromosomes. 
TMRCA estimates obtained for new capture sequence from the El Sidrón 1253 Neanderthal 
(~370 kya) differ significantly from the previously published results based on the 118 kb 
of the coding capture sequence (~600 kya, “118 kb, unfiltered” column on the right from 
the vertical line). We found that applying stricter filtering criteria results in the same 
TMRCA values we obtain for the new capture data (“118 kb, filtered” column on the right 









Fig. S23. Estimates of :;<=>BCDEBFD for different African Y chromosomes used in the 
calculation. (A) Results for the high-coverage 14.3X Mezmaiskaya 2 capture data (left of 
the vertical line) and its subsets generated by downsampling. A00-based TMRCA 
estimates are quite stable across the entire range of coverage and match those for the full 
data. In contrast, estimates based on other, less divergent, African Y chromosomes are 
heavily biased, and this bias is especially strong for low coverage samples. (B) A00-based 
estimates for Denisova 4, El Sidrón 1253 and Spy 94a match those for their higher coverage 
counterparts (Denisova 8 and Mezmaiskaya 2, respectively) as is required by the topology 
of the phylogenetic tree (Fig. 2A). However, estimates based on other African individuals 
















Fig. S24. Comparison of TMRCA estimates using all reads and only reads showing 
signs of deamination at the three terminal positions (indicated in parentheses). We 
performed the test only on Mezmaiskaya 2 and the merged Denisovan data to retain 
sufficient coverage for the analysis (3.6X coverage for deaminated-only Mezmaiskaya 2 
and 1.5X coverage for deaminated-only merged Denisovan data). Analysis was performed 










Fig. S25. Estimating the TMRCA of Neanderthal Y chromosomes. Filled circles 
represent a set of derived (alternative) alleles on the high-coverage Mezmaiskaya 2 lineage, 
and are defined as sites at which Mezmaiskaya 2 Y chromosome carries a different allele 
than chimpanzee, A00 and French Y chromosomes. Empty circles represent a subset of 









Fig. S26. TMRCA of Mezmaiskaya 2 and Spy 94a. Informative positions (derived alleles 
in Mezmaiskaya 2) were defined using genotype calls in Mezmaiskaya 2 which passed the 
standard filtering used throughout our study (minimum coverage of at least three reads, 
maximum coverage less than 98% quantile of the total coverage distribution). We called 
the genotypes in the Spy 94a Y chromosome at these positions and calculated the TMRCA 
using the equation (7). We tested the robustness of the estimate to genotype calling errors 













Fig. S27. Decrease in fitness of an average Neanderthal Y chromosome compared to 
an average modern human Y chromosome. Fitness decrease values were averaged over 
100 independent simulation replicates on a grid of two parameters as the ratios of the mean 
fitness of Neanderthal Y chromosomes to the mean fitness of modern human Y 
chromosomes (calculated using equation 8). Lighter colors represent lower fitness of 









Fig. S28. Trajectories of the probability of fixation of introgressed modern human Y 
chromosomes in Neanderthals, partitioned by the fitness decrease of Neanderthal Y 
chromosomes compared to modern human Y chromosomes. Black dotted lines show 
the probability of replacement under neutrality. All simulations assumed 5%  initial gene 
flow from modern humans into Neanderthals. Fig. 3B was generated from this data after 










Fig. S29. Probability of replacement of the Neanderthal Y chromosomes at 50 
thousand years after gene flow from modern humans. Probabilities represent the 
proportion of introgressed modern human Y chromosome trajectories that reached fixation 
in the Neanderthals after 50 thousand years after gene flow out of the total 100 simulation 










Fig. S30. Decrease in fitness of an average Neanderthal Y chromosome compared to 
an average modern human Y chromosome. Fitness decrease values were averaged over 
30 independent simulation replicates on a grid of two parameters as the ratios of the mean 
fitness of Neanderthal Y chromosomes to the mean fitness of modern human Y 
chromosomes (calculated using equation 8). Lighter colors represent lower fitness of 









Fig. S31. Trajectories of the probability of replacement in the simulation scenario 
which varied Ne of Neanderthals and modern humans as well as the rate of 
introgression. Individual frequency trajectories were first partitioned into equal-sized bins 
based on the ratio of Ne values of both populations (modern human Ne between 5,000 and 
15,000 in steps of 1,000, Neanderthal Ne between 200 and 2,000 in steps of 200) and the 
trajectory of the probability of replacement was calculated as the proportion of trajectories 
in each bin which reached the frequency 1.0 (i.e., fixation) in each time point. Dotted lines 








Fig. S32. Probability of replacement of the Neanderthal Y chromosomes at different 
time points after gene flow from modern humans. Probabilities represent the proportion 
of introgressed modern human Y chromosome trajectories that reached fixation in the 
Neanderthals at a given time point, out of the total 30 simulation replicates performed for 




















entire mappable Y 6,912,728 15,903 99.0 240.0 434.7 9,425.0 
~560 kb capture (*) 573,657 1,251 60.0 151.0 458.6 3899.0 
~560 kb capture 556,259 1,779 1.0 119.0 312.7 2,829.0 
exome subset 118,643 2,519 1.0 3.0 47.1 1,257.0 
 
Table S1. Characteristics of the three sets of Y chromosome capture targets analyzed 
in our study. “Exome subset” refers to a Y chromosome subset of the exome capture 
sequence generated by Castellano et al. and analyzed by Mendez et al. (called “filter 1”) 
(10, 16), “~560 kb capture” refers to target regions originally designed for studying 
present-day human Y chromosome variation (3), star (*) signifies statistics before 
intersecting the original set of target regions with the “map35_50%” filter (6), “entire 
mappable Y” represents capture regions targeting the entire mappable portion of the human 












 Spy 94a 0.8 6.9 Mb 
 Denisova 4 1.4 6.9 Mb 
 Denisova 8 3.5 6.9 Mb 
 El Sidrón 1253 7.9 560 kb 
 Mezmaiskaya 2 14.3 6.9 Mb 
 
Table S2. Mean coverage of archaic human Y chromosomes sequenced in this study. 









name mean coverage target study 
 Spy 94a (shotgun) 0.5 6.9 Mb (13) 
 Mezmaiskaya 2 (shotgun) 0.8 6.9 Mb (13) 
 El Sidrón 1253 (capture) 3.2 118 kb (10, 16) 
 
Table S3. Mean coverage of previously published archaic human Y chromosome 
sequences. The coverage reported for Spy 94a and Mezmaiskaya 2 shotgun sequence data 
is that of sequences overlapping the 6.9 Mb Y capture regions. The El Sidrón 1253 libraries 
were captured using an exome capture array (10, 16) and the coverage reported here is for 
the ~118 kb exome target capture regions. For each individual, sites with coverage higher 








name mean coverage target study 
 A00-1 8.8 6.9 Mb (4) 
 A00-2 12.0 6.9 Mb (4) 
 S_Mandenka-1 16.3 6.9 Mb (18) 
 S_Yoruba-2 17.0 6.9 Mb (18) 
 S_Finnish-2 17.0 6.9 Mb (18) 
 S_Punjabi-1 17.1 6.9 Mb (18) 
 S_Sardinian-1 18.1 6.9 Mb (18) 
 S_Dai-2 19.8 6.9 Mb (18) 
 S_Gambian-1 20.1 6.9 Mb (18) 
 Ust'-Ishim 20.1 6.9 Mb (17) 
 S_Mbuti-1 20.3 6.9 Mb (18) 
 S_Dinka-1 20.8 6.9 Mb (18) 
 S_Han-2 20.8 6.9 Mb (18) 
 A00 20.9 6.9 Mb (4) 
 S_BedouinB-1 21.7 6.9 Mb (18) 
 S_French-1 21.9 6.9 Mb (18) 
 S_Karitiana-1 22.2 6.9 Mb (18) 
 S_Turkish-1 22.5 6.9 Mb (18) 
 S_Saami-2 22.6 6.9 Mb (18) 
 S_Ju_hoan_North-1 22.7 6.9 Mb (18) 
 S_Papuan-2 23.2 6.9 Mb (18) 
 S_Thai-1 25.1 6.9 Mb (18) 
 S_Burmese-1 29.2 6.9 Mb (18) 
 
Table S4. Mean coverage of modern human Y chromosomes in capture target regions. 
Coverage is reported using sequences within the 6.9 Mb target capture regions. For each 
individual, sites with coverage higher than 98% quantile of the entire distribution were 












  individual mean [bp] median [bp] 
  Denisova 8 44.8 42 
  Spy 94a 51.2 47 
  Mezmaiskaya 2 54.1 49 
  Denisova 4 54.1 50 
  El Sidrón 1253 (560 kb) 55.3 51 
 











individual ancestral count 
derived 
count total derived/total 
Spy 94a 15 1 16 0.0625 
Mezmaiskaya 2 189 0 189 0.0000 
Denisova 4 14 0 14 0.0000 
Denisova 8 90 0 90 0.0000 
El Sidrón 1253 (560 kb) 29 0 29 0.0000 
 
 
Table S6. Counts and proportions of potential ‘contaminant-derived’ non-African 









name coverage observed expected difference data 
Denisova 8 3.4820355 0.09555 0.03074 0.06481 capture 
Spy 94a 0.8253622 0.49341 0.43808 0.05533 capture 
Denisova 4 1.3717806 0.30622 0.25365 0.05257 capture 
El Sidrón 1253 (118 kb) 3.2121215 0.08978 0.04027 0.04951 capture 
El Sidrón 1253 (560 kb) 7.9165032 0.04479 0.00036 0.04443 capture 
Mezmaiskaya 2 14.3494002 0.03561 0.00000 0.03561 capture 
Spy 94a (shotgun) 0.5052873 0.61337 0.60333 0.01004 shotgun (ancient) 
Mezmaiskaya 2 (shotgun) 0.8248822 0.44174 0.43829 0.00345 shotgun (ancient) 
S_Yoruba-2 16.9616115 0.00129 0.00000 0.00129 shotgun (modern) 
S_Mbuti-1 20.3360989 0.00129 0.00000 0.00129 shotgun (modern) 
S_Mandenka-1 16.3312730 0.00127 0.00000 0.00127 shotgun (modern) 
S_Gambian-1 20.1210272 0.00127 0.00000 0.00127 shotgun (modern) 
A00 20.8671570 0.00050 0.00000 0.00050 shotgun (modern) 
S_Papuan-2 23.1529894 0.00048 0.00000 0.00048 shotgun (modern) 
S_Saami-2 22.6298230 0.00033 0.00000 0.00033 shotgun (modern) 
S_BedouinB-1 21.7140764 0.00016 0.00000 0.00016 shotgun (modern) 
S_Sardinian-1 18.1189362 0.00015 0.00000 0.00015 shotgun (modern) 
S_Punjabi-1 17.1469680 0.00013 0.00000 0.00013 shotgun (modern) 
S_French-1 21.9031161 0.00013 0.00000 0.00013 shotgun (modern) 
S_Thai-1 25.1203313 0.00010 0.00000 0.00010 shotgun (modern) 
S_Dai-2 19.8120096 0.00004 0.00000 0.00004 shotgun (modern) 
S_Dinka-1 20.7590166 0.00004 0.00000 0.00004 shotgun (modern) 
S_Finnish-2 17.0155033 0.00003 0.00000 0.00003 shotgun (modern) 
S_Han-2 20.7680004 0.00003 0.00000 0.00003 shotgun (modern) 
S_Karitiana-1 22.1963029 0.00003 0.00000 0.00003 shotgun (modern) 
S_Turkish-1 22.4638799 0.00003 0.00000 0.00003 shotgun (modern) 
S_Ju_hoan_North-1 22.7025717 0.00003 0.00000 0.00003 shotgun (modern) 
S_Burmese-1 29.2087547 0.00003 0.00000 0.00003 shotgun (modern) 
 











all SNPs excluding C-to-T/G-to-A 
count proportion count proportion 
unfiltered Spy 94a (shotgun) 2,664,787 38.5% 2,636,405 38.1% 
unfiltered Spy 94a 3,502,380 50.7% 3,470,671 50.2% 
unfiltered Spy 94a (snpAD) 3,556,151 51.4% 3,522,222 51.0% 
unfiltered Mezmaiskaya 2 (shotgun) 3,822,106 55.3% 3,762,768 54.4% 
unfiltered Denisova 4 4,731,302 68.4% 4,705,860 68.1% 
unfiltered Denisova 4 (snpAD) 4,823,855 69.8% 4,797,798 69.4% 
unfiltered Denisova 8 5,851,332 84.6% 5,828,356 84.3% 
unfiltered Denisova 8 (snpAD) 6,259,573 90.6% 6,235,802 90.2% 
unfiltered Mezmaiskaya 2 6,348,948 91.8% 6,346,684 91.8% 
unfiltered Mezmaiskaya 2 (snpAD) 6,669,431 96.5% 6,667,075 96.4% 
min DP >= 3 Spy 94a (shotgun)  150,642 2.2% 150,606 2.2% 
min DP >= 3 Mezmaiskaya 2 (shotgun) 450,609 6.5% 450,510 6.5% 
min DP >= 3 Spy 94a  628,697 9.1% 628,007 9.1% 
min DP >= 3 Spy 94a (snpAD)  656,745 9.5% 654,847 9.5% 
min DP >= 3 Denisova 4  1,311,857 19.0% 1,311,543 19.0% 
min DP >= 3 Denisova 4 (snpAD)  1,370,096 19.8% 1,369,413 19.8% 
min DP >= 3 Denisova 8  3,902,126 56.4% 3,901,009 56.4% 
min DP >= 3 Denisova 8 (snpAD)  4,263,466 61.7% 4,261,828 61.7% 
min DP >= 3 Mezmaiskaya 2  6,141,494 88.8% 6,140,382 88.8% 
min DP >= 3 Mezmaiskaya 2 (snpAD)  6,458,882 93.4% 6,457,709 93.4% 
min DP >= 3 
max DP <= 98% quantile Spy 94a (shotgun)  121,423 1.8% 121,391 1.8% 
min DP >= 3  
max DP <= 98% quantile Mezmaiskaya 2 (shotgun) 425,654 6.2% 425,561 6.2% 
min DP >= 3  






min DP >= 3  
max DP <= 98% quantile Spy 94a (snpAD)  605,324 8.8% 603,476 8.7% 
min DP >= 3  
max DP <= 98% quantile Denisova 4  1,222,241 17.7% 1,221,944 17.7% 
min DP >= 3  
max DP <= 98% quantile Denisova 4 (snpAD)  1,274,242 18.4% 1,273,579 18.4% 
min DP >= 3  
max DP <= 98% quantile Denisova 8  3,809,899 55.1% 3,808,791 55.1% 
min DP >= 3  
max DP <= 98% quantile Denisova 8 (snpAD)  4,167,667 60.3% 4,166,038 60.3% 
min DP >= 3  
max DP <= 98% quantile Mezmaiskaya 2  6,038,340 87.4% 6,037,229 87.3% 
min DP >= 3  
max DP <= 98% quantile Mezmaiskaya 2 (snpAD)  6,352,744 91.9% 6,351,572 91.9% 
 
Table S8. Counts of sites for each archaic human Y chromosome in 6.9 Mb capture 
regions - raw counts, or counts of sites which passed the two filtering criteria used 
(first column). Multiple records for the same individual indicate different versions of the 
data (shotgun sequences as opposed to capture) or different ways of calling genotypes 
(consensus genotype calling or genotype calling using snpAD). Reported are numbers for 
all sites and for sites excluding C-T and G-A polymorphisms. The proportions are 









all SNPs excluding C-to-T/G-to-A 
count proportion count proportion 
unfiltered El Sidrón 1253 (560 kb) 530,172 95.3% 530,046 95.3% 
min DP >= 3 El Sidrón 1253 (560 kb) 477,397 85.8% 477,293 85.8% 
min DP >= 3 
max DP <= 98% quantile El Sidrón 1253 (560 kb) 467,563 84.1% 467,461 84.0% 
 
Table S9. Counts of sites for the 560 kb capture regions - raw counts, or counts of 
sites which passed the two filtering criteria used (first column). Reported are numbers 
for all sites and for sites excluding C-to-T and G-to-A polymorphisms. The proportions are 





































Table S10. Haplogroups of present-day human Y chromosomes used in our reference 
panel. Haplogroup names were taken from the SGDP annotation table (18). Haplogroups 
of the African panel are highlighted in gray. The A00 individual represents a merge of 









African a b c d e f total 
mutation rate 
(bp -1 × year -1) 
TMRCA AFR 
(years ago) 
A00 1060.2 1.2 8.3 214.5 14.2 1103.1 6,064,477 7.34e-10 249211.63 
A00-2 1054.5 1.2 8.2 214.7 14.6 1092.7 6,045,632 7.35e-10 247074.54 
A00-1 1004.2 1.2 8.1 207.2 14.2 1054.1 5,855,414 7.32e-10 246756.41 
S_Ju_hoan_North_1 261.5 2.7 8.5 216.3 14.5 439.2 6,100,839 7.35e-10 98443.62 
S_Mbuti_1 116.5 1.2 8.9 217.5 14.5 344.7 6,123,504 7.37e-10 76782.21 
S_Dinka_1 110.8 2.1 8.7 217.4 14.5 321.2 6,090,467 7.40e-10 71573.49 
S_Mandenka_1 120.9 1.2 8.8 218.3 14.5 321.0 6,123,094 7.39e-10 71226.46 
S_Gambian_1 118.8 1.2 8.5 218.1 14.5 320.2 6,096,582 7.42e-10 71127.40 
S_Yoruba_2 118.9 1.2 8.7 217.6 13.5 320.9 6,121,558 7.41e-10 71119.46 
 
 
Table S11. Branch counts and estimates of mutation rate and TMRCA between an 
African lineage and a panel of 13 non-African Y chromosomes. All quantities represent 
averages across all non-African Y chromosomes (Table S10). Counts in columns a to f 
represent counts of site patterns as shown in Figs. S11 and S12. “Total” represents the 
number of sites out of the total 6.9 Mb of target sequence available for the analysis. The 
last two columns represent the inferred mutation rate based on the Ust’-Ishim branch-
shortening and the average TMRCA between a given African and a panel of non-Africans 
calculated from the length of the 7 + 9 branch as shown in Fig. S11. Bootstrap 95% 
confidence intervals for the A00-based mutation rate and split time in the first row (which 
we use to estimate archaic-modern human TMRCAs) were estimated as [6.265082e-10, 













Denisova 4 142.2 2.0 2.2 77.8 125.8 165.9 1,084,363.6 708,133.1 549,584.2 932,413.7 
Denisova 8 583.5 8.8 8.5 318.0 410.4 583.9 3,372,262.6 706,874.9 607,066.1 834,698.5 
Mezmaiskaya 2 301.8 13.8 16.4 625.1 609.1 651.9 5,349,303.5 369,637.7 326,438.0 420,072.7 
Spy 94a 17.4 4.5 0.2 42.0 49.5 87.6 510,735.5 353,265.5 286,873.1 450,423.5 
El Sidrón 1253 27.9 0.0 2.5 78.8 38.2 62.3 414,420.4 339,207.2 274,572.8 408,045.7 
 
Table S12. Observed branch counts and estimates of TMRCA between archaic and 
modern human Y chromosomes. All quantities represent averages across a panel of 13 
non-African Y chromosomes (Table S10) and are based on A00-based estimates of 
mutation rate and :;<=>?@A. Counts in columns a to f represent counts of site patterns as 
shown in Figs. S14 and S15. “Total” represents the number of sites out of the total 6.9 Mb 




















coverage calculated on 
71 469 0.1315 92250.32 83814.88 102157.6 1 all sites 
51 314 0.1397 94962.33 83315.75 107309.6 2 all sites 
20 141 0.1242 89862.87 74453.89 108808.4 3 all sites 
13 66 0.1646 103130.37 77184.06 129130.5 4 all sites 
7 37 0.1591 101332.33 67250.74 141779.7 5 all sites 
43 266 0.1392 94775.67 82515.76 108105.1 1 no C-T/G-A 
32 173 0.1561 100347.68 83703.34 117665.3 2 no C-T/G-A 
13 74 0.1494 98152.86 75463.15 125756.6 3 no C-T/G-A 
7 33 0.1750 106565.56 69559.13 149511.3 4 no C-T/G-A 




Table S13. Point estimates and 95% C.I. for the TMRCA of Mezmaiskaya 2 and Spy 








Table S14. DNA library, sequencing information and capture statistics. Table can be 
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Abstract
Summary: We present a new R package admixr, which provides a convenient interface for per-
forming reproducible population genetic analyses (f3, D, f4, f4-ratio, qpWave and qpAdm), as imple-
mented by command-line programs in the ADMIXTOOLS software suite. In a traditional
ADMIXTOOLS workflow, the user must first generate a set of text configuration files tailored to
each individual analysis, often using a combination of shell scripting and manual text editing. The
non-tabular output files then need to be parsed to extract values of interest prior to further analy-
ses. Our package simplifies this process by automating all low-level configuration and parsing
steps, making analyses as simple as running a single R command. Furthermore, we provide a set
of R functions for processing, filtering and manipulating datasets in the EIGENSTRAT format.
By unifying all steps of the workflow under a single R framework, this package enables the automa-
tion of analytic pipelines, significantly improving the reproducibility of population genetic studies.
Availability and implementation: The source code of the R package is available under the MIT li-
cense. Installation instructions, reference manual and a tutorial can be found on the package web-
site at https://bioinf.eva.mpg.de/admixr.
Contact: mp@bodkan.net or kelso@eva.mpg.de
Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.
1 Introduction
The growing number of ancient and modern genome sequences have
transformed our understanding of the evolutionary history of
humans and other species. Several statistical methods have been
developed to make inferences about past population movements and
admixtures from genomic data. Chief among these has been a series
of population genetic methods (D, f3, f4, f4-ratio, qpWave and
qpAdm) for estimating the amounts of genetic drift shared between
populations, testing admixture hypotheses and estimating admixture
proportions, implemented as command-line utilities in the
ADMIXTOOLS software suite (Patterson et al., 2012). Although
ADMIXTOOLS has been used in many recent studies of human an-
cient DNA (Fu et al., 2016; Haak et al., 2015; Hajdinjak et al.,
2018; Lazaridis et al., 2016), the tools in this package are rather
cumbersome to use. First, each individual analysis or hypothesis test
relies on a set of configuration files, which have to be generated
using a combination of shell scripting and manual editing. Second,
after running an ADMIXTOOLS command on the command-line,
the user needs to extract relevant values from a non-tabular text file
before they can be imported into software such as R for further
analysis and plotting. This workflow is slow and potentially error-
prone, especially if the user wishes to quickly iterate through differ-
ent hypotheses involving many different populations or samples.
Most importantly, however, it makes it challenging to conduct fully
reproducible research. To overcome these challenges, we present a
new R package for population admixture analyses which utilizes the
ADMIXTOOLS software suite for the underlying calculations, but
that provides a unified and convenient R interface. The package
completely automates the generation, processing and parsing of all
intermediate files, hiding all low-level details from the user, and
allowing them to focus on the analysis itself. Importantly, unifying
the entire analytic workflow in a single environment makes it
VC The Author(s) 2019. Published by Oxford University Press. 3194
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possible to implement and share fully automated, reproducible ana-
lytic pipelines.
2 Implementation
The admixr package is implemented using the R programming lan-
guage. It consists of several wrapper functions (calling ADMIXTOOLS
commands internally from R), and a set of complementary functions
for filtering and processing datasets in the EIGENSTRAT file format
required by ADMIXTOOLS (Patterson et al., 2012).
An EIGENSTRAT dataset is represented by an S3 object of the
class EIGENSTRAT, which is created using the eigenstrat()
constructor function, and encapsulates the paths to a trio of ‘ind’,
‘snp’ and ‘geno’ files:








All other functions in the package accept this object as their first
argument, and perform either a requested calculation on it (returning
an R data frame for further analysis), or return a new, modified
EIGENSTRAT S3 object (in case of filtering and processing functions)
which can be used in additional downstream steps or calculations.
The core functionality of the package consists of the following
set of R functions: f3(), d(), f4(), f4ratio(), qpWave()
and qpAdm(), each implemented as a wrapper around one of the
command-line programs distributed as part of the ADMIXTOOLS
package.
3 Example usage
Performing even the most trivial analysis using ADMIXTOOLS
presents a significant amount of overhead for the user. For example,
to estimate the proportion of Neandertal ancestry in a set of individu-
als, X; the user would typically calculate an f4-ratio statistic such as:
f4 Altai; Chimp; X; Mbuti# $
f4 Altai; Chimp; Vindija; Mbuti# $
: (1)
The user first needs to create a file with a list of samples in each
position of both f4 statistics, a parameter file specifying the paths to
a trio of EIGENSTRAT component files, then manually run the
qpF4ratio command-line program, and then capture and parse its
output to obtain relevant values (see Supplementary Information for
a complete example workflow using a traditional ADMIXTOOLS
approach). Note that changing the analysis setup [such as including
a different set of populations in Equation (1)], performing the ana-
lysis on a subset of the genome, or modifying the analysis in another
way, requires changes to be made to its configuration files. This
presents a significant overhead for the user, especially when iterating
through a complex set of population genetic hypotheses.
In contrast, using the admixr package, the same analysis can be
performed with just the following snippet of R code:
result <- f4ratio(
X " c(“French”, “Han”, “Papuan”),
A " “Altai”, B " “Vindija”, C " “Mbuti”, O "
“Chimp”,
data " eigenstrat(“<path to EIGENSTRAT data>”)
)
Internally, the f4ratio() function performs all configuration
and parsing work, and returns an R data frame which can be imme-
diately used for further statistical analysis and plotting:
> result
A B X C O alpha stderr Zscore
Altai Vindija French Mbuti Chimp 0.019696 0.003114 6.324
Altai Vindija Han Mbuti Chimp 0.024379 0.003364 7.248
Altai Vindija Papuan Mbuti Chimp 0.032167 0.003499 9.193
All other admixr wrapper functions have a similar interface and are
described in the tutorial vignette on the package website in more detail.
4 Additional functionality
The fact that ADMIXTOOLS requires the data to be in
EIGENSTRAT format presents additional challenges for quality
control, processing and filtering, as this format is not supported by
standard bioinformatics tools. Our R package therefore provides
additional functionality to simplify the processing and filtering of
EIGENSTRAT genotype data. This includes:
• Reading and writing of ind, snp and geno file components.
• Filtering of SNPs based on regions specified in a BED file.
• Restricting analyses to sites carrying transversion SNPs.
• Renaming samples or grouping them into larger population
groups.
• Merging of EIGENSTRAT datasets.
• Counting the number of sites present or missing in each sample.
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Example analysis: Estimating the proportions of Neandertal ancestry 
Our	goal	is	to	estimate	the	proportions	of	Neandertal	ancestry	in	a	set	of	present-day	
European	individuals	(French,	Sardinian	and	Czech)	using	the	following	!"-ratio	statistic:	
# = !"(Altai	Neandertal, Chimpanzee; 	European	X, African)!"(Altai	Neandertal, Chimpanzee; 	Vindija	Neandertal, African)
.	






Altai Chimp : French Yoruba :: Altai Chimp : Vindija Yoruba	
Altai Chimp : Sardinian Yoruba :: Altai Chimp : Vindija Yoruba	


















qpF4ratio: parameter file: f4ratio_all.par	






## qpF4ratio version: 310	
nplist: 3	
  0                Altai    1	
  1                Chimp    1	
  2               French    1	
  3               Yoruba    1	
  4              Vindija    1	
  5            Sardinian    1	
  6                Czech    1	
jackknife block size:     0.050	
snps: 2055980  indivs: 7	
number of blocks for block jackknife: 557	
                                                                                                           
alpha     std. err  Z (null=0)	
 result:      Altai      Chimp     French     Yoruba  :      Altai      Chimp    
Vindija     Yoruba     0.021646     0.003738      5.791 9d	
 result:      Altai      Chimp  Sardinian     Yoruba  :      Altai      Chimp    
Vindija     Yoruba     0.025142     0.003594      6.996 9d	
 result:      Altai      Chimp      Czech     Yoruba  :      Altai      Chimp    
Vindija     Yoruba     0.026637     0.003605      7.389 9d	
## end of run	
 





> result <- f4ratio(	
>   X = c("French", "Sardinian", "Czech"),	
>   A = "Altai", B = "Vindija", C = "Yoruba", O = "Chimp",	






# A tibble: 3 x 8	
  A     B       X         C      O      alpha  stderr Zscore	
  <chr> <chr>   <chr>     <chr>  <chr>  <dbl>   <dbl>  <dbl>	
1 Altai Vindija French    Yoruba Chimp 0.0216 0.00374   5.79	
2 Altai Vindija Sardinian Yoruba Chimp 0.0251 0.00359   7.00	
3 Altai Vindija Czech     Yoruba Chimp 0.0266 0.00360   7.39	
















bedtools intersect -v -a snps.bed -b regions.bed \	
    | cut -f 4- \	
















qpF4ratio: parameter file: f4ratio_subset.par	







## qpF4ratio version: 310	
nplist: 3	
  0                Altai    1	
  1                Chimp    1	
  2               French    1	
  3               Yoruba    1	
  4              Vindija    1	
  5            Sardinian    1	
  6                Czech    1	
jackknife block size:     0.050	
snps: 1716304  indivs: 7	
number of blocks for block jackknife: 556	
                                                                                                           
alpha     std. err  Z (null=0)	
 result:      Altai      Chimp     French     Yoruba  :      Altai      Chimp    
Vindija     Yoruba     0.023227     0.003882      5.984 9d	
 result:      Altai      Chimp  Sardinian     Yoruba  :      Altai      Chimp    
Vindija     Yoruba     0.027174     0.003799      7.154 9d	
 result:      Altai      Chimp      Czech     Yoruba  :      Altai      Chimp    
Vindija     Yoruba     0.027380     0.003821      7.165 9d	
## end of run	





> snps <- eigenstrat("data/snps")	
> subset <- filter_bed(snps, "regions.bed") # create a new EIGENSTRAT object	
>	
> result <- f4ratio(	
>   X = c("French", "Sardinian", "Czech"),	
>   A = "Altai", B = "Vindija", C = "Yoruba", O = "Chimp",	







# A tibble: 3 x 8	
  A     B       X         C      O      alpha  stderr Zscore	
  <chr> <chr>   <chr>     <chr>  <chr>  <dbl>   <dbl>  <dbl>	
1 Altai Vindija French    Yoruba Chimp 0.0232 0.00388   5.98	
2 Altai Vindija Sardinian Yoruba Chimp 0.0272 0.00380   7.15	








>   eigenstrat("data/snps") %>%	
>   filter_bed("regions.bed") %>%	
>   f4ratio(	
>     X = c("French", "Sardinian", "Czech"),	
>     A = "Altai", B = "Vindija", C = "Yoruba", O = "Chimp"	
>   )		
>	
> result	
# A tibble: 3 x 8	
  A     B       X         C      O      alpha  stderr Zscore	
  <chr> <chr>   <chr>     <chr>  <chr>  <dbl>   <dbl>  <dbl>	
1 Altai Vindija French    Yoruba Chimp 0.0232 0.00388   5.98	
2 Altai Vindija Sardinian Yoruba Chimp 0.0272 0.00380   7.15	
3 Altai Vindija Czech     Yoruba Chimp 0.0274 0.00382   7.16	







>   eigenstrat("data/snps") %>%	
>   relabel(Europeans = c("French", "Sardinian", "Czech")) %>%	
>   filter_bed("regions.bed") %>%	
>   transversions_only() %>%	
>   f4ratio(	
>     X = "Europeans",	
>     A = "Altai", B = "Vindija", C = "Yoruba", O = "Chimp"	





# A tibble: 1 x 8	
  A     B       X         C      O      alpha  stderr Zscore	
  <chr> <chr>   <chr>     <chr>  <chr>  <dbl>   <dbl>  <dbl>	
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